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H ERE the story of our besin. nings and of our rapid pro . .
gress has been combined with the
story of our year's activities in
commemoration of this the for . .
tieth anniversary of the found . .
ing of our college. 1888-1928.

DEDICATION
To Dr. James Henry Linford
Whose lifelong activity as a
teacher and administratorj-whose
significant work as director of the
summer school and superintendent of
the department of correspondence study
at the Utah Agricultural College mark
him as one of Utah's Educational Pi~
oneersj-whose unassuming sincer~
ity of manner, kindliness and
integrity, command our lastins
respectj-We, his friends at
the College, dedicate the for~
tieth anniversary edition
of the Buzzer. <V
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F

ORTY years ago, a
thoughtful, farsighted man of keen
observation, antici pating the needs of our
future great commonwealth and guided by
the examples of various older states, prepared the bill creating
the Agricultural College of Utah. He introduced the bill into
A 11 Early View

0/ College I-Jill

the legislature and watched it carefully until it was passed and
igned by Caleb West, Governor of the Territory. Anthon H. Lund
was the wise father of this Act of Establishment. With the help
of his personal'associates and by the efforts of supporters in the
legislature, Lund was ab,le to take advantage of plans formulated a
quarter of a century earlier by other far-seeing men who realized
a national need for agricultural education. Senator Justin P. Morrill of Vermont was one of these men. In 1857 he had succeeded
in getting through the national congress a bill providing land
grants for the support of agricultural colleges. On his first attempt,
the bill had been vetoed because those to whom he appealed could
not sense the need for such a plan, but Morrill did not give up his
desire to win for an agricultural country, advantages that would
insure more rapid development in the future. He carried his fight
on to succeeding congresses and in 1862, during the pressing time
of the Civil War, his bill was recognized and approved by Abraham
Lincoln, whose signature upon it made it a law.
This national attempt toward agricultural education was an
experiment, the success of which depended entirely upon how the
states and territories would support it. Singly, the various estabJeremiah Wilson Sanborn, First President
of the College

lished colleges had to
work toward their own
advancement and collectively they had to
work toward the realizing
of a perfect system of
united agricultural colleges with experiment
sta tions that would "aid
in acquiring and diffussing among the people of
the United States useful
and practical information on subjects connected with agriculture, and
promote scientific investiga tion and experiment
The First Faculty
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respecting the principle and applications
of agricultural science.
Utah had been settled only forty-one
years and was still
eight years from statehood when the Lund
Bill was passed. Her
settlers, a desert conquering people, were
in great need or the
learning which could
Main Building Be/ofe' the "Au Tower

be imparted to them through such an institution. The immediate
problem confronting the newly established college then , was to train
men and women to carryon what had been started by a small band
of hardy, God-fearing pioneers, laboring under conditions as adverse
as any to be found in America. \Vater must be conserved and more
efficiently utilized in order to make possible the reclamation of more
desert acres, and land that could not be irrigated must be dry-farmed
effectively and as far as natural conditions would permit. It was
because of his broad grasp of this tremendous problem that our first
president, J. W. Sanborn, was able to lay the roundations of a school
which- would place service to the people as its roremo t purpose.
Under the Lund Bill, $25,000 was appropriated for the erection
of a "s uitable school building" and 1'01' the purchasing or land s on
which to conduct agricultural experiments. The objects of the College , according to the bill , were: "to teach such branches of learnin ~
as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, and such other
scientific and classical studies as shall promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and
profession s of liCe. "
A capable and adept man , J. W. Sanborn, began his official

/\I iss Vel1dila Berllstoll, Now

Mrs. W111. Fogelberg, was tbe
First Studellt to register at tbe
College September, 1890

duties, the planning of
what was to become a
permanent agricultural
college,
January
I,
1890. Funds were very
limited , but by the good
judgment, managerial
ability, and perserverance or this capable
man and his helpers,
the work of organizing
progressed.
By September 2, the first term
or school opened and
twenty-two stu den t s
registered for i nstruction.
President Sanborn , during his administration , nurtured a
Tbe Chapel

new college, a young
tree of learni ng, and
establ ished its roots
firmly in one of the
choicest spots of the
west.
The original buildings on the old col lege hi II were the
Main Building, ( not
exactly as it is now
but as can be seen by
the picture included
in this section), the
Presi dent's residence,
the barn, farm and
Early Sprill g Plowill g

A Geology Club

every faculty
of the College
in the past forty years.
The unsympathetic
atti tude of the
people in the
Utah territory
toward the College had to be
during
faced
Presid nt Sanborn 's administration. The
farmers,
who
harbored contempt for an
institution that

0/

tbe '90's.

0 11

College Hill

superintendents' cottages, and the Experiment StdLlon
buildings. These were built by State appropriation and
by contract. I n the task of converting these buildings
into centers of activity President Sanborn was assisted
by a faculty of six members, organized in conformity with
the financial limitations of that pressing time. These six
were an active group , capable of giving instruction in the
first years of work in the courses which were offered.
This original faculty functioned until 1894 and the
record which they made as instructor was not only one
di splaying success in teaching, but also one indicating
success in the development of the various departments.
Lack of enough rooms made it necessary for some of the
classes to be crowded into cramped spaces; lack of funds
made it impossible for the departments to provide efficient
training facilities. The Mechanical Arts Department, in
view of its nature and scope, required proper and adequately equipped space but in its infancy in the College
it's courses were conducted in the basement of the Main
Building. There also were the I-lome Economics classes,
which were limited to text book instruction. These and
other handicaps did not discourage the faculty but added
zeal to their desires to overcome the existing problems.
The spi rit of this small group has been characteristic of

General Purpose Barn Located just Nortb

0/ tbe Present Cbemistry Building

convinced everyone of it worth larger appropriations
were obtained and the growth reached a mark far beyond
the dreams of the people of the Territory. The college had
become popular ; its principles of service had been thoroughl y practiced by President Sanborn. For four years
he had diligently striven to build a college that would
possess sou nd and worthwhile ideals and that would extend a broad and penetrating influence and his efforts had
been crowned with success. Professor]. H . Paul succeeded President Sanborn in 1894.
Courses in Agriculture, Domestic Arts, Mechanic
Arts, Business and Civil, Mining and I rrigation Engineering were taught in the College. I n fact, commerce
was made co-ordinate with other courses leading to degrees and it is reported that the Business School was the
first of its standi ng in any of the Land-grant Co ll eges.
According to the Morrill Act, the classical studies were
not to be excluded from the curriculum of the Land-grant
Co ll eges. President Paul , during his administration concentrated upon how far this phrase cou ld be interpreted
and he endeavored to show the legislature the importance

wou ld dare to presume
that farming could be
learned in schoo l had
to be converted by conc ret e demonstration.
The experiment farm
met this difficulty. It
was an object lesson to
those who so thoroughly disbelieved in the
worth of education.
This opposition and also that found in the
legislature had to be
overcome. Pres. Sanborn succeeded in gettin g
appropriations
from the state to meet
the financial needs and
as the coll ege grew and

A n Early Laboratory at tbe A. C.

of teaching cuLtural courses in
the College. He
did not desire
to limit the
curriculum to
the branches of
learning
that
are related to
"farming and
work bench operations;"
he
wanted it to
meet a broader
purpose.
At this time
the col l eg e
needed to be

advertised, needed to
be placed before the
people with a complete
record of its achievements to prove it a
sound and necessa ry
institution. I n a statement President Paul
said, "There was not a
Gollar that could be
used for advertising."
He appealed to the
business men of Logan
for money to finance
Football T ea111 1901

an advertising project; many responded and a pamphlet
on the progress of the college was issued. Speaking tours
to advertise were made by the President and often the
Sagebrush Glee Club of Logan would accompany him and
give concerts. Because of hi advertising campaign the
enrollment increased from 260 to 490 students during his
two years in office.

Though he served a short time his

methods were effective in directing the destiny of our
college.
I n each department improvements were made ; new
equipment was purchased for the Mechanic and Domestic
Art courses; plans were made to teach more advanced subjects.

These advancements made it necessary to increase

the number of the faculty.
President Joseph M. Tanner realized that by the establishment of professorships a more thorough organization
could be effected in all the different departments throughUI/velliug 0/ a Class Gilt

at 1he head of
all the work
of thei r respective

' 'I

out the institution. He placed professors in charge of and

---

-,--------

de-

par t m ents"
whether in the
advanced

or

eleme n tar y
su b jects. As
a result of
this idea there
was a greater
uniformity in
the work of
The Aggies Did Their Bit-1918

-

the different departments, a nd a more perfect g radu a tion from
the preparatory through
the sub-fres hman to t he
diffe rent coll ege co urses.
I ts professors were all
specia li sts in their lin es
of st udy, men and women whose interests extended beyo nd the m er~
co nsideratio n of sa lary
to the impo rtant question of professional success.
Dr. J. W. Kerr se rved through seven yea rs,
Office 0/ Many Past Presidents.

during which time much improvement was made lJ1 th e
physical plant, foward strides were taken toward hi gher
scholarship and enrollment and more land was bought
for agricultural experiments. The towe r a nd the north
wing of the main building were erected during President
Kerr's administration. By hi s constant demand for community growth the boulevard was constructed and other
improve ments made in Logan .
John A. Widtsoe carried on th e polici es of hi s predecessors for nine yea rs. The work he did for the college
paralleled that of all the previous presidents and , at the
end of hi s administration this in stitution was widely
recognized as a superior school of learnin g. The extension
division was created by President Widtsoe in the first
yea rs of his management.

H is close attention to a study

of dry farming problems gave the school a reputation for
scientific learning.

Because of a capacity to reach the

homes and occupations of the peopl e the entire state became the campus of the college.

T be First Graduating Class 1894; M artba
Hoyt, f( a111as; W. B. Dau.gall Jr. , Sprillgville; R. W. Erwin, Logan ; A. B. Larsen,
Salt Lake City.

All of the
facts conce rning

t he

founding
and

ea rl y

g rowth
the
prove

0

f

college
that

the plans
formulated
for its de-

Women's Dormitory, Now tbe Home
Economics Building

Mecbanic Arts Class at Work

velopment were placed upon a foundation sufficiently broad to meet the varied and peculiar needs
of a young but rapi dly growing commonwealth. The successful discharging of these plans made
the Agricultural College of Utah, though one of the youngest land-grant institutions of the country,
a pioneer in many important features of industrial education.
Under the direction of
President Elmer G. Peterson the past twelve years have seen the College make almost phenomenal
progress. The physical equipment has been increased many times by the judicious application of
the funds at hand. The standards of student administration and conduct have risen to enviable
heights. The College has been placed on the accredited list of the American Association of Universities and the courses broadened to meet every technical and cultural need. A special section
dealing with these advancements and with the possibilities in the immediate future will be found
at the close of our book.
SOME PERSO AL TOUCHES
I t is of interest now to note the many changes that have taken place in the appearance of the
campus. In 1888 the quadrangle and hill were in orchard and hay and just enough was cleared
for the barns and buildings all of which were located between the present main building and
Widtsoe H all. The area now known as the quad rangle and the ground east of it was at first used
for all agricultural experiment work. An acre of onions was grown for years on the site of the tennis court just south of Widtsoe Hall. Mr. Char les Batt relates how he tended the onions for
several years.
On such special occasions as a visit of the Board or of the State Legislature, a heavy draft
team, the pride of the College,
hitched to a beautiful three
seated surrey became the official means of transportation.
A limited livery service was
maintained for students whose
financial standing permitted
them to "ride out" instead of
"step out." Riding was quite
necessary in wet weather because there were no sidewalks.
The "bus service" of the town
was run by a fellow called
Cache Valley Hans, who met
A Rally on tbe Quadrangle
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Tbe Old Milk Wagon

Activity on the Campus

Loga n's one daily t ra in with a Lud low wagon a nd t ra nsported the passe nge rs to t he va ri ous pa rts
of t he tow n. It was not un us ua l fo r him to requi re 2-3 hours to d ist ri bute hi s load a nd get up as
far as the coll ege. Fellows who wa nted him to b rin g them a nd their gi rl s to da nces in the gym at
t he Co ll ege m a de a rra ngements t he day befo re a nd met him sometim e in the afte rn oon.
Peter Nelso n, now custod ian of t he gym , was first hired to ta ke ca re of th e da iry ba rn s. Th ese
ba rn s prov ided la bo rato ry p ract ice fo r st ude nts a nd mil k was deli vered daily by m ea ns of the li tt le
wagon pict ured in this section.
The gymn asium was o nce o n t he third Ooo r of t he mai n b uil d in g where the art depa rt ment
is now housed a nd t he d ress in g rooms were in th e basement. T he floo rs of t he gym we re covered
with heavy, patte rned ca rpets as shown in t he accom pany in g picture.
A thl eti cs in Co ll ege we re o nce open to a ll-facul ty a nd st ude nts. Eve ry body pl ayed a nd
eac h playe r p rov ided hi s own sui t, whet her it happe ned to be ove ra ll s o r som et hing better. Professo r La ngton of t he Mat hem atics depa rt ment vo luntee red to be the first coach. T hen it was no
unusua l thin g to hea r a coac h instructin g p laye rs in t he a rt of brea kin g an op po nent's leg a nd on
o ne occas io n t he coach in teachin g them how it was do ne, so injured three of hi s own playe rs t hat
t hey were out of th e crucia l game.
Th e basket ba ll sui ts we re o nce stri ct ly m odes t-wri st to a nkl es. One time th e Aggies went
away to pl ay wit h a near-by oppo nent a nd cam e o ut o n t he floor wit h ba re a rm s a nd kn ee length
tro use rs, whereupo n t he opposin g tea m refused to p lay wit h t hem a nd th e Pres ide nt of th e schoo l
a rose , ca ll ed th e ga me off and d ismi ssed t he crowd .
Foo tb a ll ga mes we re p layed east of t he ma in buil d in g on t he p rese nt qu ad ra ngle. Fo rwa rd
passes we re unknown. The m a n wit h the ba ll we nt a head a nd was pu shed ove r t he lin e by the
rest of t he team . Footba ll sui ts were prov ided w ith ha nd les o n t he hips by m ea ns of whi ch th e
ba ll ca rri er was heaved over the line of sc rimm age by hi s team m ates. Braw n was preferred
to brain s as a rule o n the fie ld . An except io na ll y big a nd fast m a n ente red schoo l j ust a few
days befo re a gam e. H e was
to ld t hat if he had a chance
he was to ta ke t he ba ll a nd
run as fast as he coul d with it
towa rds hi s goa l. T he Aggies
were near t he o pponents goa l
lin e. T heir opponents had t he
ba ll a nd fumbl ed. Th e new
m a n gathered it up a nd sta rted
dow n across th e fi eld so fast
that eve n hi s Own m en co ul d
not stop him , stra ight fo r a
to uchdown, for t he opponents.
T here was no student body
o rgani zatio n, no stu de nt body
f un ds. The athl eti c awa rds
for one yea r we re ra ised by
pop u I a r su bsc ri ption, the
Employees of tb e College Sill ce 1890. Pet er N elso ll, Olaf l_or SO Il ,
Coach donatin g t he firs t five
Cbarles Batt.
doll a rs.
-33-
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%e CPresiden t' s c:Message
E WORLD is made up essentially of two kinds of people; those with imaginaT Htion
and those without. I am thinking of imagination as a moving force, a
conscious reliance in planning and executing the affairs of life. Imagination , to be
sure, is of all grades but the gift of it, if only the size of a mu stard seed, is a priceless heritage which, if honored and nurtu red, can do more than mo ve mountains .
The people who have this additional sense can, as it were, take a seat on a near-by
star and watch the worlds go by. They can look back from the present over the
little span of known history into the mist which enshrouds the past. They can look
forward into the future with a conscious.less of the past. They see humanity not
as a disturbed ant hill , but as a stream moving forward to an unknown but undoubtedly a stupendous destiny, a great army marching out of the darkness for a bright
moment and then into the darkness again. To be conscious that you are only one
of countless billions and yet to have courage enough to attach transcendent importance to your own soul is one of the major tasks of life. To be able to look out
comprehendingly from this physically inconsequential little dab of matter we call
the Earth, going bullet-like through space, and yet not be frozen by the thought
into a clod, is a task worthy of a strong mind. To try to understand the universethe seen and the unseen- is the first necessity of intelligent livil1g.
That we never can in this life hope to comprehend what existence is and what
it means should not be discouraging. The size of the physical universe and the
greater size of the ideas which underlie existence should arouse our admiration for
the plan whatever in detail it may be. I f one has the imagination to be conscious
of the magnitude and dignity of life, he shculd know that to fit into the plan is the
quintessence of wisdom. So he will seek out ways to conform to life. Whatever
the plan is, he wisely proposes to accept it and to magnify the part he is to play in it.
The wise man mi"ght express his wisdom someth in g like this: "This is
not my world; why should I comp lain. Others are in charge of it . I t is a pretty
sizeable proposition and what little I know of it arouses my great respect; it is quite
sufficient to satisfy my sense of dimension and dramatic quality. I think I had
better study it carefully, make friends with its fearful laws, say as few foolish things
about it as I can, and commit as few fool ish actions as possible. "
To give wings to their thinking is among the greatest blessings a College can
bestow upon its students. And to give them contempt for the beast within them is
a blessing of equal value. There is not only bestiality of body but of mind also .
Acceptance of the soft comforts of the body as an object of life is no more despicable
than the painless thinking and the mental cowardice which evades rather than accepts battle. I have in mind not so much the foes wit hout as the foes within; the
deadly inertia, the evil which seeks to accommodate us t o low aspirations, which
seeks the immediate material comforts and evades the spiritual tasks which are the
tasks of the imagination. To be broken utterl y if necessary in some purposeful
fight is exaltation. Hell is made up of t hose who have learned to love the beast
which calls constantly within them to he fed.

-38-

PRESIDENT ELMER G. PETER 0 .
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Governmen t

Faculty Administration

%e Faculty

T

HE DEAN of the Faculty arra nges the prog ram for the
weekly devotional hour of faculty
and students. Th rough the sac red
music, sc ripture read in g, prayer
and se rmon-fin e character, reve rence for sacred things and respect
for law are sough t after.
Students who make exceptiona lly fine scholastic reco rds are hon o red by the Dea n through th e publi catio n of their names on an
ho nor roll , by rece:vi ng a lette r of
commendation from him a nd by
participation in a banqu et prepar- - ed in their honor. He nom inates
th e hi ghest rankin g senior to make
th
e Commencement Address and
DR. FRA:---!K L. WE T
also the students to receive the
f)eall 0/ the Faculty
sc holarship A's.
Th e D ea n of the Faculty a lso has charge of the Grad uate Divi sion and the Regist ra r's Office.
He is also in charge or the ge nera l m ac hin ery of registration and th e de tai ls connected with the
smoot h running of the commencement exe rcises.

Experiment Station and Extension Division
H E AG RI CULTU RAL Expe rim ent Station is a d ivision of t he Coll ege, supported by Federal
and State appropriations, suppl emented by the receipts from the sa le of farm products. The station was estab li shed in 1889 fo r the purpose of conducting origina l resea rches or of verifying expe riments in the va rious phases of Agriculture. At the present time the Experiment Station is composed of th e following departments: Agronomy, Animal Hu sbandry, Bota ny, Chemistry, Bac teriolocry, Entomology, Farm Economy, Il o rticulture, Il uman Nutrition, I-lome Economics, I rrigat ion ,
D~a inage, Marketing, Poultry, Ph ys ics, Rural Socio logy, Ran ge Management, Soils, Sheep Wool,
and Veterinary. In addition eleven expe rimental farms loca ted in different pa rts of the sta te a re
ope rated for experimental purposes. Fo rty-two hi ghly trained specialists a re working in th e labo ratory and in the field on seventy actIve proj ec ts that ha ve a d Irect beanng on the ongl11al purpose of the Stat ion's organ ization.

T

The Extension Service is the
joint representative or th e United
States Department of Agriculture,
the Uta h Agricultura l Col lege, a nd
the va ri ous counties in which the
agricultural agents a nd home dem onst rat io n age nts a re wo rking. Its
purpose is to further the interests
of Uta h farms and rura l homes,
a nd to de mo nstrate the app lication
of scie ntifi c princip les to act uai
co nditi o ns. Its o rganizatio n includes supervisors and special ists
with headquarters at the co ll ege,
exte nsion agents located in t he
field , cooperati ng agencies, a nd voluntary project leaders.

WILLIAM P ETE RSON
Director 0/ Experiment Station and Exte1!Sivn DiviSion
-42-

%e CDean of Women
UT of the original office of
Dean of Women , in stituted
to aid in solving the difficulties of
women students, has grown the
present office which includes all of
the needs arising during th e school
day from first aid to a psychological understanding of girl nature.
The Dean of Wom en aims to
be to the girls of the College what
the mother is to them at hom e.
She advises them in their choice of
clothes, companion and courses of
study. Through this influence th e
college girl acquires a culture an.!
:1 sense of etiquette and of the art
of good li ving.
The young girl
is supervised through the malleable
CII.\RLOTTE E. DANCY
age of her life during the four
Dean 0/ W(Jmen
years of absence from home and
is encouraged to enter into activities that will develop her intellectually, socially and prepare her
to be a leader in the community in which she may make her home.
The Dean of Women also conducts classes in Personal Hygiene for all girls, classes in Mothercraft and Home Nursing for those who elect th em, and clas e in Physiology and Anatomy for
both boys a nd girls.
She li ves at the Dormitory where about 5'0 girls are under the direct supervision of herself
and Mrs. C layton, head of the Foods Department in the School of Home Economics.

O

%e School of cArts and Science

T

H E SCHOOL of Arts and Science .offers a broad general education in such subjects as English,
Mathematic , Natural and PhYSICal SCIences, liistory and Language.
Standard three year and four year pre-medical courses are offered which are accepted in all
class A Medical Schools. I n connection with the School of Commerce, standard prelegal work
is offered.
The School of Education, in connection with the other five school s
of the Col lege, is especially wei!
prepared to train teachers for all
branches of the public school system from the Kindergarten to the
High School.
An up to date training school
is being established which includes
the kindergarten and the first six
grades. Other teacher training is
done in the Logan City School
system, one of the best systems in
the state.
Advanced work is offered to
prepare progressive teachers for
greater responsibilities along adDR. A. H. SAXER
ministrative lines or in SmithDea17 of Scbool 0/ Arts alld Sciellce alld School 0/ Education
Hughes work.
-43-

%e School of Commerce
T I S the aim of the School of
Commerce to give opportunity
to the young man to obtain
a liberal education with specia l
emphasis upon the commercial and
industrial phases of life. Students
who major in the departments of
this School are prepared to assume
positions of responsibility and
leadership in the broad fie ld of
business and in many of the professions.
During the pre ent year notable
improvements have been made in
the facilities of the School of Commerce. Practically all of the work
DR. W. L. WAl'/LASS
is now concentrated on the third
Dean 0/ Scb ool 0/ Commerce
floor of the Main Building where
a commercial reading room, reference Ijbrary and offices for facu lty members have been provided.
Through the generosity of several business firms of the State a number of pictures have been
received which help to create the atmosphere of business.
With the aid of these facilities much more is being done to fol low the trend of modern business
training through the use of case material , group study and the preparation of reports based on
actual business conditio ns. .

I

%e School of c.Agriculture

T

H E School of Agriculture offers thorough instruction in the Science of Agricu lture and in
the supplementary subjects that underlie it.
Forward looking young men who go to Coll ege
should look forward to a profession or business. I nasmuch as agriculturE!j is basic to society and
has so many related industries, the thoroughly t rained agricultural graduate wi ll find a wide field
for the exercise of his talents.
The School of Agricu lture offers courses of instruction which train the student for modern
problems in both scientific and practical agricul ture. Most phases of the industry are becoming
matters of organization and finance as wel l as of cientific study and operation. T he economic:
and social phases of agriculture come in for careful attent ion no less than the more technical
aspects of the profession.
The members of the facu lty of
the Agricultural School have had
a wide scientific and practical
training for their work. They are
also me,mbers of the Agricultural
Experiment Station staff engaged in
the solution of scientific problems.
The great practical and scientific
value of the courses is shown by
the wide measure of success attained by those students that have
completed them and are employed
as farmers, teachers, investigators
and with commercial can c ern s
closely allied with agriculture. The
demand for agricultura l graduates
of such training exceeds the present
supply. The School of Agricu lture eminently fits student for
KENNETH C. I KELER
such work.
Dean 0/ Scbool 0/ Agriculture
-44-

%e School of Engineering
IS the aim of the School of
I TEngineering
to give the tudents
a broad foundation in the fundamental principle of engineering,
together with sufficient knowledge
of profe sional practice to enab le
them to apply the e principle.
The work in Civil Engineering i
well undertaken, but in Agricultural Engineering the work is
planned to enab le men to solve all
but the mo t technical engineering
problems of an entire rural community.
The department of Mechanic
Arts offers training in contracting
and building, forging, machine
work and automotive engineering.

RAY B. WEST
Dean

0/ Scbool 0/ Engineering and 114 ecbanical Arts

%e Sch®l of Home Economics
ARR IE I DOZI ER who has been Dean of the chool of Il ome Economics. left last September
C
and up to the present time there has been no one appointed in her place. The department
is being handled by a committee of three: Johanna l\!oen-Chairman , Alice Kewley and ChristI.

ina Clayton .
At a time when society i recognizing the importance of home life in promoting human welfare, the work in the School of Il ome Economics becomes increasingly significant. The multiplicity of commodities available for dail y living necessitate training in the three phases of I lome Economics: Food and Dietetic, Textile and Clothing, I lousehold Admini tration and Child Welfare.
The work in these departments carries the dual aim of giving foundation course for the profes ions growing out of the great profession of homemaking. The chool meets its re ponsibility
only as it furthers these broad objectives for which I lome Economics stand.

crhe Summer School
The Summer Session i organized
give to the teachers of the State
the newest and best though t of today through the medium of some
of the ab lest Educator from our
leading universities; to make avai lab le to students of Zoology, Botlny, and Geology the exceptional
wealth of material in the e fields
to be found in the vicinity of Lo~an; and to make it possible for
students to meet leading thinkers
and workers from outside universities and colleges.
LO

Director

0/

DR. JAMES II. L1~FORD
Natiollal II Illm er Scbool aud CorrespolldellCe
St1ldy DeparlJ/lellt
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Student Administration

THE AGG I E student body enjoyed a
prosperous school year for 1927-28.
The football season started off with a game
in the new U. A. C. stadium. Card stunts
were inaugurated in a Utah College or University ·fo r the first time and proved highly
successful and entertaining. The old military band suit was discarded and a new
blue and white uniform was purchased for
each band member. This too, lent color to
our athletic contests as well as to other
fetes. The Aggies were successful in athletics, from both a coaches' and a students
standpoint.
Balls and matinee dances given by the
student body along with regular class functions tended to make the year enjoyable
from a social point of view.

v.

M ERRILL j O I-l ;'\! SO;'\!
Presidell t 0/ tb e Sl lIdelll Body

Debating, dramatics and other activities polled their usual quota in participants .

Swend sen. Vice-preside nt ; Bl ood, Sec reta ry; Broad head , Ada msun. Wurthin gton
Mo rga n, Strin gha m, Owens.

cAssociated Women
Students
Women Students
T HEof theAssociated
Utah Agricultural College,
affiliated with the National Self-Governing As ociation of College Women,
seeks to bring the girls of the school
into a closer unit, to promote their activities, and to maintain high standards in scholarship and womanhood.
The organization interests itself with
such problems of college women as adjusting Freshman girls to the campus
L1LLlA\J ORME
NAOM I BROADIIEAD
and supporting the different girls orVice-President
President
ganizations.
The Association opens the social school season with a formal Ball given soon
after school begins in the fall. Other affairs sponsored by the organization are a
Carnival Ball , Co-ed Day, the main feature of which is an out-door dance festival.
This year the second vaudeville, Kampus Kaprice, is being fostered by the Association.
The 1927 convention of the national organization of A. W. S. was held at
Urbana at the University of Illinois. Miss Naomi Broadhead represented the women of this institution. The 1928 convention will be held at the University of
Washington at Seattle. The local organization will be represented by the presidentelect of A. W . S.
The Council consists of its general officers, the vice-president and representatives of the various classes and the presidents of the girls clubs on the campus.
Ilessar
Bennett

Wakely
Thorson

Swendsen
Cardon

Edwards
Wardleigh

Cox
Iluffaker

Johnson
Shepard

Pett
Simp on

cALUMNI

cAlumni
Organiza tion
B. L. Richards

President

Geo. P. Barber

Secretary

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Ray B. West

'04

Morris Christensen

'2 1

Effie S. Barrows

' 26

C. N. Jensen .

'08

GEORCE P BARBER
Secretary

Librar~

Needs

In the past few years the Utah Agricultural College has gone through a period
of remarkable growth. In the teaching of the agricultural sciences immense forward strides have been made. The curriculum has also been broadened' to include
many other lines of scientific study and research . Gradually there has been a
reaching out to include advanced work in the arts. At the same time there has
been a continual increase in the number of students in the graduate division.
With this growth has come a commensurate demand for library facilities.
ew books for each of the rapidly expanding departments must be provided to
maintain standards of scholarship. Copies of limited editions of scientific works
must be secured while yet in print.
Although the Alumni realizes that t he present library does offer a wide range
of material to the student it is also aware that by an endowment fund such as has
been proposed it can be made large enough to meet the most exacting needs of
the greater U. A. C. of tomorrow.
George P. Barber, Secretary of the present Alumni
Association, is the person to
whom the association has
given the task of securing
subscriptions to the Endowment Fund.
He has his
headquarters at the College
and is working full time on
the endowment drive. He
has tried several plans of
securing subscriptions and
has met with remarkable
success. At the presen.t time
the total is nearly $5 0,000 .
DR. B. L. RICHARDS
President
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The pa t year ha been , perhaps, the most active in the history of the Alumni
Association. The Alumni Library Endowment Fund drive, begun a year ago, has
attained the goal in alumni subscription, and other alumni projects have been correspondingly successful.
The Library Fund ha grown in a year from nothing to more than 50,000,
the goal the attainment of which the A sociation has bent every effort. With
this objective reached, the officers of the A ociation already have plans laid to
launch out on a campaign to raise an additional 50,000 from friends and supporters of the College. The total amount 0 f 100,000 is to constitute a permanent
fund which will not be spent but inve ted, the proceed from which will be used
to improve the library.
May 15, 1927, thc A sociation secured the service of George P. Barber, '21,
as full-time alumni secretary and manager of the Library Fund. This was a
distinct step forward , as the need of employing a paid ecretary to have charge
of alumni affair exclusively had long b een apparent. Mr. Barber, in addition to
managing the Library Fund campaign, ha acted a general alumni secretary.
The Alumni As ociation ha , in add ition to successfully initiating and carrying on the Library Fund drive, made considerable progre in other lines of alumni
activity. The officer have continued the publication of the Alumni Quarterly,
have secured a permanent office and purchased some much-needed equipment, and
have partially compiled a directory of the thousands of former student of the
College. This has been done without co t to the Institution. Much credit for the
unusually successful year i due B. L. Richards, ' 13, who for the second year has
held the office of president of the Associ ation and to George P . Barber, '21, executive secretary.
To commemorate the attainment of the alumni goal in the Library Fund campaign, the As ociation planned and successfully executed an alumni program at
Commencement that incited much favor able comment. P. V. Cardon, '09, whe
acted as chairman, deserves much crel.!it for the efficient way in which he handlcc
all arrangement .

A View of the Present Library Which the Alumni i
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eeking to Improve

I,

I,

SENIORS

THEURER
President

STRINGHAM
Execu.tive Council
EDWARDS
Vice-President

RI CH
Secretary

CLE00! P. DANIELS
Log<ln, Ulah
SCHOOL Of

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Freshman Debating
Team; Phi Kappa Phi.

RULON P. KEETCH
Logan, Ulah
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Male Glee Club 2;
Track, 2-4.

M. SUZUKI
Japan
SCHOOL OF
AGRICUl TURE

CHARLES SANT
Logan, Ulah
SCHOOL OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

ECONOMICS

Opera, I; Ladies Glee,
1-2 ; Home Economics
Club, 1-2-4.

EDI A MADSEN
Manti, Utah
SCHOOL OF HOME

CYRUS CLARK
Logan, Utah

ECONOMICS

ARTS AND SCIENCE

SCHOOL OF

Beta Delta Sorority;
Home Ec. Club; Empyren Club.

ETIIELYN BURN:;
Logan, Ulah

KARL FIFE
Loga .. , Utah

SCHOOL Of

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCI ENeE

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Hart.
Society;
Cosmopolitan Club.

Pres. Beaux Art Guild.
Phi Kappa Phi.

Friars Club

GLEN WALTERS
Richmond, Ulah

ROMA KNIGHT
Plai .. City, Utah
Sorosis; Pres. of Dance
Club, 4.

SERGE N. BENSON
Logan, Utah

SCI"IOOL OF EOUC/\TION

,I

EVA0!GELINE
WAGSTAFF
MI. Pleasant, Utah
SCHOOL OF HOM E

LELAND SKANCHY
Logan, Ulah
SCHOOL

Of

COMMERCE

Sigma Chi; Alpha Sigma Na; Pres. of Tau
Kappa Alpha; Perwig;
School Play, 1-2-3-4;
Debating Mgr., 3; Debating 1-2-3-4; Fresh-

GLADYS I·IESSER
Salt Lake City. Utah
SCHOOL OF Il oME
ECONOMICS

Empyrean; Scribbler.
Student Life, Rifle
Team.

man President: Student
Life, 3.

ALVIN MORGAN
Malad, Id aho
SCHOOL

Of

COM M EReE

Glee Club, 2; Execut i v e Com., 3; PhI
Kappa Iota; Welti Vocal Scholarship, 2.

NOEL BENNION
Logan, Utah
SCHOOL Of
AGRICUL TURE

Agriculture Intercollegiate Knights; Pan
Helenic Council, 3-4;
Athletic Council,
3;
Track, 1-2-3-4; Footbali, 4; Basketbali, 23; Sigma Chi.

SCHOOL Of COM til EReE

Theta Alpha Phi.
Debating; Friar;
Class Officer.

WILLIS TINGEY
Logan, Utab
SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING AND
M ECHI\NIC ARTS

Pres. A. A. E., 4;
National Chapter A. A.
E.; Alpha Gamma Phi;
Phi Kappa Phi; Civil
Engineering

VELVA BACHMA0!
Ogde .. , Ulal,

OWEN KIRBY
Hyde Park, Utah

SCHOOL Of

SCHOOL OF
AGRICUL TURE

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Beta Delta; Phi Kappa
Phi

MAY COWLEY
GROESBECK
Loga .. , Utah
SCHOOL OF HOME

VINCENT LARSEN
Smitbfield, Utah
SCHOOL OF

ECONOMICS

Alpha Delta Epsilon .

Sigma Theta
Phi:
Scribbler;
Empyrean
Club; Home Economics
Club; Short Story
Club.

ARTS AND SC I ENCE

LORIN FIFE
Logan, Utah
SCHOOL

OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

~\ABEL

HAWKIN
Loga/I, Utab

OSWALD JOIINSON
Pleasant Grove, Utab

SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

Zeta Chi Sorority.

THEODORE ROGERS
Logan , Utah
SCHOOL

OF

COMMERCE

Pi Kappa Alpha.

SCHOOL

OF

ENGIl'EERING

AND

MECHANIC ARTS

Engineers C lub : Phi
Kappa Phi; A I ph,
Gamma Phi.

I U ILLE LARSON
Logan. Ulah

CANTR IL NEIL EN
Logan. Ulab

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

SCIIOOL OF
ARTS ,\ .... 0 SCIENCE

Gamma Xi Gamma.

Phi Kappa Iota; Freshman Football; Varsity
Football, 3-4; Varsit)'
Basketball,
1-2-3-4 ;
Track.

MEL\' I;-'; B RKi::
Honeyville, Utah

OL\\'E CRANE
Riwrton , Ulab

IIOWARD U:\FORD
f( aysville, Ulah

SCIIOOL Of
AGRICULTURE

SCIIOOL Of
11 0M. ECONOMICS

AI~ha

"Il OOl OF EDUCATION

Football. t -2-3-4; Capt.
4; Basketball, 1-2-3 :
Capt., I ; Intercollegiate
Knights; Alpha Kappa P si ; Junior Prom
Com., 3: Track, \-2 :
Phi Kappa Iota

Delta i::psilon'
Glee Club, 3-4; Ag.
Club, 1-2-3-4 ; Pan
Hellenic Co u n c i I 4;
Track, 1-2-3-4 ; (Captain,
4);
Intercollegiate Knights.

Sigma Theta
Phi :
Home Ec. Club: B. Y.
U.,2.

ELDE!'! REX
l.ogan . Utab

LA\'ERA LE IG H
Cedtlr City, Ulab

AFTON El i ASON
Lo'!an, Viall
SCIIOOI Of
ARTS AND SCIENCE

SCHOOL Of EOUCATION

SCIIOOL OF

Delta Nu; Phi Kappa
Phi ; Friars; Football,
2-3; Il endricks Medal,

II Oi\I E ECONOMICS

HE:\RY T IIAI N
Logan , Ulah

i::\'ELY;-'; BAILEY
Nephi, Ulab

SCHOOL OF COMMl:.RCE

Sigma Chi.

C HARL ES II ARD ING
Pa yson, Utah
SCHOOL

Of

COMMl:.RCE

Pi Kappa Alpha; Buzzer Staff, 4: Debating,

SCHOOL
ARTS ,\SO

S

OF
IEseE

BI;RYL FRO ID
Cedar City, Utab

SCIIOOL OF CO~\ M ERCE

Omega Tau: Phi K-lI ppa Phi ; Men s' PanH ellenic Council.

SCHOOl

ED:\A SORl:\SI "
Logan. Ulah

5

1I 00l OF Il oME
ECONOMICS

Ilome Ec. Club: Beaux
Art Guild.

OF EOUC,\TION

ELWOOD BARKFR
Ogdell, UI"b

SCHOOL OF

AR"'S AND SCIENCE
Beta Delta.

3.

SYLVAN ERICKSON
Logan, Utab

REUBEN I.AW
Logan. Ulab

SCHOOl
ARTS

\ND

OF
SCIENCE

rriars: Football: Glee
Club.
1-4;
Rifle
Team. 3-4: Militarv
Ball Com.: Opera. 2

LELAND OI.SO~
Logall, Ulah
SCHOOL OF
"0 SCIESO:.

AR1~

Delta :-Ju: Fr.,hman
Class Officer: Student

Life,

I:

Swimming

Team, 1-2-3-4 : Mens'
Pan-Ilellenic
Council.
3; Mgr.
ocials and
Dramatics, 4.
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MERRILL JOHNSON
Richmond, utab

GWEN DOL YN SM ITP.
Franklin, I dabo

CHESTER
SWINYARD
Logan, utab

SCHOOL OF C OMMERCE

SCHOOL Of

Delta
N u;
Studen t
Body Pres, ; Executive
Com" 2-3; Frosn Play,
junior Prom Chairman:
Pres, Mens' Pan Hellenic, 3 ; Chairman 'A'
Day Com" 3; Alpha
Kappa Psi; Alpha Sigma Nu.

ARTS AND SCIENCE

SCHOOL OF

Short S tor y Club;
Scribblers' Club; Phi
K a p p a Phi ; orosi,

ARTS AND SCIENCE

HENRY JONES
Malad City, Idaho

RUTH ZOLLINGER
Providence, utab

VICTOR LINDBLAD
Logan, Utah
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

SCHOOL Of
AGRICUL TURE

SCHOOL OF
HOME ECONOMICS

Omega Tau; RiOe Club,
2-3-4,

Phi Upsilon Omicron;
Phi Kappa Phi; Home
Ec. Club: Beaux Art
Guild; Aggie Ramblers :
Vice-Pres" W, A. A,

BEN HULME
Bloo1llingtoll, Idabo

FLORENCE
GREAVES
Logan , utab

SCHOOL OF
AGRICULTURE

Pre s.

Cosmopolitan

Club ; Ag, Club; Chairman of Livestock ·Show
Com,; Phi Kappa Phi,

SCHOOL OF

GLE~

COLE
Nepbi, utab

SCHOOL OF
AGRICUL TURE

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Gamma

Xi

Gamma

FAYE MOSER
Logan. utab

VERNAL IIARRIS
Tremonton, utab

SCHOOL Of

SCHOOL OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

ARTS AND SCIENCE

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

OTIS MARLER
Idabo Falls, Idabo

Idaho Tech , 1-2; Phi
Kappa Iota; Theta Alpha Phi, ,3-4: !=heer
King,
4;
Chairman
Traditions and Rallies,
4'
Intercollegiate
Knights, 3-4; Campus
Players, 3,

Empyrean Club:
Ladies' Glee Club.

Alpha Delta Epsilon:
Freshman Football;
Track Team, 1-2-3-4;
Basketball Squad, 2-34' Mens' Pan Hellenic
Rep., 2; Chairman Athletic Banquet. 4: Pres,
Mens' Pan Hellenic, 4:
M~r. Football.

GEORGE
ROSENGREEN
Logan, utab

EDNA THORSON
Bear River City, utab

LE GRANf)
STIRLAND
Providence, Utah

SCHOOL OF

ECONOMICS

SCHOOL OF
AGRICUl TURE

Zeta Chi; Phi Upsilon
Omicron ; Pres. Home
Ec, Club, 4; Empyrean
Club; Campus Players ;
Score C I u b; Captain
Girls' RiOe Team, 4:
A. W, S. Council, 4,

REYNOLDS 1<'
'OWELL
Murray, utab

DOROTIIY WAKLEY
Logan, utab
SCHOOL OF

SCHOOL OF

SCHOOL OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

ARTS I\ND SCIENCE

AGRICULTURE

Short Story Club, 3-4;
Empyrean Club, 2-3:
Pres. Empyrean Club,
3-4; A, W. S, Council 3-4; Campus Players, 3-4; Phi Kappa
Phi; French Club, 2-3.

Graduate of Dixie Col ,
lege; Assistant p, E.
Coach l!. A, C , 4,

MARY B01'\NE
ADAMSON
Rich1llond, Utah

A, G. CRA NEY
Loga" , Utah

Pi Kappa Alpha; Buzzer Slaff, I: Ag, Club,
1-2.

C

SCHOOL Of
I-lOME

ARTS AND SCIENCE

GLOYD COWLEY
SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

Salt Lake City , utab
Sigma Chi , Alpha Kappa Psi: Class Officer,
2 - 3; Basketball, 2-3 :
Freshman Football.
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SCHOOL

OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Girls' RiOe Team, 2-3 ;
Student Life, 2: Sora·
sis Sorority ; Alpha Sigma Nu; Phi Upsilon
Omicron;
Vice - Pres.
junior Class; A, W,
S, Council, 3; Executive Council, 4' Battery Sponsor, 3; Battalion Spa n so r, 4;
Home Ec, Club; junia'
Prom Council.

OLIVER GRAFF
Dixie, ulab

SCHOOL

OF

COMMERcr

Phi Kappa Iota: Alpha
Kappa Psi Pres. , 4 ,
Delegate 10 A. 1<' Ps,
National Convention.

WARREN IIAWLEY
RICh/leld, Utah
SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING AND

MECH INIC ARTS

Sigma Chi: Football,
1-2-3-4 : Basketball , 12-3: Track , 1-2-3-4 ;
A. A. Engineers.

OTIIELLO IIANSE:-.i
Hemler

Dam, Utah

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

EL A AUSTIN
Los Angel." Cal/fornlO

SETH BLOOD
Kaysville, Utah

SCHOOL OF

SCHOOL OF COMMERCE

ARTS AND

CIESCE

Sigma Theta Phi : ThetJ
Alpha Phi : ,\ lagpie
Staff, I.

TI IEODORE TIIAI:-.i
Logan , Utah
SCI-100L

OF

COMMERCE

Sigma Chi.

Alpha
Gamma
Phi;
Rambler; tudent Life

Phi Kappa Iota.
Alpha Kappa Psi .

STEWART STARR
prmgville, Ufab
SCIIOOl Of
eNGINEERING A'D

MECHINI

ARTS

Delta :'\u ; Frosh Foot·
ball: Wre tling ; Glee
C I u b, 1-2-3·4 ; ,\ lgr.
Glee Club; Intercolleg'
iate KniAhts : Adjt. R.

O. T. c., 3.

VERNALD JOIINS
Ogden , Utah
SCIIOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

DEA:-.i BA IRD
Rexburg, Idabo
SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND

CIENCE

Weber College, 1-2 ; Alpha Delta Epsilon; Pi
Delta Epsilon ; Debating, 4; cribble Editor,
4; Student Life, 3-4 '
Asso. Ed. Buzzer, 4;
Tau Kappa Alpha.

Omega Tau.

MARVI
YEATES
Logan, Utah

DARVEL HAMMOND
Providence , Ulah

SCHOOL Of COMMERCE

CIiOOl

OF

Delta

Nu: Student
Life.

COMMERCE

NATIIA,
GREE:,\J.:
Logan, Utab
SCHOOL OF
ARTS

I\NO

C1ENCE

K INSEY KEVEREN
Pocatello , Idaho
SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

Idaho Teck, 1-2
Omega Tau; Track,

3-4.

ALVIN IIESS
Utah

Fieldin~,

SCHOOL OF

MANYARD LARSE
Smithfield, Utah
Pi Kappa Alpha.

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Phi Kappa Phi, Debating.

CHARLES HESS
Sharon, Idaho
SCHOOL OF
AGRICUL TURE

Ag.

Club: Cosmopoli.
tan Club.

M. S. 0

RRA:,\I

SCHOOL OF
AGRICUL TURE

Quetta Baluchistan,
India
Vice· Pres. Cosmopolitan
Club; Ag. Club.

LYMAN MORRELL
Hyde Park, Utah

SCHOOL OF

CIiOOl OF COMMERCE

Omega Tau; Track.

CHOOL OF
ARTS AND
CIENCE

Alpha Delta Epsilon

GOMER AR OLD
Logan, Utah
ARTS AND SCIENCE

WILLlA ,\l STUART
Wellsville, Utah

Delta

'u.

CHARLES
McGREGOR
Logan, Utab
Post Graduate
Phi Kappa Iota

JOH
McCUNE
Ogden , Utah
SCHOOL

OF

COMMERCE

Wrestling, I, Aloha
Kappa Psi ; Intercollegiate Knights ; Sigma
Chi.
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VIRGI lJA
LOUISE RICH

RICHARD C.
STRATFORD
PocateUn, Idaho
SCHOOL

OF

COMMERCE

SCHOOL OF
ARTS /\ND

SCIENCE

Phi Kappa Iota; Alpha Sorasis; G iris' BasketKappa Psi; Alpha Sig- ball Tea m, 1-2-3-4;
Ope r a; Girls' RiOe
ma Nu; Assistant Man- Team, 1-2; Short Story
ager of Buzzer, 3; Club, 2; SIudent Life
Manager of Buzzer, 4; Staff, 2-3; Buzzer Staff,
"A" Da\' Committee, 3-4; Pres. W. A. A.;
3: Advertising Manager A. W. S. Council, J;
Kampus Kaprice, 4.
Kampus I<aprice, 3-4;
Alpha Sigma Nu.
LEWIS ROLA"DS
Sec. Sen ior Class;
Salt Lake Cily, Ula" RallY Committee; "A"
Day Committee.
SCt-100L OF
AGRICULTURE

Football. 3; Basketball ~lgr.. 4; Ass!.
Mgr.. 3; Stoc~ I uelging. 4; Pan Ilellenic
Counc'l, Delta i'u.

PI IYLLIS jO ll NSON
Lake TaWil, Utab
SCIIOOL OF

A RTS AND SCIENCE
Valedictorian.
Phi Kappa Phi.

LEAH CATHRYN
EDWARDS
Idabo P"lIs, fd,,"o
SCHOOL Of
ARTS. AND SCIENCE

Sig_ Theta Phi; junior A. W. S. Rep., 3;
A. W. S. Ball Com.,
2-3; j unior Prom, 3;
Chairman A. W. S.
Carnival Ball; s,,"Ht
Story Clu b; Sen i a r
Class Vice-Pres; A. W.
S. Council,· 3-4; I<ampus Kaprice, 3; I<ampus Kaprice Director,
4; Pan-Hellenic Council, 3-4; "A" Day Com.
3; Scor.e Club VicePres., 3-4: Theta Ball.
2; Class Basketball, 12-3-4.
ROBERT G IBBO:\S
Logan, Ufah
SOIOOL OF EDUCATION

Pi Kappa Alpha;
Football. 1-2-3-4; Basketball, 1-2-3.
CHESTER
SWINYARD
Logan, Uta"

IRA JUDD
Logo", Utah

ALTA H I RST
Logan, Utab

SCHOOL Of EDUCATION

Chairman Senior Gift
Committee.
Phi Kappa Iota; Fraternity Melee Com; Pan
Ilellenic Council, 3-4.

AGR I CULTURE

Zeta Chi Sorority;
Il ome Ec. Club; Empyrean Club.

Phi Kappa Phi.

GLADYS
WOODWARD
Preston, Idaho

WALLACE liDDLE
H yrum, Utah

ALTON MAUGHAN
Logal!, Ulab
SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND
CIENeE

SCHOOL OJ;

SCI-IOOL Of
HOME ECOND.\llCS

SCIIOOL OF
II OME ECONOMIC~

SCI-IOOL Of
ARTS AND
CIENeE

MeCHANIC

ARTS

DELBERT LAMB
Hyde Park, Utah

LUC ILLE
BLACI<HA I
Moroni, Ula"

WILLIS DIAL
Logan, Utah

SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING AND

SCHOOL OF
ECONOMICS

HOME

B. Y. U., 1-2
Home Ec. Clu h.

SCI-IOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

Pi Kappa Alpha; Beaux
Art Guild.

CLAUDE ZOBELL
Rigby, I da"o

LUC ILLE CURT IS
Payson, Uta"

REUBEI' LAW

SCHOOL OF
ACRICUL TURE

SCHOOL Of

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

HOlV.E

ECONOMICS

Logan, Utab

Cosmopolitan Club.

Bet a Delta Sorority;
Home Ec. Club.

VERNON LARSEN
Newton, Utah

DONN ETTA COX
Manti, Utab

HENRY JONES
Malad City, Idaho

SCHOOL Of

SCIIOOL Of
I I O,\1E ECONOMICS

SCt-100 L. OF
AGRICUL"I URE

Phi Upsilon Omicron ,
Senior R.ep. A. W. S.,
Score Club; I lome Ec.
Club; Empyrean Club:
Girls' Rine Team, 3-4;
Campus Players.

Omega Tau; Ri;le Club.

ENGINEERING t\NO

1\\ ECIIANIC ARTS
A. A. E.; Cosmopolitan
Club.
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MARY BENNETT
Salt Lake City, Utab

ROY CHRISTIANSO:\
Downey, ldabo

RETTA SMITH
Pleasallt Grove, Ut.ab

SCHOOL OF

SCHOOL OF
HOME ECONOMICS

SCHOOL Of

I-loME

ECONOi\\lCS

AGRICUL TURE

Sorosis; Pres. Score
Club.

Mens' Pan Hellenic,
Alpha Gamma Phi.

Home Ec. Club.

DAKEN BROADHEAD
Nepbi, Utah

CLARENCE ROLLINS
Alpha Gamma Phi.

NAOMI BROADHEAD
Nepbi, Ut.ah

SCHOOL

OF

SCHOOL OF

COMMERCE

HOME

Delta Nu; Alpha Sigma Nu; Pi Delta Epsilon; Alpha Kappa Psi;
Execu tive C 0 U n c i I;
Pres. J u n i 0 r Class;
Mgr. Student Life, 3;
Asst. ~lgr. Stu den t
Life, 1-4; Inter Collegi ate Knights; Junior
College Debating; Pan
Hellenic Council, 2-4;
Chairman
Fraternity
Melee, 4; X'mas Ball,
4; "A" Day Com., 3.
:ON TA0ICE BENSO~
Logan, Utah
SCHOOL OF

HOME

ECONOMICS

Gamma Xi Gamma Sorority; Campus PP..1),ers; 1I0me Ec. Club,
1-2-4; Pan Ilellenic, I.

ECONOMICS

Sigma Theta Phi; A.
W. S. Pres., 4; VicePres., 3; Delegate to
A. W. S. Convention;
Phi Kappa Phi; Phi
Upsilon Omicron, V. P.
Alpha Sigma Nu; I-lome
E c. C I u b Pres., 3;
Short Story Club; "A"
Day Committee, 2;
Kampus Kaprice Com.,
3-4; A. W. S. Ball, 3;
Chairman Co-ed Day,
3
EDGAR ALLRED
Ogde1l, Utab
SCHOOL OF COMI\1ERCE

U. A. C. Play,
Glee Club.

2-4;

GLADYS TYSON
Brigham , Utah
SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

Sorosis; Opera; Glee
Club; Kampus i<aprice.

HILDA ANDERSON
Mendon, Utab

CHESTER YONKER
Logall, Utah

HELEN STEVEI\S
Ogden, Utah

SCHOOL OF

SCI-tOOL OF
AGRICUL TURE

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

AR-IS AND

SCIENCE

Sigma Theta Phi; A. C.
Opera, 3; Sponsor, 3-4;
Girls' Glee Club, 2-34; Short Story Club,
2-3-4; Junior Prom
Committee, 3; Military
Ball, 2-4.

Kampus Kaprice, 3;
Girls' Basketball, 3-4;
May Festival, 3-4.

EVELYN CROCKETT
Kaysville, Utah
SCHOOL OF
ECONOMICS

HOME

JOSEPH CUMMINGS
Brigham, Utah
SCHOOL Of

ARTS ,\NO SCIENCE

Sorosis; Pres. Phi Up- Alpha Delta Epsilon;
silon Omicron; Home Ag. Club, 1-2-4; Ramblers, 2-3-4; Men's Pan
Economics Club.
Hellenic Council, 4.

RUBY STRINGHAM
Bo,,"tilul, Utah
SCHOOL OF
ECONOMICS

HOME

LE

ROY SPARKS
Logan, Utah
SCHOOL OF

ARTS AND

SCI ENeE

Sorosis Sorority; Alpha
Sigma 'U; Member Executive Council, 3-4;
Vice Pres. Soph Class;
Pres. W. A. A.; Pan
Hellenic Rep.; A. W.
S. Council; "A" Day
Committee, 1-2; Founders Day Committee;
High School Day Committee; Home Ec. Club;
Score Club.

EMMA GREEN
Lethbridge, Canada
SCHOOL OF
HOME ECONOM1CS

Sorosis; Phi Upsilon
Omicron; Phi Kappa
Phi; Periwig; Alpha
Sigma Nu; Empyrean;
Home Ec. Club; Freshmen Play; School Play.

EULALIA HURREN
Hyde Park, Utah
SC~OOL OF
HOME

ECONOMIC.S

Home Ec. Club; Empyrean Club; Score
Club.

ED 'A THORSON
Manti, Utab

CHARLES OLSEN
Loga1l, Utah

MARY WOOZLEY
Malad, Idaho

SCHOOL OF
HOME ECONOMICS

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCI ENeE

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

President Home Ec.
Club.

Sorosis; Score Club;
Glee Club;
Kampus
Kaprice.

JOHN PACE
Price, Utab
SCHOOL OF AGRICUL JURE

VIRGINIA
WARDLE IGII
Wells , Nevada
SCHOOL

OF

ARTS AND SCIENCE

Sigma Theta Phi; Alpha Sigma Nu; Theta
Alpha Phi; Pres. W. A.
A.; Chairman A. W. S.
Ball, 3; School Plav.
3. Basketball, 3-4; T, it
nlS, 3 , Empyrean Club
Score Club; A. W. S.
Council,
3-4;
Rail\'
Committee, 3-4; Pan
Ilellenic Council, 3-4;
Pan Hellenic Ball Committee, 4; Buzzer Staff ,

GLENN WALTERS
Logan, Utah
SCHOOL

OF

COMMERCE

Ag. Club; Asst. Editor of Utah Beehive ;
S",rnmer School Student Life Staff; Summer School Opera.

4.
ABNER

LARSEN

Preston, Idabo
SCHOOL

OF

COMMERCE

Sigma Chi; Freshman
Football, I; Swimming,
1-3; Kampus Kaprice.

VERNA JACKSON
Logan. Utah
SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION

Beta Delta Sorority;
Girls' Rifle Team; Senior Girls'
Basketball
Team.

WILL IAM SMITH
Whitney, Idaho

CLI FTON SM ITH
Ogden. Utah

SCHOOL OF

SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

ARTS AND

SCIENCE

Pi Kappa Alpha; Beaux
Art Guild.

RULON ALLRED
Logan, Utab
SCHOOL OF
ARTS AND SCIENCE

Adjutant R. O. T. c.;
Battalion
Chairman;
Sec-Treas. Cosmopoli-

D. O. JONES
Alalad. Idaho
SCI-! 01.

OF

COMMERCE

Omega Tau

ALDEN
LILLYWHITE
Brigham City , Utab
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE

Delta Nu; DC/baLin«.
3-4; Debate Mgr. ; Editor of Buzzer; Football; Alpha Sigma Nu;
Pi Delta Epsilon; Pres.
Tau Kappa Alpha; johansen Scholarship; Phi
Kappa Phi.
JAMES STEWART
Loga", Utah
CHOOL OF COMMERCE

. Delta Nu; Alpha Kappa Psi; Short Story
Club.
HAROLD GREEN
IV ellsville, Utah
SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING AND
1\1 ECH ,\NIC ARTS

tan Cluh: Beaux Arts
Guild.

KENSEY KEVEREN
Black/oat, Idaho

ALMA BURGOYNE
Logan, Utah

SCHOOL OF

SCHOOL OF

ENGINEERING 1\1'010
J\1 ECH ..\NIC ARTS

ARTS AND SCIENCES

SCHOOL OF
ACRICUL TURE

ELV IN MAUGIIAN
Logan, Utah

IIENRY RA,\\PTON
BOltllti/II.I, Utah
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

Delta Nu; Phi Kappa
Phi; Student Life taff,
I ; Glee Club, 2-3;
.I unior Prom Com., 3;
Campus
Players,
3;
Track, 3-4.

Omega Tau.
Track, 3-4.

Pi Kappa Alpha.

ROSCOE TITINSOR
Logan, Utah

WEi\'DELL RITCHIE
Logan, Utah

SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING AND
!\\ECH /\N1C ARTS

EARL FREDRICKSEN
Avon, Utah

MARRINER
MERRILL

GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE

SCI-100L OF COMMERCE

Friars Club; Cosmopolitan Club.
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Richmond, Utah
Campus Players.

SCHeOl

OF

COMMERCE

Y YAMANOUCIII
Japan
SCHOOL OF
AGRICUL TURE

Cosmopolitan

Club.

GR I FF I "l
President

WORTH I NGTO'-!
Executive Coullcilman
jOHNSO'-!
Vic e-Presidel1t

DAV IS
Secretary

ZILLA LINFORD

CONSTANCE SHAW

RO ALD SMITH

DELLA ROGERSON

ELLEN HANKS

STANLEY BOYLE

EVA JENKINS

EVELYN JONES

VERNON LARSEN

GRACE CROOK

MAURI E BEE

REVIER PALMER

MAIDA MU IR

FLORENCE LOVELESS

NOAII ROGERS

REBECCA NELSON

V~A

CALDER

LOREN FOWLER

LOUISE SHEPIIARD

LUREE GARDNER

FRANK MORGAN
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LEE PACKER

I'\OR.\IA

jE

E

1111 DA FREDERICK

J\IURLAND RIGBY

IVO EAMES

IIElEN PETT

LLOYD DAVIS

GEORGE IIA LA ,\1

HIMA ,\ !lLLER

CYRUS GREAVE

l\ELL 0 WALDRO,

PER~FCY

I El\KER DORFER

EUlER jEPP E

JAMES UNDERWOOD

COY FIFE

ALTON SAXER

LAMONT IIODGES

O~DULY:-':

~IERLIN

EKERSELL

JACK ,\ IORTO:-.J

Sill PLEY

FRANKE BEAL

-&i-

LELAH LENKERSDORFER

ARVILLA

DAY

ROBERT DAIlLE

TRUTH TAYLOR

,\ IAUDE McCLELLAN

VER AL SEAMONS

IVY SMITH

VIVIAN BAILEY

HOWARD WILLIAMS

ELSIE WYATT

ETHEL HOLMGREN

CLARENCE BIGLER

I~
LARUE PARKINSO

I

VERSA LITTLEFIELD

WILLIAM PARTINGTON

MARIE ANDERSON

PEARL RICHARDS

LEO LINFORD

FLORENCE WEBB

RENNELL SMITH

-6~-

LILLIAN ORME

WALLACE SCHOLES

ARVID LARSEN

ORPHA S\\'EETEN

~\ELV I N

RULON WALKER

JORGENSEN

ROSABELLE GARNER

ARTH UR LAYTON

GLEN STANGER

NORA BLOOD

BERDEAN BALLS

WESLEY SORENSEN
FAYE PEDERSO.

T HEODORE COLLIER

GEORGE MART INEAU

EVELYN 'rUDDENHAM

VOSCO CALL

NOLAN OLSEN
STELLA SORENSEN

JAMES DAVIS

PETER EVA 'S

ELLA BENN ION
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HELEN McALISTER
l.UCILE

JOIiNSO~

LOIS HALE
THERMA SCOVILLE

ALTA CRANE

MAX INE BAGLEY

ROYAL CROOK

JAMES ABBOTT

ALLAN

CANNO~

GEORGE LARSON

LELA:-ID PETERSON

LUDEAN ROGERS

MATILDA ABISCHER
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MILES BOWEN

,"I ELBA STUART

ARVIL STARK

EVEL YN PALMER

RETA HILL

HORTENSE SWENDSEN

ERMA LLOYD

THORA BALDWIN

ARTA LARSEN

LILLIAN MORREl.L

MARY BALLANTYNE

DON A BENSON

MINA GRIFFIN

-
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i

SOPHOMORES

L1NDQUI T
President

OWEN
Executive CoullClima 11

BANKIIEAD
Vice-President

FLAMM
Secretary

GEORGE BANKHEAD

WILLIAM READIt\G

BLANCIIE LARSEN

PRESTO~

BRENCIILEY

LYNDEN ADAMSON

DEESTA IIOLMGREN

KEITII

OWEN TAYLOR

BROWN

HIMA NIELSON

HOLMES SMITH

BOYD BURTON

ALICE

ISRAELSO~

DAVID EVANS

ALBERT CHIPMAN

VIRGINIA MAUGHAN

GEORGE BENTO:-J

ALDEN LUNT

CLEOPHA RICHARDS

ORSEN PERKES

OWEN OLSEN

VIRA GREENE
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DE LANE VALENT INE

lONE DUNN

DAV ID WILLIAMSON

VELLA

JUA~ I TA BOYLE

II EAPS

ALDO~ CLAWSO~

ED ITH WOOD

AIDE' LU T

BERNARD NELSON

RUT H SM IT H

MARY II EASE

CL IFFORD

~ I ART II A

~El SO~

RAl. Ll SON

~ORMA

NELSO.

CLARK AFFLECK

ALICE SESS IONS

OR PHA FA YLOR

WILLARD T HORNLEY

SEUIA II AWKS

HAZEL T IBBS ·

CARL DAV IS
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...........................

HUGH TIPPETS

RONALD WHITING

GLADYS SMITH

FREEMAN ASH BAKER

FRANCIS

FERRON IIACKING

VERNO~

NEWEL ELIASON

JOSEPII DAY

GRETTA FREDRICKSO:\

JESSE

NELSO~

MELVIN GRIFFITH

LOUISE COOK

NIEL MURDOCK

SPE~CER

PETERSON

ALDENA WURSTON

TIIOMAS WALKER

ELMER FARRAR

LOREE FARNES

HERSHEL MASON

FANNIE

-i6-

IVA~

SPE~CER

FROST

EDNA ALLEN

FLORA HART

TIIAIS MERRILL

CLARA LENKERSDORFER

A"'NA WEST

JACK WINN

MARIE PETERSON

MARGARET HARDING

MYRON CHILDS

LEO A CUMM INGS

MARJOR IE WEST

ELDON HA

'SE~

TRILVA PECK

PEARL SMITH

JOE COWLEY

DOROTHY SM ITH

ERMA HYDE

FRED LOWE

ANN ROGERS

THELMA PEDERSON

REX WARREN
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KENNETH

KENNETH SIMS

ELVA WINN

LEE BAILEY

ROLAND GOURLEY

GRETTA CHENEY

KENNETH CORBRIDGE

HERBERT GRIFFIN

BERNICE ROSENGREEN

LISLE ADAMS

EAR:-<EST DUTSO:-<

LILLIAN HOGAN

FRED STODDARD

WILFORD IIANSEN

ADA STAN ROD

PAUL LARSEN

~\ERRILL

GUNNELL

'ORA STARR

PHILIP CARDON

LOUIS SORENSON

\\· IN I FRED HOL ,\ \GR l'N

ELLA JARVIS

CATHERINE WILLIAMS

SELMORE JESSOP

EDNA OLSON

BRETA BADGER
MYRON LAYTON

BUELAH STOUT

MARTHA JONE
ELLIS DOTY

JESSIE LARSON

ALICE FON [SBECK
1I0WARD SIIAW

~IARTIIA

MARY GRIFFITII

LINDE

STRI GIIAM

HARRIS

JUNE MONSON

LOUISE

KERR

ROLA D SWENSON

~IAURI

E VICKERS

\'ER:'\ON BUDGE

ITIIA PARKS

NED NEBEKER

CHARLES BURTON

~\ILDRED

ANDERSON

DELBERT THAY!'iE

IIOWARD DECKER

LYDIA GIBBONS

ALFRED NELSON

CARLYLE :lIAUGIIA:"

\ 'ANO;-'!A WIlITEHEAD

DO:-.JALD CRUIKSIIA:"K

CLARK GARDNEI<

~IARY

SHAW

IVAN CIIRISTENSEN

~IARGUERITE

BRYAN SIIAW

CLIFTON THAYNE

LEATHAM

DELOY l1M1MOND

\\' YNONA llANSE:-.I

:-.JIKI

PAI, WAI

ADELBERT FAUSETT

I EORA 11ANSE:-.I
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BELIAII

DELQ)

TOUT

HA:--:SE~

BERG PRESTWICK

R07ELLA LAW

CL ASS OF

'3 1

LLCII .LE

\ ERDA STIRLAND
,\\AR GARET

MA UG IIA~

PE~DLEBURY

1 ULlJ KE:-\DALL

EI "ORA TASSO
RUTII OYLER

DO~ALD

.\ \ART ELL ELL!

FROST

IIELEN SNOW

RA\ .\ fl)"D ROBBI",S

1\ I ' ~ PETERSO;\

- 8 1-

.....

FRESHMEN

ABBOTT

MAT II EWS

President

Secretary

CARDON
Vice-President

LESLIE

S~ IITH

DELAR Tlr-.:GEY

IIII.VIA CLAWSON

KEITH STANGER

HENRY LiNFORD

ERMA MONSON

DONALD FROST

BRUCE WALTON

LA VERt\ ALLEN

ERV IN STRATTON

STANLEY RIPPON

LUCY .\IORR 150;\1

HARRY BAHEN

CORTLAND STAR
IIELD, HA SEN

HUNTER GADDIE

ROY ROBINSON

SERENA FOLKMAN

ALLEN ROBB INS

THERO"

NORMA PETERSON
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CA~ IPB ELL

ANNA MERRILL

MARY STRATTOl\

O. W. BUCHAi\A:-.I

FERN LA\1B

M".RGARET COOLEY

DELBERT FIJHIMAN

KATE SM ITH

ADF:ANA HART

ALMA BANGERTER

LEONE

MARY CALL

ORME

~lIVE

REUMOND

,\1 YRLE ROBERTS

BERNICE TURLEY

~ I ILTON

HUNSAKER

HELEN V I LLET

CLAR I SSA SM 11'H

ELMER REUICK

GLADYS BENSON

CAMILLE CLEGG

AR I CEL FREDERICKS
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r

LESLIE

jACKSO~

ROY GEDDES

~lARIA:-.i

BE:-.i

1(0~

EDWARD CLIFF

LA WRE:\CE TA YLE R

MAURIi':E GA.\1ETTE

RALPH RICHARDS

MORETT BRANDT

lONE DAVIS

jOIl ~

RULO'" BERGESO:-';

LOOSLE

PIIYLLIS SMITH

REED ORME

KEITII READING
FARRIS ELIASON

LOUIS

EDWIN TRE.\lEl.LI:\G

ADA~IS

RUTII OL ON

HOWARD SWENDSON

VIRGINIA JOIl:\
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WELDON JENSEN

O~

ORVIN MILLER

GEORGE CLEVELAND

RUTH SM ITH

LlOVi) CRAFO

GEORGE BISHOP

MELBA PLOWMAN

RICHARD DAVIS

lYLE JONES

MILDRED ANDERSOi-J

HERME N McCUNN

FRANKLIN RI CH ARDS

RAMONA WESTOi-J

ALEXAND ER

YEATES

BRIGIIAM T ELFORD

RAMONA FOLlET

MAYNARD ANDERSON

OSCAR LUi-JDQUIST

BERTHA ·BAIRD

KENNETH GENNER

LORENZO HANSEN

AFTON BICKMORE

ALICE RUST

HELEN CARTER

ORA GREAVES

.\ IARJORIE HA .\IMO'-:D

RUTH PETERSON

ODELL JULANDER

GLADYS HOBBS

.\ IERLA ROBINSON

FAREL

ANDERSO~

MYRLE SIMB

VEDA GESSELL

OTTI S PETE RSO~

LCCILLE WRIGHT

BERTRUDE MADSEN

DALLAS RICH I'-:S

AFTO~

THAI;-.J

GLADYS GREE:-J

WALDON GUNNEL

YESTA ANDERS01'

ARDELLA PEART

MELVIN
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.1ANc~

ORAL

VICTOR BRIGGS

HU:-.ISAKER

VIRGI. IA KOTTER

:-.lED

CON RAD SCIIAUB

~\cBETH

MARJORI E WEBB

I.EO WJL

FRANK TAGGART

I.IA~\

GENE IIE'NIGER

JOSEPH

WAY'iE .\\ RDOCK

~\AI .\I YRE:-.J

RO\lA HA"JSE

\lI'RRIII

I.UCII.E

ALDEN

DEAN ,\ -\cCAI ISTFR

A'<DFRSO'J

ADA~\~

\III DRFD

FIFE

I E GRI\ND OLSO:-.J

IIEI'<RI CH

CLAIRE GUD"L''iD . FN

\\ARG-\RET

RAY

ROBBIN<;

TEVEN
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ELEANOR THOMAS

FONTELLA THOMPSON

IRVIN A. ANDERSON

LETTIE ISRAELSON

LUC ILLE BAER

IRA CLARK

DELILAH

KELLER

RUTH ADAMS

LEONARD WILLIAMS

HAZEL SCHIESS

MILDRED KING

HAMILTON RI CHMOND

NAOMI REYNOLDS

ARMINTA HOGAN

RULON NEILSON

INA PEART

JENNIE JONES

LEO JOHNSON

BEATRICE ALLEN

SETH LEISHMAN
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ETHEL KORTH

FRANCIS PETERSON

CLAIR HAYWARD

EVELYN PARKINSON

LESTER FRANCES

THO~\AS

L. BLANCIIARD

NORENE LINDQUIST

WALLACE RAWLINS

BLAINE FREEST00iE

,\IIC:--:ON DOMCUARD

RUSSELL HUM PH REYS

IIAROLD KOFORD

,\ IORELDA II E0iRIE

SIIARON TATE

RALPII ALEXANDER

MAE HILLSTORM

HOWARD BRANDT

RUEL ASHCROFT

PEARL MORTENSEN

WALKER CIIADWICK

PAUL CRANDALL

RUTH MURPHY
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/

GERALDINE

HA~SEN

ORA MEACHAM

ELDON HUNSAK ER

MAE JARVIS

JEAN PEDERSON

~IARI

'ER MERRILL

LA BEI .LE WII . I'I:\ S

ALT.\ IIANSON

KElT" CAMPBELL

LUCILE SMITH

GRACE POND

DARRELL TURNER

CLAR ICE LIDDLE

BER!\ICE QUINNEY

VERN WILLOUGHBY

LOIS LUNT

SYBIL BULLEN

ARVID MERKELEY

DOROTHA CHRISTENSEN

RUBY

RAYMOND CANNON

MITTEI'\

""""" ........

l

H <\RI F

lOFTHOL:SE

ED\\ ARD COLT

lEOLA Sl:FLE: Y

ALBRA CARTWRIGHT

MARY

AI.BERT HARRIS

\\'llLlA ,\ \ ,\ JORRElL

MOORE

SA.\lUEL

GORDO~

.\lEI BuRN BECK TEAD

l:R\\,I~

I:RIl.K OL ON

IOUI E

ARDL"

GU:--'DERSO~

WEBB

KID.\lORl:

HAROI

I)

.\lILLLR

ETIIEL Y:--' A liTO.

IIAROlD HOLLEY

GLE" ROY 1\'ER50"

TIIELMA JOH SON

Will lAM BALLARD

GLEN~

I.;QFORD

BE SIE PETERSO:-;
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CLEO NIELSON

MURIEL HOGAN

GARDNER EGBERT

m,IA ELLISON

INA ALLEN

PAUL GREENWOOD

~IILDRED

SPERRY

GWEN DOL YN MARSH

EWART SW INYARD

ELVA S IME NSON

ADA FOX

IRVING ANDERSON

DOROTHY Mc<\l.ISTER

VERA WARD

JOI-IN CHRISTENSEN

CLARICE WEBB

LEAH WORSTEN

GEORGE WARD

RuBY YERGERSON

AUDREY BERGESEN

ASA SPACKMAN
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FAY RICHINS

ELWOOD PETERSON

MABEL WELLI G

RAY THEURER

CYRIL LAURITZEN
FAYE HARSTON

THEO SCHMIDT

LIDDELL LARSEN

VAUGHAN CORLETT

L. K. GU NELL

LESLIE KERR

MELBA EAMES

JESSIE McBRIDE

DONALD RYAN
lONE MEYERS

LOUIS MADSEN

HYRUM CA NON

MARTHA CARLISLE

RAYMO D BECKSTEAD

ROI'ALD JONES

CARMA CARDO.
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Social Fraternities

Skanchy
Bennion
Cummings

Burke
Broadhead

Morgan
Harris
(President)

Worthingman

Jenson

Taylor

Budge

Underwood

Erickson
Guyman

Maughan

SiBma Chi
GAMMA KAPPA CHAPTER

SIGfllA CH I CIIAPTER IIOUSE

Founded at Miami University in
1855, established at u. A. C. in 1926.
Sigma Chi is the oldest social organization on the campus and was the second
group to join a national fraternity.
They own the chapter house pictured
above. This year there is an active
chapter of forty-seven members. The
colors are gold and blue and the flower
is a white rose.

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Warren Hawley, '28
Noel Bennion, ' 28
Leland Skanchy, '28
Reed Bullen, '29
George Martineau, '28
John McCune, '28
Abner Larsen, '28 .
Theo Thain, '28 .
Lyman Bennion, '29
Glenn Stanger, '29
Vosco Call, '29

Richfield
LO'!,tJn
Logan
Logan
Logan
Ogd,n
Preston
Loga/!
.Logan
Ida ho Falls
Brigham

Gloyd Cowley, '28
Charl es Griffin, '29
Elgin Jack son, '29
Henry Thain, '28
Willis Hayward, '29
J oe Losee, '29
Lloyd Davis, '29
Parry Stewart, '29 .
Melvin Gardner, '29
William Hayward , '29
Edwi n Ca rli sle, '29

Salt Lake City
Logan
Logan
Logan
.,
Logan
Brigham
Brigham
Logan
Logan
. Logan
Logan

Hawley, Bennion, Skanchy, Bullen, M artineau, McCune, Larse n, Thain, Bennion,
Stanger, Call , Cowley, Griffin , Jack so n, Thain, Hayward, Lossee,
Davis, Stewart, Gardner, Hayward, Carli Ie

Sigma Chi
FACULTY MEMBERS
PARLEY

E.

PETERSON

JOSEPH R . JENSON
E. LOWELL ROMNEY
RUSSELL BERNSTON
ASA BULLEN

Fourteen men have been pledged
Sigma Chi this year and the whole chapter has been active in campus affairs.
The chapter house is locatede on the
corner of Main and First South Streets.
Leland Skanchy was president for '27
and '28.

S IGMA C[-[ I GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
joe Cowley, '29
Logan
. Logall
Clare Budge, '30
Parley Holton , '29 .
Brigham
Moses Thatcher, '30
Logan
Grant Hammond, '30
Logan
Wesley Sorensen, '29 .
Logan
orman j ensen, '29
Mantua
Hunter Gaddie, '31
. Logan
Ogden
Kenneth Vanderhoof, '30
Wayne Robb, '30
. I daho Falls, Idah o
Wallace Scholes, '30
Logan
Albert Chipman, ' 30 .
Tooele
Herbert Griffin, '30
Ogden

Edwa rd Benton, '30
Eme rson Abbott, '3 1
Steve \-\lhite, '30 .
Hy rum Cannon, '3 1
Edward Anderson, '31
Keith Stanger, '3 1 .
Ottis Peterson, '31
joe Call , '30 .
William Ballard, '3 1
Kersey Riter, '29
Ea rl j ensen, '29 .
Willmer ]. Nelson, '28
Clare Hayward , '3 1

. Arkansas, Kansas
Tremonton
· Ogden
Logan
· Logan
Idah o Falls, Idaho
· Logan
Brigham
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logar.
Logan

Cowley, Budge, [-[olton, Thatcher, I-lammond, Sorenson, Jen sen, Gaddie, Vanderhoof,
Robb, Scholes, Chipman , Griffin, Benton, Abbott, White Cannon,
Anderson, Stanger, Peterson, Cali, Ballard
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CPi Kappa cAlpha
Founded at University of Virginia,
1868.
Gamma Epsil on Chapter Established at U. A. c., 1925 .
Gamma Epsilon, one of the Seventythree chapters of Pi Kappa Alpha, has
thirty-five active men, having pledged
fourteen this year. The colors are garnet and gold, and the flower a lily of
the valley.
PI KAPPA ALPHA HOUSE

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Charles L. Harding, '28
Glen Worthington, '29
Lewis Beagley, '29
Gordon Woods, '29
Howard Tanner, '30
William Smith, '28
Donald Cruikshank, '30
Addington Martindale, '28
Rulon W. Cowan, '29
Robert Gibbons, '28

William Reading, '30
Clinton Vernon , '29
George Davis, '30
Carl Davis, '30
Theodore Rogers, '28
Delbert Lamb, '28 .
David Hurren, '28
Delos Thompson, '30
George Bishop, '31
Vernon M. Budge, '30

Payson
Nephi
Nephi
Nephi
. Milford
Franklin, Ida.
Montpelier, Ida.
Oakley, Ida .
Nephi
Logan

,I
"

Smith , I-larding, Budge, Worthington , Wood , Bankhead.
Larsen , Sisco, McCune, Leishman , Burgoyne, Gibbo ns.

-
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Logan
Logan
Vef1wl
Vernal
Fillmore
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Garland
Garland
. Paris, Ida.

CPi Kappa Alpha
FACULTY MEMBERS

P. V.

CARDON

REED BAILEY
WILLIAM WARNER

S.M.C., or president, Vernon Budge,
is head of the gang that lives on the
hill, and also the chapter of P. K. A.
that had won the national scholarship
cup for t he second time in succession.

PI KAPPA ALPHA GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Alma Burgoyne, '28

Logan

Eldon H a nsen, '30

Henry Daines, '29

Logan

Roland Swensen, '30

George Bankhead, '30

Logan

Howard Williams, '29

I rvin Burgoyne, '29
David B. Haight, '29
Alfred Shaw, '30 .

Montpelier, Ida .

.

Mainard Larsen , '29

Weston, Ida .
Preston, Ida .
Kaysville
Smitbfield

Oakley, Ida .

Paul Andersen, '29

Provo

Malta , Ida .

Sharon Tate, '3 1 .

Tooele

Robert Leishman, '28

Wellsville

Herman McCune, '30

Nephi

Raymond Sisco, '3 I
Weldon Hammond , '29

Thompson, Rogers, Swensen, Hammond, Lamb, Daines,
Williams, Burgoyne, Hanson, Shaw, Reading.
-
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Exter, Cal.
Metropolis , Nev.

CPhi Kappa Iota
Phi Kappa Iota was organized on
the U. A. C. campus in the fall of 1907.
Sixteen men were pledged this year,
making an active chapter of forty-two.
The colors are black and gold.

This is

the oldest local fraternity on the campus.
Pili KAPPA IOTA IIO USE

ACT IV E MEMBERS
Alton Maughan, '28
Howard Linford, '28
Elvin Evans, '28
J ames Underwood, '29
Richard Stratford, '28
A. G. Cranney, '28
Charles P. MacGregor, 'l-lCantril Nielson, '28
Douglas Bergeson, '30
Thomas Green, '27
Sermon Smith, '29

Logan
Kaysville
Pocatello, Ida.
Kaysville
PocateLLo , Ida.
Loga1t
Grace, Ida.
Hyrum
COr1tisb
Logan
Logan

Theron Smart, '29
Jack Morton, '29
Gus Rowe, '29
Ellis Wade, '29
Willard Geddes, '29
Otis Marler, '28
Alvin Morgan, '28

Union
Logan
Eureka
Ogden
Denver, Colo.
I dabo Falls, Ida.
Malad, Ida.

Ezra Owen, '3 0

Logan

Glenn Clark, '30
Carl Sheffield, '30

Logan
Salt Lake City

Craniley, Marler, Linford, 1\\aughan, Stratford , Morgan, ~vans, Underwood, Cranney,
Geddes, Bergeson, Wade, \:eilson, 1\\cCregor, Clark, Illckman,
Phillips, Jud ah, Christopherson, Barber
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CPhi Kappa Iota
FAC LTY M MBERS
E.
W.

C . PETERSO I

L.

WAN LASS

B. CA l E
W . [ SRAELSE

CEO.
O.

SID EY STOCKS
HE

RY OBERHA

PRESTO

SLEY

THOMAS

Alton Maughan is the president of
the Chapter that owns the house on
the corner of third nort h a nd fifth east.

Pili KAPP,\ IOTA GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Thorval I Iickman, '30
We nde ll Phillips, '29
George Judah , '30 .
I rvine Lindquist, '30
John Chri topher on, '30 .
Dan Gi ffi spie, '3 I
Reed Barber, '3 I
Kenneth Shields, '3 1
Roffa Grenhalgh, '3 I
Delar Tingey, '3 1

Logan
Kaysville
Logan
Logan
Salt Lake City
T ooele
T ooele
T ooele
Brigham City
Brigham City

ed McBeth, '3 I
Il ami lton Richmond, '3 I
Affen Robin , '3 1
Myron Layton, '3 I
Arthur Layton, '29
Conan i\lathe\\,s, '3 1
Alden Burri , '3 1
O. W. Buchanan, '3 I
Paul Parkinson, '30 .
Bruce Wafface, '29

Green . mith . Smart. Lindqui,t . Rowe, Bl ood. Layton . Ollen. Layton,
,\l c Beth, heffield. ,\I orton, Gilli ,pie. hields, Burris, Robi ns,
,\I athews, Green algh, Ri ch mond
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Payson
Payson
Kaysville
Ka ysville
Ka ysville
. Logan
Logan
Robinson, ill.
Wbitney, Ida.
Preston, Ida.

CDelta cNu
Founded at U. A. C. April 30, 1914.
Winter quarter Delta Nu had an active
chapter of forty-eight men, in addition

....----... ......

to a local Alumni chapter.

Twenty

men have been pledged this year. The

~) -

flower is a rose and the colors are crimson and gold.

DELTA NU CHAPTER HOUSE

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Daken Broadhead, '28
Lloyd Theurer, '28
Cyrus Greaves, '29 .
Alden Lillywhite, '28
Leland Olson, '28
Ernest Horsley, '30
Frank Morgan, '29
V. Merrill Johnson , '28
Lewis Roland, '28
Vivian Tanner, '28
Henry Rampton, '28
Stewart Starr, '28
Lund John son, '29 .

Nephi
Providence
Preston, Ida.
Brigham
Logan
Brigham
Nephi
Richmond
Salt Lake City
Logan
Bountiful
. Springville
Logan

Myron Childs, '30
Paul Larsen, '30
Alma Gardner, '30
Sterli ng Larson, '30
Darvel Hammond, '28 .
Ellis Doty, '30 .
Cortland Starr, '3 1
Lee Bailey, '30
Wes ley Olson, '31
Marriner Merrill, '31
Ora Greaves, '30 .
Ruel Ashcraft, '3 1
Keith Reading, '31

Broadheael, Johnson , Morgan, Theurer, Lillywhite, Saxer, Stewart, Starr, Johnson .
Bailey, J ohnson, Childs, Nei lson , Spackman , Pearse, Tanner, Rolanels, Scott.
Merrill , L. Olson , Larsen, Day, Burton, Webb, Reeves.
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Springville
Preston, Ida.
. Logan
Richmond
Providence
Richmond
Springville
Nephi
Logan
Logan
Preston, Ida.
Springville
. Centerville

CDelta cNu
FACULTY MEMBERS
R. B. WEST

N. E.

EDLEFSEN

MILTON MERRILL

. A. PEDERSON
W. J. VICKERS

DELMAR TINGEY

G. D. CLYDE

JOEL

E. RICKS

Oaken Broadhead is president of
one of the most active Greek letter societies on the campus. Twenty-two men
DELTA NU GROUP

live at the chapter house on First East.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Glenn Koford, '31
Harold Holley, '31
joseph Thomas, '29 .
Kingsley Stewart, '29
J. Z. Stewart, '28
Vincent Reeves, '30
ArmsttOng Pearse, '30
Lee Packer, '29
Milton Taylor, '30 .
Louis Sorensen, '30
Lyman Morrell , '29 .
joseph Day, '30 .
Frank Richards, '31
LeGrande Olsen, '31

Brigbam
Springville
Preston, Jda.
Logan
Logan
Brigham
Brigham
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Draper
Logan
Preston, Ida.

j ames Scott, '31
john Christensen, '31
A. C. Spackman, '31
Alton Saxon, '29 .
Clair Gudmundsen , '31
Reed johnson, '29
Boyd Burton, '30
Clive Remund, '30
Clifford eilson, '30
Sherwin Webb, '31
Edward jensen, '30 .
Rus ell Humphreys, '31
Merrill Gunnell, '30

Logan
Wellsville
Richmond
Logan
Springville
Logan
Nepbi
Heber
Heber
Richmond
Redmond
Logan
Wellsville

Evans, Hammond, Packer, Gardner, Rampton , Holley, Gudmunson , Larsen , Horsley,
Doty, Greaves, Thomas, L. Olsen, W. Olsen; Koford , Smith, Greaves, Morrell ,
Starr, Jensen, Reading, Ashcraft, Remund , Christensen , Sorenson , Stewart, Richards.
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cAlpha CDelta Epsilon
Alpha Delta Epsilon was established at u. A. C. in 19 15. This year they
had an active chapter of for :y-two men,
having pledged twenty-one. The Epsilons recently purchased the chapter
house pictured here . The colors are
gold and blue. This fraternity has
achieved the recognition of having
one of the most orderly conducted chapter houses in respect to some procedures
of any organization on the campus.

ALPIIA DELTA EPSILO"l IIOUSE

ACT IV E MEMBERS
Edmund Jensen , '31
Ned Nebeker, '31 .
Eldon [-[ unsaker, '3 1
Merlin Smith, '3 1
Max Beal, '30 .
William Stuart, '28
Nelden Taylor, '30
Alden Adams, '3 1
Bruce Walton, '3 1
Smith Richards, '3 1
Allan Cannon, '29

Logan
Payson
J-/oneyville
. Logan
. Garland
Wellsville
Payson
Kanab
Centerville
Fielding
Fielding

Rulon Bergeson, '3 1
Leonard Williams, '3 1
Liddel Larson, '3 1
Peter Evans, '29
Robert Dahle, '29
E lwood [-[ illlsen, '29 .
Paul Greenwood, '3 1
William Tingey, '31
[-[ arry Bahen, '3 1
J vo Eames, '29
Doyle Reese, '31

Burke, Cummings, J ohns, Il arris, I\\errill , Dahle, Eames, Cannon, I-Iarris,
Stuart, Smith, Stark, Adams, Chipman, Jeppson.
Reese, Hun saker, Dutson, Il ansen, Lar en.
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Logan
Monroe
Logan
Garland
Logan
Providence
Sandy
Centerville
Paradise
Preston, ! da.
Smithfield

cAlpha CDelta Epsilon
FAC L TY MEMBERS

F. L.

WEST

WILLIAM PETERSON

B. L. RICHARDS
F. R. AR OLD
D. V. GARD ER
Vernal Harris is the president of the
Epsilons, which group won the interfraternity baseball eries and the cros
country run last year.

ALP I 1:\ DELTA EP

IL O~

GRO P

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Theron Campbell, '3 1
I rvin Stratton, '3 1
Milton Ilunsaker, '3 1
Vincent Larsen , '28
Thais Merrill , '30 .
Chester Wright, '30
Sterling Richard , '30
Earl Hawkes, '29
Elmer jeppsen, '29
Lloyd Harri , '30 .
Earne t Dutson, '30
Lisle Adam '30 .

Providence
Hinckley
Il oneyville
Smitbfield
Ricbmond
Ilinckley
Brigbam
Preston, Ida.
Mantua
Tremonton
Tremonton
Tremonton

George Cleveland, '3 1
Alvin Ch ipman, '31
Arvil Stark, '29
Robert Forre ter, '29
Vernon Larsen, '29
Nello Waldron, '29
Arvid Larson, '29
\ 'erna ld johns, '28
Vernal Ilarris, '28
I va n Frost, '29 .
j osep h Cummings, '28
Melvin Burke, '28

Twin Falls , Ida .
. Logan
Salt Lake City
Ricbmond
Smitbfield
Tremonton
Sandy
Ogden
Tremonton
Riverton
Brigham
I I oneyville

Forre,~er , Walton, Ilawke. Stratton. Ri~harJs, Cleveland. Tingey, Beal, Taylor,

RIchards, Cambell, Evans. Bahen. Waldron, Wright, Williams, Adams,
L. Larsen, Ilansen, V. Larsen, V. Larsen.
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<Alpha Gamma CPhi
The Alpha Gamma Phi fraternity
was founded at U. A. C. in 1920, having combined with the Phi Beta Rho
organization. There are thirty active
members in the chapter. The house is
located on North First East. The colors
are blue and gold, and the flower is a
chrysanthemum. Although one of the
newest organizations, the Alpha Gammas are none the less active in Aggie
acti vi ties.

ALPHA GAMMA PHI CllAPT ER HO USE

ACTIVE MEMBERS

Mark Holmes, '28

.

Logan

Owen Taylor, ' 30

Othello Hansen, ' 28

Logan

Roy Christensen , '28

Wallace Liddle, '28 .

Logan

Willis Tingy, '28

Logan

Karl Fife, '28

Logan

Owen Gibson , '28

Logan

Dudley Greaves, '28

Logan

Oswald John son, '28

Pleasant Crave

Newell Stephen s, '30

Logan

Duane Jen son, '30

Ol sen , Christianse n, Chri stensen, Rawlin s. John son, Dittm ore, Powell ,
Keller, Hughes, Gregory, Feldman, Fife, Tingey.
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Blackfoot, / da .
Downey, / da.

/-/ yru1n

cA.lpha Gamma CPhi
FACULTY MEMBERS
PROF.
PROF.
PROF.

A. H.

POWELL

EDMU

F. M .

D FELDMA
COE

I van Christensen i president and
Robert Gregory i secretary of the
Gamma group, who are very active in
military work and the schools of agriculture and engineering. Gammas rank
high in cholarship and activity. One
of their members was chosen valedictorian last year. The chapter ha been
larger this year than ever before.

ALP II A GAI\\MA PIli GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Afton Eliason, '28

I-I yrU'w

Rief Wadley, '29 .

Pleasant Crave

Marlin Dittmore, '3 1

Victor Briggs, '30

Blackfoot, Ida .

Orrin P. Miller, '30

Clarence Rollins, '28
Owen Olson, '30
I van Ch ri sten en, '29

Beaver
Logan

Robert Gregory, '30

Keith Johnson , '29

L. Ray Robinson

Epbraim

Leslie J ackson, '3 1

Liddle, Wadley, Stephens, J ackson , Hansen, Miller, Ii oimes,
Briggs, Johnson , Robinson , Coe, Gibson, Taylor.
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R eno, Nev.
Pleasant Crave
Tooele
Pleasant Crave
I,ogan
T ooele

Omega Tau
Omega Tau, the youngest social fraternity on the campus, was established
at U. A. C. in 1922. This year they
have pledged eight men, making an
active chapter of twenty-nine. At the
beginning of the year the Omega Taus
moved into a new chapter house on
third east. The colors are purple and
gold.

OMEGA TAU HOUSE

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Lee Guymon, '29
Russell Keetch, '29
Nolan Olsen, '29
Dean Baird; '28 .
Herbert Bartlett, '29
Wilford Clark, '28
Linden Harris, '30
Daniel Jon es, '28 .
Howard Kunz, '30
Marriner Merrill , '29
William Partington, '29

Huntington
Pleasant Crove
Logan
Ashton, fda.
Burley, Ida.
Logan
Asbton, Ida.
Malad, Ida.
Logan
Richmond
Logan

Clifton Smith, '28
Melvin Stephens, '30
Delmar Webb, '30
Earl Wixom, '30
Elmer Farrar, '30
Sam Gordon, '31
John K. Loosle, '3 1
Ca lvin Wixom, '29
Argel Allen , '29

.

Milford Gardner, '30

Guymon, Wixom, Smith, Clark, Walker, Kunz, Baird,
Walker, Keetch , Rogers, McAlli ster, Smith, Robinson.

Ogden
Montpelier, Ida.
. Ricbmond
Burley, Ida .
. Sandy
Smitbfield
Clarkston
Burley, Ida .
McCammon, Ida.
Afton

Omega Tau
FAC LTY MEMBERS
PROF C. j. MEYERS
PET ER NELSON
WILFORD COLE

The active Omega officers this year
a re: Ca lvin Wixom, president ; Lee
Guyman, vice-president ; and De an
Baird, secreta ry. Even though ve ry
recentl y organized, the group is active
in student affairs.
OMEGA TAU GROUP

ACT IV E MEMBERS
John McA lli ster, '30
DeWitt Smith, '30
Henry J ones, ' 28
Sy lva n E ri ckson, '28
Edward Davis, '29 .
LeGra nd Walker, '28
Ca lvi n Walker, '29 .
Harry Rogers, '29
Ray Robinson , '3 0 .
Fra nk Robinson, '3 1

Kanab
Pleasant Grove
Malad, Ida.
Logan
Bear River
Pleasant Grove
Pleasant Grove
Salt Lake City
1dabo Falls, Ida.
Coalville

Dean Boyle, '30
Donald Frost, '3 I
Kinsey Keveren, '28
Wende ll Walker, '3 1
Oscar Lundquist, '3 1
C larence LaWall, '3 1
Hugh Tippits, '30
Raydolph Cook, '30
Gomer Arno ld, '28 .

Olsen, Merrill , Gardner, Pa rtington , Wixom, I-Iarris, Bartlett.
Allen, Jones, Boyle, Stephens, Kevern , Frost, Arnold.
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Victor
Coalville
. Blackfoot, Ida
Salt Lake City
Weston
Staten I sland, N . Y.
. Cowley, Wyo.
Layton
lluntington

a

Social Sororities

Simpson
(Preside lit)

Wardleigh

Orme
I lend ricks

Froyd

Edwards
Johnson

Shepard

Mitton

Bankhead
es ions

Sorosis
Founded at the U. A. C. in 1898 as a
Literary society and later chartered by
state of Utah as first social sorority on
campus.

There were thirty-four active

members during winter quarter besides
alumni chapters in Salt Lake, Ogden,
Brigham and Logan.

The colors are

orange and black.
SOROSIS CIIAPTER IIO USE

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Millie McNeil, '31
Logan
Thelma Johnson , '31
Richmond
Dorothy Watkins, '29
Logan
Marian Mc eal, '30
Logan
Martha Stringham, '30
Bountiful
Bernice Turley, '31 . Colonia juare?m, Mex.
Muriel Hogan, '31
Lewiston
Wanda Daines, '30
. Logan
Orpha Davis, '29
. Malad, Idaho
Ruby Stringham, '28
Bountiful
Louise Shepard, '29 .
Logan
Melba Thornley, '29
Kaysville
Lillian I-logan , '28
Lewiston
Orpha Sweeten , '29
Garland

Lucille Blair, '30
Edna Wilson, '29
Afton Thain, '31
Virginia Kotter, '31
Arminta Hogan, '31
Mina Griffin, '29 .
Emma Miller, '29
Claire Hulme, '31
Clarice Webb, '31
Ruth Smith, '31
Gladys Tyson, '28
Truth Taylor, '29 .
I-Jelen Pett, '29

Green, Woozley, Shepard , Bennett, Stringham. Tyson , Sweeten,
Watkins, Christiansen , Davis, Miller , Crockett, Pederse n,
Wilson, Lee, Pett, Bankhead.

Logan
Logan
Logan
Brigham
Lewiston
Newton
Farmington
Logan
Richmond
. Logan
Brigham
Burley, Ida.
Eureka

a

Sorosis
PATRO ESSES

MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.
MRS.

B. G. THATCHER

JOH T. CAl E
F. P. CHAMP
ELLE ECCLES
L. M. I-loWELL

The Soro i moved into a new chapter house last fall, which was formerly
the Home Economic Cottage, on Second East and Second orth. Louise
Shepard, who was pre ident for '27 and
'28, has piloted a most successful group.

SORO IS GRO P

CTIVE ME IB ER
Katherine Christiansen, '29
Logan
Delone Valentine '30
Brigbam
Logan
Faye Peder on '29
Mary Woozley, '28
Malad, ida .
Polly Rich, '28
Logan
Mary Bennett, '28
alt Lake City
Edna Wright, '29
Logan
Rozanna lee, '30 .
Brigbam
Erma Lloyd, '29
St. A ntbony, Ida .
Logan
ancy Reynold, '3 1
Logan
lucille Cardon, '3 1 .
Audrey Bergeson, '3 1
Cornisb
Marjorie Webb, '3 1
idabo Falls, Ida.
Orpha Faylor, '30
. Logan

Lulie Bancroft, '31 .
Evelyn Parkinson, '31
Augusta Madsen
Farris Eli a on, '31
Emma Green, '28
Evelyn Crockett, '28
Bonne dam on, '28
Thelma Pedersen, '30
Karma Cardon, '3 1 .
Anna i\\errill, '31
Blanche Boudrero, '30
laura Bankhead, '30
lydia Jennings, '31
Jean PedeI' en, '31

Logan
Logan
Brigbam
Logan
Letbbridge, Can.
Kaysville
Ricbmond
Logan
Logan
Ricbmond
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan

Lloyd, Jack on. Rich, Peterson , Griffin. Adam son. Boudrero,
Parker, McNiel , Daines, Faylor,
BI,' c, V ,I"ti""
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Sigma Theta CPhi
Founded at U. A. C. on November
15, 1912 with Professor Frank R. Arnold as god-father. Thetas had an active chapter of thirty-four members
winter quarter with alumni chapters in
Salt Lake and Logan. Sigma Theta
Phi was the first Greek letter society on
the campus. The colors are green and
white and the flower a pink rose bud.
SIGMA THETA PHI I-lOUSE

ACT IV E MEMBERS
Leah Edwards, '28 .
Naomi Broadhead, '28
Rita Cranney, '29 .
May C. Groesbeck, '28
Virginia Wardleigh, '28
Helen Stevens, '28
Alyce Hansen, '29
Eva Jenkins, '29 .
Kathryn Preston, '29
Marguerite Hansen, '29

I daho Falls, Ida .
Nephi
Logan
Logan
Nevada
. Ogden
Mt. Pleasant
Logan
Logan
Salt Lake City

Con nie Shaw, '29
Ri ta Hill, '29
Mary Ballantine, '29
Ell a Bennion, '29 .
Fa nnie Spencer, '30 .
DeEsta Holmgren, '30
Trilva Peck, '30
lvie Rae Mason, '30
I tha Parks, '30 .

Stevens, Crane, Bolin, Mason , Shaw, I-Iansen, Austin ,
Bee, Calder, Spencer, Hill , Bagley, Holmgren ,
Owens, Bennion, Eckersell , Cranney.
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Ogden
. Logan
Logan
Logan
Evanston, Wyo .
. Tremonton
Tremonton
Willard
Nephi

Si8ma <Theta CPhi
PATRONESSES
MRS. MOSE THATCHER
MRS. T. B. BUDGE
MRS. P. E. PETERSON
MRS. K. C. I KELER
MRS. S. M. BUDGE
MRS. N. A. PEDERSON

Leah Edwards, president for '27-'28,
has headed a most active group. The
chapter house, on Main and Fourth
North, is always open to student committees and work parties. Theta pledged
eight girls winter and fall quarters.

THETA GROUP

ACT IV E MEMBERS
Ruth Cranney, '29 .
Ethel Holmgren , '29
Mabel Welling, '3 1 .
Marion Bennion, '31
Alta Cra ne, '30
Leona Orme, '3 1
Ethelyn Ashton, '3 1
Maurine Garnette, '3 1
Melvina Huffaker, '30

Logan
Tremonton
. Brigham City
. Logan
. Salt Lake City
I daho Falls, Ida .
Venwl
. Salt Lake City
I daho Falls, Ida.

Geneva Schaub, '30
Louise Kerr, '30
Ondu ly n Eckersell , '29
Arita Bolin, '30
Luella Owen, '30 .
Maxine Bagley, '29
Maurine Bee, '29
Olive Crane, '28
Vera Calder, '29 .

. Logan
Idaho Falls, Ida.
. Idaho Falls, Ida.
I daho Falls, Ida .
Logan
Cottonwood
. Provo
Salt Lake City
. Vernal

Wardleight, Broad head, Crockett, Edwards, Jenkins, Kerr, Groesbeck.
Schaub, Huffaker, Holmgren, Ball antyne, Peck, Parks.
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cJ3eta cDel ta
Beta Delta was organized on the
U. A. C. campus November 6, 1915,
with nine charter members for the purpose of sponsoring social activities and
supporting student activities. There
were thirty active members during the
winter quarter. The colors are yellow
and white. The Betas pledged fourteen
lively freshmen girls in the spring quarter.

BETA DELTA GROUP

ACT IVE MEMBERS
Allie Burgoyne.
Margaret Burgoyne, '30
Beryl Bown , '3 1
Ovilla Bown , '29 .
Velva Bachman, '28
l ora Blood, '29 .
Luci lie Curtis, '28
Beryl Froyd, '28 .
Luree Gardner, '29
Ellen Hanks, '29 .

Logan
. Logan
. Gunnison
Gunnison
Ogden
Kaysv ille
Payson
Cedar City
Cedar City
. Tooele

Gwen 1-1 ansen, '29 .
Wanda Holland, '30
Verna Jack son, '28 .
Dallas John son, '29
Zilla Linford, '29
Lola Madsen , '30
Edna Madsen , '28
Lillian Orme, '29
Ann Pearson, '30

Bl ood, Gard ner, Orme. John son, J ackson, Bachman, Bown.
Madsen, Linford, Il anks, Hansen, Froyd, Burgoyne.
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Providence
Brigham City
Logan
Logan
Logan
. Brigbam City
Manti
Tooele
Brigbam City

cJ3eta cDel ta
PATRONESSES
MRS. F. O. REYNOLDS
MRS. NELLIE LANGTON
MRS. JOHN H . CROCKETT
MRS. JOHN CHRISTIANSEN

Outstanding among Beta interests
this year has been the support of school
activities and the wearing of special
blue and white sweaters. Lillian Orme
has been president of a most successful
sorority group. About sixteen social
functions have been held during the
year.

BETA DELTA GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Margaret Pearson, '30
Gwen Rigby, '30 .
HeIer, Hyde, '30
DeVola Sorensen, '30
Evely n Tuddenham, '30
Hortense Swendsen, '29
Lois Lunt, '3 1 .
LaRue Carlson, '30
Mildred Sperry, '3 1 .
Hazel Tebbs, '31
Lettie Ririe, '29

Brigbam
Newton
Kaysville
Malad, Ida .
. Newton
R exburg, Ida.
Nepbi
Logan
Nepbi
Cowley, Wyo.
Ogden

Alice Rust, '3 I
Bertrude Madsen , '3 I
Myrtle Smith, '29
Beatrice Allen, '31
Verla Wilson, '3 1 .
Mildred King, '3 1
J enni e Jon es, '3 1 .
Phy llis Smith, '3 1
LaRue Parkinson, '29
lona Davis, '3 1

Logan
Manti
Logan
Hyrum
Logan
Logan
Spanisb Fork
Smithfield
Logan
Salt Lake City

Hyde, Swendsen, Rigby, Pearson, Burgoyne, Pearson, Curti s,
Soren son, Madsen, Tuddenham, Holland, Pearse, Bown .
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Zeta Chi
The Zeta Chi Sorority was organized
at U. A. C. in 1921 with eight charter
members. During the years 1924-2526, the sorority won the scholarship cup
offered by the U. A. C. Womens'
League, and the cup is now permanent
property of the society. The Zeta colors
are rose and black, and the flower a
rose.
The Chapter has been larger
this winter than ever before.

ZETA ,CHI CHAPTER HOUSE

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Melba Plowman, '3 1
Melba Eames, '3 1
C leopha Richards, '30
Maurine Vickers, '30
Helen Hansen, '3 1
Aldora Alder, '30 .
Reha Johnson , '3 1
Flora Hart, '3 1
Hazel Hirst, '3 1

Smithfield
Preston
Malad, Ida.
. Nephi
Malad, Ida.
Preston, Ida.
Pleasant Grove
Bloomington
Logan

Belle Willis, '3 1
Bern ice Hansen, '31.
Ruth Adams, '3 1
Vesta Anderson , '3 1
I-Ielen Villette, '3 1
Miriam Maycock, '28
Helen Hogensen, '30
Meryl Dunn , '3 1

Mitton, Clark, j-Iirst, Sessions, Crook,
McClellan, Heese, Thorson.
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Lehi
Ricbfield
Layton
Tremonton
Lewiston
Logan
. Logan
Logan

Zeta Chi
PATRONESSES
MRS.
MRS.
MRS .
MRS .
MRS.
MRS.

R . M. BELL
MEYERS
JOEL E. RICKS
JOSEPH
EWBOLD
WALTER WELTI
C. W. HANSEN

C. ].

On December first, the Zetas had
a house opening party at their new chapter house on First West, between Center and First South Streets.
A play
under the direction of Mrs . Bell and
a Bunko party in honor of the women
debaters are am 0 n g the numerous
social functions of the year.
Alta
Hirst is Zeta president.

ZETA CHI GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Gwen Clark, '28
Alta Hirst, '28
Ruth Hart, '29
Mabel Hawkins, '28
Maude McClellan, '29
Mary Mitton, '29 .
Mary I-leese, '30
Grace Crook, '29 .
Mary Henderson, '29

Logan
Logan
Bloomington
. Logan
Logan
Logan
Blackfoot, Ida .
. Heber City
Logan

Willa Henderso n, '30
Alice Sessions, '30 .
Edna Thorson, '28
Relda Fuhri man, '30
Ruby Mitton, '3 1
Gladys Hobbs, '31
Arvilla Day, '29 .
Verda Stirland, '3!

Hawkin s, Dunn, Fuhriman , Henderson,
Hart, Alder, Il ansen.
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. Logan
Farmington
. Bear River
Providence
. Logan
Logan
Parowan
Providence
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Gamma Xi Gamma
Established at U. A. C. in February,
1920, with twelve charter members.
This has been an unusually active year
with fifteen active members.

Gamma

alumni have been very active this year.
The colors are cerese and ivory.
GAMMA X I GAMMA HOUSE

ACTIVE MEMBERS

Erma Hendricks, '29
Greta Fredrickson, '30 .
Ardell a Simpson, '29
Cleone Rose, '30
Ann a West, '30
Gwenevere Stephens, '30

Swan Lake, Ida .
Logan
Logan
. Logan
A/ton, Wyo.
M ontpe lier, Ida.

Thora Baldwin, '29

Salt Lake City

Lucile Johnson, '29

Logan

Marie Anderson, '29
Renie

Jadot,

Breta Badger

Rose, Simpson, Hend ricks, G rea ves,
Fredrickson, Ben son, Stevens.
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'29

. Logan
Kemmerer, Wyo.
. Logan

Gamma Xi Gamma
PATRONESSES
MRS. F. L. WEST
MRS. W. M . HOWELL
MRS.

G.

W. LINDQUIST

MRS. ]. H. LINFORD'
MRS. ADDIE SWAPP

Ardelle Simpson, chairman of Women's Pan Hellenic Council, was president of 1927-'28. The Gammas moved
into a new chapter house this year on
West First North Street with Mrs.
Lemon as house mother.

GAMMA Xl GAMMA GRO UP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Badger, '30

Green River

Constance Benson, '29 .

Logan

Donna Benson, '29 .

Logan

Lucille Olson, '28

Lovall, Wyo.

Ruth Peterson, '31

Logan

Ruth Olson, '31

Logan

.

Berniece Quinney, '3\

Logan

Evelyn Hodges, '29 .

Logan

Virginia Maughn, '30

Logan

Florence Greaves, '28

Logan

Ada Standard, '30

Logan

Hodges, J adot, Ol son, West, Badger.
Cressai , Baldwin, Ben son , Anderson.
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Professional and Honorary
Societies

cAlpha Sigma Nu
Alpha Sigma Nu is a Senior Honorary Society, composed of six women
and six men, chosen from the Junior
class upon the following basis: student
activity, fifty percent; scholarship,
thirty-five percent; and personality and
character, fifteen percent.
0 a ken
Broadhead is the president for '27-'28.
Alpha Sigma Nu members wear their
InsIgnia on the sleeves of their Senior
coats.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
Daken Broadhead
aomi Broadhead
Leland Skanchy
Emma Greene
Merrill

Johnsol1

Nephi

Polly Rich

Nephi

Richard C. Stratford

Logan
. Lethb1'idge, Can.
Rich1nond
Bonne Adamson

Ruby Stringham

.

Alden Lill ywhite
Virginia Wardleigh

Log:an
Pocatello, Ida.
Bountiful
Brigham City
Wells , Nev.

Richmond

MEMBERS OUT OF SCHOOL
Perce Barrows

Logan

Clinton Vernon

John son, Green , Broadhe ad, Rich , Stratford, Skanchy.
Stringham, Adamson , Broadhead " Wardleigh, Lillywhite

Logan

CPhi Kappa Phi
Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic
fraternity, was founded at University
of Maine in 1897 and established at
U. A. C. in 1920. The upper twenty
per cent in each school are chosen in
the spring by faculty members and upon recommendation of the Dean of the
school in which they are majoring .
The fraternity is not active but it is
a di stinct honor to merit a bid . Dr.
George Stewart is chairman and Miss
Alice Kewley is secretary .
SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

Ira B. Judd
Ben F. Hulme
Chester D. Younker
Henry R ampton
SCHOOL OF E

GI NEERI NG

Willi s A. Di a l
Oswald Johnson
Willis Tingey
SCHOOL OF EDUCAT IO N

John Benson
Gra nt Prisbrey
Theras O. Allred
Alvin I-less
Reuben D. Law
Annie Ethelyn Burns

SC HOOL OF COMMERCE

SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

Keith Wahlquist
Wayne D . I-Ienrie
Eldon Rex
F red F rankh a user .
A lde n Lillywhite
Elvin Evans
Sylvan E rickson

Phy llis Johnson
Amos G. Cole
Gwendolyn Smith
C leon P. Daniels
Velva Bachman
Dorothy Wakley
Cyrus L. Clark
Gwen R. Clark

GRADUATE SCHOOL

J ames Je nsen

SC HOOL OE HOM E ECONOMICS

FACULTY

Ruth Zollinger
Naomi Broadhead
Emm a Green
Bonne Adamson
Donnetta Cox

Dr. J . A. Geddes
Prof. D . C. Tingey
Prof. A. . Sorenson
Mrs. D. W. Pittman
Prof. Reed Bail ey

Rex , llachman, Adamson , Rampton, G reen, Lillywhite, Hulme, Younker, Cox.
Law, Tingey, Broadhead, Hess, Ju dd, Clark, Erickson, Evans.
Smith, Johnson, Burns, Wakley, Cole, John son, Zollinger.
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cAlpha Kappa Psi
Alpha Kappa Psi is a national business and professional fraternity, founded at New York University in 1905.
The Alpha Theta chapter was established at U. A. C. in 1922, open to all
Commercial students of Sophomore
standing or above, for the purpose of
fostering interest in business administration and to promote good fellowship
among members. The colors are gold
and blue. The faculty members are
D. G. Gardner and Dean Wanlass.

ALPHA KAPPA PSI GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
A. G. Cranney, President
Lund johnson.
j ames Underwood
Arthur Layton.
Elvin Evans.
.
Richard C. Stratford
Seth L. Blood
Gus Rowe
Merrill johnson .
Oaken Broadhead
Lloyd Theurer
David I--Iaight .
j. Z. Stewart
George Martineau
Gloyd Cowley
john McCune '.

'28
'29
'29
'29
'28
'28
'28
'29
'28
'28
'28
'29
'28
'29
'28
'28

Howard Linford
Willard Geddes
Earl Hawkes
Gordan Wood .
Charles Griffin
joe Cowley
Norman jensen
Merlin Shipley
Sermon Smith
Frank Morgan
Wendell C. Phillips
Cyrus Greaves
Gene Smart .
George Haslam
Vernon Budge

Cranney, Broadhead, Johnson, Layton , Shipley, Theurer, Smith, Geddes, Morgan.
Underwood, Cowley, Stratford, Phillips, Linford, Evans, Rowe, Stewart,
Martineau, Hawkes, McCune, Jensen, Bullen, Bailey, Greaves.
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'28
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29
'28
'28
'29
'29

'30
'29

'30

CPhi Upsilon Omricon
Phi Ups il on Omricon is a nat ional
honorary sc holast ic Il ome Economi cs
Society; founded at the University of
Minnesota in 1909, and estab li shed at
U. A. C. in 1923 . Phi U i composed
of the upper one-fifth of the junior and
senior cla es and is open to Home Ec.
major . Thi s yea r, as a conclusion to
a project begun last yea r, they completed the purchase of a baby-grand piano
for the Home Economics cottage. One
delegate will be sent to " Conclave" at
Ames, Iowa in June. A feature of the
year will be inspection by national officers this yea r.
Evelyn Crockett i

PI II

PSILO:\l O,\lR ICO

GROUP

pre ident, a nd Johann a Moen and Alice
Kewley a re faculty sponsors.

CT IVE 1EMBERS
Eve lyn Crockett
Naomi Broadhead
Ed na Thorson
Donnetta Cox .
Emm a Green
Ruth Zollinger
II a rriet 1\ lorgan

'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'26

Bonne damson
:'Ilatilda Abei cher
Maude McCle ll an
Zilla Linford
Alice Kewley
Johanna Aloen

Broadhead , Green, Adamson, Thorson , Crockett.
Cox, Zollinger, Abeisher, Linrord, McClellan.
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'28
'29
'29
'29

Faculty
Faculty

Scabbard and Blade
Scabbard and Blade, national military fraternity, was founded at the University of Wi consin in 1905. The "A"
Company, Fourth regiment was e tabIished at U. A. C. in 1922. Bids are
given only to commis ioned officers of
the R. O. T. C. In addition the men
a re judged on character and proficiency in military science. William Walthers is the captain. The colors are red,
white and blue.

SCABBARD AI D BLADE GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
William C. Walthers

'28

Rennell Smith

'29

James

'29

Arvil Stark

'29

Charles Griffin

'29

Ellis Wade

'29

Wendell Phillips

'29

J.

'29

Underwood

Mark Holmes

Hanley, Walther, O' Brian, Griffin, Holmes.
Phillips, Underwood, Stark, Wade, Smith.
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CFi Delta Epsilon
Pi Delta Epsilon, practically the
only recognized national journalistic
fraternity, was founded at the University of Syracuse in 1919, and established at the U. A. C. in 1923. Two years
of journalistic experience are prerequisites for a ' Pi Delt' bid. George Neilson is the pres.ident for this year. The
fraternity has aimed to raise the standards and increase the interest in A. C.
journalism.

PI DELTA EPS ILON GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
George Neilson

Student Life Staff

Paul Larsen

Student Life Staff

Oaken Broadhead

Student Life Staff

Scott Nelson

Student Life Staff, Scribb·le

Alden Lillywhite
Vernald Johns
Joe Cowley

.

Buuer Staff
Buuer Staff, Scribble
Student Life Staff

Rulon Walker
Ronald Smith

Nei lson , Broadhead, Lillywhite, J ohns, Cowley.
Larsen, Walker, elson, Smith.
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Student Life Staff
Student Life, Scribble Staff

CPeriwig Club
Periwig is an Honorary Dramatic
organization founded on this Campus
in the spri ng of 1914 by Miss Sara
Huntsman.
Students of the College
become eligible for membership after
having done exceptional work in College dramatics including a major role
in the Varsity Play.
I t has been Periwig's ideal and purpose to give to the public those plays
of highest literary and dramatic value,
PERIWIG GROUP
and to further the purpose of "The Little Theatre."
This year's contribution was the three act play, "Right You Are," by PirandeIlo,
presented on April 16, under the directioil of Dr. N. A. Pedersen.
ACT IV E MEMBERS
Leona Eames Daley
Dr. N. A. Pederson
Ruth Moench Bell
Chester J. Myers
Leland Skanchy
Ted Carlisle
Reed Johnson
Glenna B. Crookston
Milton Merrill .
Bessie Merrill
-Ruby Wolfe Amusen

.

Logan
Faculty
. Logan
. Facult y
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan

.

Marion Everton
Lee Bailey.
Lloyd M. Theurer
Emma Green
Virginia Allred
Ted Allred
Eln ora A. Falck
I rene Chippman .
Prof. F. D. Daines .
Dr. W. j. Vickers .
Dr. J os. A. Geddes .

Green, Theurer, Johnson, Myer .
Skanchy, Bailey, CarIysle.
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Logan
Nephi
Providence
. Canada
Nevada
Wyoming
Salt Lake Cit'v
Randall
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty

T au Kappa Alpha
Tau Kappa Alph a is a national
honorary debating fraternity, founded
in 1908, and establi shed at U. A. C. in
192 1. I t is open to both men and women, the prerequi ites being two years
of collegiate debating experience and
ability in debate work . Members have
judged high sc hool debate throughout
the county and in general have been active in encouraging collegiate work.
Alden Lillywhite i the pre ident. The
emblem is the laurel wreath and the
colors, light blue and purple.

TAU KAPPA ALPIIA GROUP

ACT IVE MEMBER
Dr. W. J . Vickers

Faculty

A.lden Lillywhite

'2

4 years

Prof. F. D. Dianes

Faculty

Vernald J oh ns.

'28

I yea r

Dr. J os. A. Geddes.

Faculty

Laura Bankhead

'30

2 yea rs

Leland Skanchy

'28

4 years

Gwen R. Clark

'28

2 yea rs

Loui e Shepard

'29

2 year

Serge N. Benson

'29

I year

kanch y, hepard, Lillywhite, John s
C la rk, Benson, Blankhead.
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Friars Club
The Friars is a society composed of
returned missionaries. There are three
chapters in Utah.
The organization
affords the ex-elders opportunity for
presenting papers and lectures on material gathered i n foreign countries.
Smoked glasses, a frying-pan , and a
swallow-tai l coat are indicative of
" Friar goats." Harold Smith is president.

FRIARS GROUP

ACT IVE MEMBERS
Ernest M. Horsley .
California
Royal D. Crook
So. African
H. Floyd Davis
Mexican
Leonard Judkins
.50. African
Carl j. Furr
Me xican
Robert j. Daines. Nortb West States
Richard A Pearse
Eastern States
Earl A. Fredrick ~ o:l . Ne w baland
Serge N. Benson
Central States
Rulon Keetch
California
Elwood Barker,
Swiss-German
Carl Fife
. Holland
Freeman Ashbaker
Western States

Mission
Mission
M issi01z
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission
Mission

j. Holmes Smith
Nortbern States Mission
Fred Stoddard .
Britisb Mission
Britisb Mission
Wilford L. Hansen .
.
Britisb Mission
j. Deloy Hansen
DuWayne I-Iemie
Nortbern States Mission
Britisb Mission
Seth Leishman
Eastern Mission
Vernon L. Israelson
Canadian Mission
Waiter Ririe
. Holland Mission
Francis Gunnell
Central States Mission
Harold Smith
Theodore R. ColI ier Central States Mission
. Britisb Mission
Robert Gibbons
Soutbern Mission
Roy West

Fredrickson, Keetch, Benson, Furr, Collier, Smith, Thompson, Smith .
Crook, Barker, Judkin s, Pearse, Ashbaker, Sto Idard.
Davis, Fife, Horsley, Gibbons.
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%eta Alpha Phi
Theta Alpha Phi is a national honorary dramatic society, founded at
Stillwater College in 1919. The Utah
Gamma Chapter, the sixty-fifth in the
fraternity, was established at u. A. C.
in June, 1927. Two major or four
minor parts in college plays, in addition
to being voted by members are necessary
for membership. The desire to promote
superior dramatics is of a local and
national scope. Clark Gardner is presiThe organization has pledged
dent.
THETA ALPHA PHI GROUP
fourteen members this year, making a
total membership 0 ftwenty-seven . The emblem is joy, the colors, purple and white.
ACTIVE MEMBERS
.3erge N. Benson, '28 .
Thelma Fogelberg, '29
Earl J ensen, '29
Mrs. Ruth B. Smith, '29
Mrs. Mary O. Willis, '28
Marie Anderson, '29
Gwen Rigby, '29
Harold Smith, '29 .
Juanita Boyle, '30
Lee Baily, '30 .
Ezra Owen, '29

Logan
Logan
Logan
Ogden
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Nephi
Logan

Eldon Hansen, '30 .
Logan
Mrs. Helena B. Case, '28
Ogden
Virginia Wardleigh, '28 .
Ogden
Mrs. Ruth M. Bell , Faculty
Logan
Mrs. Chester j. Myers, Faculty
Logan
Fred Hammerly, Faculty
Logan
Clark Gardner, ' 28
. Salt Lake City
Otis Marler, '28.
Pocatello
Lisle Adams, '30
Tremonton
Vivien Baily, '29
Salt Lake City
Onetta Peterson, '30
. Preston, Ida.

Gardner, Wardleigh, Meyers, Marler, Willis, Meyers, Adams.
Anderson , Benson , Bailey, Smith, Rigby.
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In tercollegia te Knights
The U. A. C. chapter of the ationa l Order of [ntercoll egiate Knights was
chartered May 1, [926. The members
of this society, popularly known as
"Be-nos," are distinctive in their white
sweaters and rooter caps, and are famou's on our campus for their activities
in support of Aggie sports.

ACTIVE MEMBERS

James

Scott .
Frank Richards
Jack Childs
Howard J essop
Lyman Burnham.
Harvey Blair.
Edwin Jensen
Irving Anderson
Merrill Anderson
William Hunsaker
Sterling Larsen

'31
'31
'30
'31
'30
'31
'31
'31
'31
'31
'30

Myron Layton
I rvine Lindquist
Mickey Cardon
Marlin Dittmore
William Ballard
Edward Anderson
Parry Stewart
Howard Kunz
Ly ndan Harris
J ack McCallister

J\\errill , Bankhead, J\larler. i3ullen , Kunt, Richards, heffield , Chi ld s.
Stewart, Taylor, Robinson, McCune, Larson, Budge, Taggart,
Cleveland. Il arris, McAllister, Dittm ore.
-
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'30
'30
'29

'31
'31
'31
'30
'30
'31
'30

Intercollegiate Knights
The Intercollegiate Knights sponsor one party annual ly. I t is historically known as the .. Beno-Creep. " Other
features of the year are skits in student
body meeting and entertainments during the halves of games. Reed Bullen
is president and Vernon Budge was
chairman of the " Creep."
I"ITE R-COLLEG IAT E KNIGIITS GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Reed Bullen
Carl Sheffield
Paul Larson
Ezra Owen
Vernon Budge
Otis Marler
I-Ierman McCune
I van Christensen
Asa Spackman
Owen Taylor .
Ray Robinson

'29

'30
'30
'30
'30
'28

'31
'29

'31
'30
'31

George Bankhead
Howard Tanner
Delos Thompson
Ly le Adams
Ned Waldron .
Thais M. errill
George Cleveland
II arry Bahen
Lloyd Harris
Alden Burris
Scott Taggart

Waldron , Blair, Walthers. Larson , Anderson, Bahen, Harris, Layton , Tanner.
Anderson, Adams, Spackman , Scott, Ilunsake r, Jessop, Owens.
J ohnson, Kolt, Gardncr, Anderson.
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'30
'30
'30
'30
'29

'30
'31
'3 1
'30
'31
'31

Clubs and Organizations

Home Economics Club
The Home Econom ics Club is open
to all registered in the School of Home
Economics. I ts purpose is four-fold:
to stimulate interest in Home Economics; to broaden and elevate each member's ideals for social, indu st rial and
economic life, thereby helping her better
to fit into the home and community; to
provide wholesome recreation ; and to
foster ties 0 f friend ship among the
members.
II OME ECONOMICS GROUP

Johanna Moen
Alice Kewley .
Christine B. Clayton
Vesta Anderson
Grace Crook
Lillian Morrell
Olive Crane
Zilla Linford
Ivy Smith
Donnetta Cox
Harri et Morgan
Naomi Broadhead
Bonne Adamson
Evelyn Crockett
Lu ree Gardener
Lavera Leigh
Arvilla Day

ACT IV E MEMBERS
Faculty
Rita Hill .
Faculty
Maude McClellan
Faculty
Mary Benn ett .
'31
Ed na Sorenson
'30
Eu lalia llurren
'29
Connie Benson
'28
Ed na Madsen .
'29
Eva ngelin e Wagstal i'
'29
Ruby Stringham
'28
Lucille Blackham.
'26
AI ta J-I i rst
'28
May C. Groesbeck
'28
Retta Smith
'28
Almira Peterson
'29
Ruth Zollinger
'29
Lucille Curtis
'29

Crockett, Smith, Cox , Thorson , Moen , Walthers, Ilurst, Hurren , Hale.
Larsen, Sorenson , Adamson, Bennett, Leigh , Harston , La,rsen , Smith.
Broadhead, Groe beck, Blackham, Fredrick , Gibbons, Zollinger, McClellan.
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'29
'29
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'28
'29
'28

Home Economics Club
The faculty sponsors of the " Home
Economics" club are: Johanna Moen ,
Alice Kewley, Helen Knott, Harriet
Morgan, and Christine Clayton . Edna
Thorson is the president. The club has
taken active part in furnishing the new
cottage and has had as a project, student lunches, served at the Home Economics building at small cost.
ACT IV E MEMBERS
Melba Stuart
Eva Jenkens
Allan Cannon
William Walthers
Mina Griffin
Florence Loveless
Pearl Richards
Lucille Johnson
Louise Cook
Lois Hale
Florence Webb
Lucille Maughan
Fay Harston
Hazel Hirst
Ruth B. Smith

'29
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29

'30
'30
'31
'31
'3 I
'3 I
'31

Anne West
Ethelyn Ashton
Blanche Larson
Coy Fife
Arta Larson
Miriam Skanchy
Clare Adams
Matilda Abeischer
Pernecy Lienkersdorfer
Lei la Lienke rsdorfer
Clara Li enkersdo rfer
Vera Calder.
Montella Parry
Evelyn Tuddenham
Lyd ia Gibbons

Crook, Linkersdorfer, Ben son. Gardner, Griffin, Smith , Anderso n, Jenkins.
John son, Maughan , Richards, Webb, Madsen, Cook, Stewart, Tuddenham.
Hill , Ashton, West, Fife, Calder, Day, Linkersdorfer.
-
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'30
'31
'30
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29

'30
'30
'30
'29
'29

CDunce

Club

T

HE Dance Club is composed of
talented girls from the advanced
dancing classes, interested in sponsoring dance festivals and programs outside of the school curriculum. Each
spring they have charge of the dance
festival for co-ed day. Roma Knight
is president, Marjorie G 0 wan sa n d
Katherine Carlisle are facu lty sponsors.

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Roma Knight

'28

Gladys Hesser

'28

Mary Ballantyne .

'29

Orpha Faylor .

Bern ice Rosengreen

'30

Will a Henderson

'30

'30

Ethel Holmgren

29

Louise Kerr

'30

Beryl Bown

'30

Ondulyn Eckersoll

'29

Flora Il arl

'30

Hesser, Gowans, Knight, Carlisle, Faylor, Hart.
Rosengreen , Eckel so li, Ballanty ne, Ilolmgren, Kerr.

~

T

HE most recently organized club,
although one of the most active
is the Score Club. Established for the
purpose of generating school spirit and
supporting Aggie athletics, this group
of co-eds has featured in all athletic
events.
Unique costume, originality,
loyal ty, and genuine pep are characteristic of the "Scorers." Mary Bennett
is the first president. Three members
are chosen from each of the five social
sororities and five from the non -sorority group.

SCORE CLUB GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Mary Bennett
Leah Edwards
Dallas Johnson
Ruby Stringham
Virginia Ward leigh
Eulalia I-I urren
Ondu lyn Eckersell
Lillian Orme
Beryl Froyd
Ardell Simpson

'28
'29
'29
'28
'28
'28
'29
'29
'28
'29

Maude McClellan
Edna Thorson.
Donnetta Cox
Merle Dunn
Blanche Larson
Gladys Hesser
Erma Hendricks
Constance Benson
Melba Stewart
Mary Woozley

Bennett, Eckersell , Thorson. Ilurren, Simpson, Edwards. Woozly, Hendricks, Stringham
Orme, Stewart, Hesser, johnson , Dunn, Froyd, Boudrero, Benson,
McClell<t'n, Cox, Wardleigh.
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'29
'28
'28
'30
'30
'28
'29
'28
'29
'28

Cosmopolitan Club

1" HE Cosmopolitan Club is open on I}
to students who were born or have
lived in a foreign country or who are
interested in foreign affairs. The bimonthly meetings are for the purpose of
discussing customs and living conditions
in countries that have been visited by
respective members.
COSMOPOLITA

Leonard Judkins

is president.

GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Earl Fredrickson
Alden Lund
Charles Hymus.
Delos Zobell
Carl J . Furr,
John R. Adams
Amos Cole
Louis Madsen
Alma Burgoyne
Ben Hulme
M. S. Durrani
Verda Dowdle
Motosuke Suzuki

. Montana
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Nepbi
Logan
Logan
Logan
. India
Newton
Japan

Yoshihiko Yamanouchi
Vernon J . Larson
J. M. Barrett
Earl Fredrickson
Lois Hale
Charles Hymas
Delos Zobel! .
Rulon L. Allred
Leonard N. Judkins
Niki Paewai
Royal C. Crook
Clifton Thayne .
0. W. Monson

Judkins, Larsen. Hale, Hulme, Yamanouchi, Suzuki,
Adams, Zobel I, DUI'rani , Paewai, Hymas, Fredrickson.
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Japan
Newton
· Logan
Montana
· Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Ogden
New Zealand
· Nepbi
Logan
Logan

Empyrean Club

T HE Empyrean Club is organized for
the purpose of stimulating interest
in current events among college women.
I t is composed of junior and' senior girls
of high standing in schola' ship and
actIvItIes. New members are chosen
each spring from the sophomore class.
Dorothy Wakley is chairman and
Gladys Hesser is secretary and treasurer.

EMPYREAN CLUB GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Dorothy Wakley.

'28

Gladys Hesser.

'28

Mae C. Groesbeck

'28

Evely n Bailey

'28

Fay Moser.

'29

Edna Thorson

'28

Faye Pedersen

'29

Donneta Cox

'28

Naomi Broadhead

'28

Virginia Wardleigh

'28

Hesser, Bailey, Thorson, Cox, Wardleigh, Wakley.
Groesbeck, Hurren, Pedersen, Moser, Madsen , Broadhead.
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A

Campus Players
~

1

HE Campus Players, a dramatic
society organized three years ago
by Prof. Bok, Miss Donna Jones, and
Mrs. R. M. Bell, is composed of students who have had two major rolls in
full length plays, or the equivalent. The
work doesn 't necessarily have to have
been done on the A. C. Campus.
Thomas Green is president, Zilla Linford, vice-president; Conan Mathews,
secretary, and Mary Heese, treasurer.

I ean Pede rsen
Helen Law
Claire Hayward .
Lisle Adams
Bertrude Madsen
Beryle Bowen
Juanita Boyle
Camille Clegg
Kate Smith
LaRee Gardiner
Mary B. Smith
Thomas Green
Zilla Linford
Gladys Hesser
Marriner H. Merrill
William Morrell
Ronald Flamm
Harvey Blair
Lyman Burham
Lyman Burham

'3 1
'30
'3 \
'3{)
'3 1
'30
'30
'3\
'3\
'29
'29
'27
'29
'28
'3 0
'3\
'29
'31
.30
'30

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Dorothy Wakley
Marian Anderson
Keith Reading
Raymond Robbins
Emerson Abbot .
Sherwin Webb
Dorothy Harrison
Mirelda Henrie
Willis Hayward .
Glen Koford .
Ezra Owen
Arminta Ho csa n
Conan Mathews.
Gladys Hobbs
Mary Willis
Vera Calder
Ottis Peterson
Mary Mitton.
Marie Anderson .
Aldora Alder

'28
'29
'31
'3\
'3\
'3 1
'31
'3\
'29
'3 1
'30
'3 1
'3 \
'3\
'29
'3 \
'29
'30
'31

Eldon Hanson
Marriner Merrill
Bernice Quinney.
Merrill Anderson
Russell Humphries
Blanche Boudrero
A. C. Spackman
Gwen Rigby
Anna Merrill
Howard Jessop
Webster Hunter.
Ellis Doty
Clarice Webb
Burdett Thorpe
I na Allen
Connie Benson
I rma Hendricks
Murie\ Hogan
Thelma Johnson
Louise Skidmore

Cald'er, I-lesser, Hobbs, Mitton, Boyle, Alder, Spackman.
Hendricks, Cox, Thorson, Wakley.
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'30
'3\
'31
'3\
'31
'30
'31
'30
'3\
'3\
'3 \
'30
'3 \
'30
'3\
'29
'29
'3\
'3\
'3\

•

CJ3eaux Art Guild

T HE Beaux Art Guild is composed
of students especiaIIy interested
in Art projects at the U. A. C. In order
to become a member one must maintain
a "B" grade in art and have received
an invitation to join the active members.
Miss Evelyn Burns is president and
Calvin Fletcher and Harry Reynolds
are faculty sponsors.
BEAUX ART GUILD GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Ethelyn Burns, '28
Ha rry Rogers, '29
Delbert Lamb, '28 '.
Earl Wixom, '30 .
Kenneth Wi?,om, '31
Hugh Tippets, '30
William Smith, '28 .
Herbert Bartlett, '28

.

Logan
Salt Lake City
H yde Park

Weldon Burnham, '3 I

Burley, Ida.
Burley, Ida.
Preston, Ida .
Franklin, Ida .
Salt Lake City

Zilla Linford, '29
Ellen Beaumont, '27

Wallace Owen, '29
Rulon Allred, '28

Lucile Allen , '3 J .
Ruth Zollinger" '28 .
Thora Baldwin, '29

Burns, Smith, Lamb, Baldwin , Tippets.
Holmgren, Zollinger, Bailey, Richards.
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. Brigham
. Logan
Oakley, Ida .
Logan
Logan
Logan
Providence
. Logan

Girls' Rifle Tearn

A LL girls in school

are eligible for
the Girl 's Rifle Team, the members being chosen on a basis of high
score in trial shots. This year the team
has contested with U. of Georgia, U.
of Michigan , U. of Nevada, U. of Seattle
and other universities and 'colleges
throughout the United States. Edna
Thorson is captain and Donetta Cox is
business manager.

GIRLS' RIFLE TEM \

ACT IVE MEMBERS
Vivien Bailey
Muriel I-logan.
Marjorie Hammond
Maude McClellan
Anna Merrill
Arvilla Day
Hazel Sch iess
Ada Fox.
In a Allen
Lucille Smith

'29

'3 1
'3 1
'29

'3 1
'29

'30
'3 1
'30
'30

Ed na Thorsen, (Captain )
Donnette Cox, (B usiness Mgr.)
Leona Cummings.
Thelma John son
Ivy Smith
Zilla Linford
Lillian Orme
Orpha Faylor
Gladys Hesse r
Na ncy Reynolds

Reynolds, Thorson, Faylor, Cummings, Smith, Orme, Webb, Hammond, Fox.
Linford, Hesser, Day, Schi ess, Bailey, Merrill.
J ohn son, Allen , McClellan , Hogan , Cox.

'28
'28
'29

'31
'29
'29
'29

'30
'28

'3 1

National Rifle Association

T HE

National Rifle Association is
sponsored by the R. O. T. C. and
is organized to encourage interest in
shooting and efficiency in marksmanship. Contest scores for the team are
high and several medals have been
awarded. The team has been victorious over a number of out-of-the-state
Colleges.

MENS' RIFLE TEAM

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Rennell Smith

'29

]. K. Loosle

.'28

William Partington.

'29

Colline Hansen

'31

Vernal Seamons

'29

Webster Hunter

'31

Wendell Phillips

'30

Elwood Barker

'29

Ellis Wade

'29

Charles Dunn

'30

John Hawkins

'30

Lloyd Lewis

'30

"",r-

Wade, Seamons, Partington, Smith , Hansen,
Anderson, Dunn, Gunderson, Hunter,
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Short Story Club

T !-I E Short Story Club is organized
to promote interest in the short
story and modern Iiter<tt:ure. It is open
to any, student interested upon receiving an invitation to join from the acting
organization .
The club holds bimonthly meetings at various resIdents. Gwendolyn Smith is the president and Miss Charlotte Kyle is the
faculty sponsor.

SHORT STORY GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Gwendolyn Smith.
Arthur Layton
Helen Stevens
Donna Benson .
Connie Benson
I vy Rae Mason
Allan Cannon
Merrill Johnson
Ella Bennion
Dorothy. Wakley
Willard Geddes
j. Z. Stewa'rt .
Catherine Preston
Virginia Louise Rich
Leah Edwards

'28

'30

'29
'29

'29

Marjorie West.
King Stewart
May Groesbeck
'28
Beryl Froyd
'28
Gladys Hesser.
'30
Vernald Johns
'29
Faye Pederson
'28
Louise Shepard
'29
Truth Taylor.
'28
Rulon Walker
'29
Scott Nelson
Vernon Budge
'28
Hortense Swendsen
'29
'28
Naomi Broadhead
Helen Pett . .
'28
Miss Charlotte Kyle, (Faculty Advisor)

Smith, J oh nson, Pede rso n, Wakely, Budge, Stevens, Geddes, Hesse r,
Edwa rd s, Nelso n, Swendsen, Broadhead, Groesbeck, Taylor,
Walker, Broadhead, Shepard, Pett.
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'28
'28
'28
'28
'29

'28
'1.9
'29

'28
'29

'28
'28
'29
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cAggie CRamblers
E Aggie Ramblers, the only organT Hization
of its kind on the campus,
was organized in 1926 for the benefit of
those students who like to hike. One
must make a nine-thousand feet hike
in order to qualify for membership.
Three new hikers have been added to
the club during this year. One of the
feature hikes was the one to Box Canyon, and Wellsville Canyon in the
spring. Two fall quarters trips and
five winter trips have appeared on the
schedule. Othello Hansen is president.

AGG I E RAMBLERS GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Othello Hansen
Colline Hansen
Rulon Walker
Mary Henderson
Katie Skidmore
Elizabeth Scott
Evelyn Palmer
LaVell Cooley.

'28

'3 I
'29
'29
'29
'29
'29

Reed Ballard
Zona Powers
J ames Roaf
Clive Walker
Wendell Walker
Ruth Zollinger
Et helyn Burns
Bill Walthers

Davis, Piestrivch, Stillman, Walthers, Ballard,
Jadot, Garret, Ryhan.
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'29

'31
'31
'30
'31
'28
'28
'28

A. A. Engineers
The Uta h Agricultural College
Chapter of the National organization
is made up of students and practicing
engIneers.

I t was granted its charter

in 1921. The annual: initiations of the
association took place on St. Patrick's
Day.

A. A. ENG INEERS GROUP

Horace Miller, President
Owen J . Olsen, Vice-Pres .
Robert Gregory, Sec-Treas.
Clark A. Gardner, Reporter
Prof. Ed mund B. Feldm a n
Prof. A. H . Powell
Alfred Shaw
E lvin Maughan
Cyrus Clark
Willis Tingey
Vernon]. Larsen
J. Mark Holmes
]. Warren H awley
Merrill P. Gun nell
Frank Purdy
Edward Kolts
Edward Benton

Fred G. Stoddard

L. E. Hodges
LeGrand Olsen
Leo Johnson
Clive H . Milligan
Howa rd Swendsen
Peter Evans
Milton Taylor
Chester C. Stallings
C larence Jones
E ric H. Olsen
H arold H. Green
Gardner Egbert
Delor Tingey
George Larsen
Albert A. Olsen
J ames Scott
Franklin Richards

Smith Richards
Charles Rippon
Albert Harris
Maynard Anderson
Harry Kemp
Alexander Yeates
I rvin Burgoy ne
Walker Chadwick
Willi am Ballard
Conrad Schaub
Lyman Burnham
F. L. Spillman
Hun ter Gaddie
Oswald Johnson
E. Mallingreen
Kenneth Germer
Reed Ballard

West, Tingey, Larsen, Purdy, Maughan , Haw ley, Holmes, Ballard, Gaddie,
Rollins, Milligan , I-lodges, Olsen, Benton, Ballard, Eli ason , Swe nsen , Evans.
Rippon , Green, Peterson , Ge rm er, Richards, Kolts, Egbert, J oh nson, Yeates.
Shaw, Gunnell, Stodda rd, Burgoyne Olsen, J ackson , Malmgreen, Williams.
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cAgriculture Club

I

7

The Ag. Club is open to all students
of agriculture or those interested in the
projects of the club. Meetings at which
various prominent agriculturi sts discuss problems of current interest have
been features of the year. Lee Guymar.
is president, Niki Paewai vice-president,
and Samuel Gordon secretary.

AGRICULTURE CLUB GROUP

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Lee GUi'nun
Niki Paewai
Sam Gordon
B. E. Stevens
C. A. Hymas
Ben Hulme
Royal Crook
J, K. Loosle
Orrin Miller
Melvin Burke
Deve rial Fredrickson
Clive Remund
Joe Day
Ivo Eames
Allen Robbins
J . G. Iverson

Martell Ellis
Ruel Ashcraft
Melvin Jensen
Rulon Bergeson
J. Edward Davis
R. K. Nelson
Alm a Burgoyne
H arry Bahen
Melvin Stephens
Edward Cliff
J ohn Adams
Nelo'on Taylor
Ned Nebeker
Dean Baird
Ro . Christiansen

Charles LotthoUM:
Lewis Madsen
Dean McAllister
Y. Yamanouchi
Clarence Burnham
George Cleveland
Ivan Frost
Dewane J ensen
Spencer Petersen
Ferron Hacking
Ralph Richards
Ronald Whiting
Junius Baird
Edwin Baird
M. S, Durani

Miller, Robbi ns, Adams, Christiansen, Paewai, Gordon, lkeler, Loosie, Baird, Ellis.
Madsen, Pete rson, Ashcraft, Fredrickson, Hacking, Remund, Frost, Zobell, Clark, Whiting,
Richards, Eames, Lofthouse, Hymas, Day, Yamanouchi, Hulme, Durrani, Suzuki,
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W e Started Something In Cheering
The term "College cheering" from now on will take on a new meaning in Utah
due to the great advances made at the Agricultural College in the past year.

The

" Yell-Master" is gone for ever; the "Cheer-King" has come to stay and cheering
has grown proportionately in strength of feeling and dignity of procedure.
Upon the return of Otis Marler from his trip to California to investigate
practices in other schools some real cheering innovations were put in effect that
were befitting to the new athletic stadium.

Separate men' s and women's cheer-

ing sections that capitalized as never before the power of both masculine and
feminine lungs, and an elaborate system of card stunts that made rooting more than
mere noise making were the prominent features of the new cheering.

Nothing

like it has ever been tried in Utah and nothing has met with such unqualified success.

Undreamed of cheering possibilities are now in the immediate future .

. Marler and Greene are the forerunners of a new line of Aggie "Cheer-Kings."

cAn Appreciation

M ANY things have contributed to spreading

the fame of the Utah
Agricultural College through the Rocky Mountain region and through
the United States and not the least of these is the athletic reputation built
up by the "Old School on the Hill." While not stressing athletics to the
detriment of other things, the "Big Blue Teams" of the Aggies have certainly contributed much to the fame of the U. A. C.
And now a word about the boys that build up this reputation . During the season they devote upwards of two hours a day to the perfection of
a team worthy of the school it represents. They must also keep strict
training rules which prevent them from indulging in many of the social
affairs that relieve the tedium of the ordinary college life. During the
comparatively few minutes they are i ~ the spotlight they attract the attention of the entire school but dur ing the time devoted to perfecting
themselves for those few minutes th ey are almost forgotten .
The boys pictured in this section are graduating this year after having been awarded an "A" in some branch of collegiate competition. Already
the younger stars are taking their place in the limelight. To these boys
who have worn the Blue and White of the Utah Agricultural College on the
battlefield of intercollegiate competition for the last time, we dedicate
this section.
To E. L. "Smi ling Dick" Romney
should go a big share of the credi t for
the present prestige which the U. A.
C. enjoys in the Rocky Mountain
Conference. Taking over the athletic
reins of the CoIIege immediately after
the signing of the Armistice in 1918,
the genial Logan mentor has established an enviable record. One National Junior A. A. U. championship,
SIX
Rocky Mountain Conference
championships and eleven state championships in the three major sports
have been won by the "Big Blue
Machines" since Romney assumed
control.
COACH E. L. ROM

-

109 -

EY

WARREN" Fat" T-TA WLEY, has been the big boy of the AggIe
teams during the past four years. He has won three
letters in basketball , three in football and four in track
HOWARD "Tuff" LINFORD plays football only, but my how
he does play it. He captained the Aggie machine during
his final year.
ROBERT "Bob" GIBBONS played on the opposite side of
the line from "Tuff" and between the two of them they
surely raised the deuce with any opponents that came
along. Gibbons has three letters in football and one
in basketball to his credit.
ADDINGTON "Marty" MARTINDALE is another Aggie mainstay. Three letters in football and basketball have been
tendered him.
WESLEY "Wes" SCHAUB played his first and last year on
the line this season and he did a good job of it too.
Three years football are chalked up for him.
DAVID "Dave" 1-luRRE, made two letters in football.
LEE "Mose" OLSEN has won four letters in swimming
and captainecl his team the last two years.
VERNAL "A hie" HARRIS has won four letters in track and
two in basketball.
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CA>.:TRII. "Flash" :'\EILSEI' has been the big basketball
of the conference for four years. Besides this
he won a letter in football.
~OEL "BenIlY' BEI'NION has very aptly been termed the
hardluck man of the conference. Despite this handicap,
however. he managed to win one football and four track
awards.
MELVIN " Mel" BURKE is captain of the track team this
year. lie has four track awards and a conference record
to his credit. lie is considered one of the most sensational distallce mell the conference has produced.
MONROE "Dade" CRAI'NEY overcame a lack of weight by
headwork to win two awards in football.
WILLlA ,\\ "Bill " \VALTHERS captained his team to western
division championship this year. He has two wrestlinlJ
?wards. lie is considered one of the best amateur wrestlers in the country.
GLOYD "Clobber" COWLEY made a basketball letter his
5econd year. An accident kept him out this season.
LEGRAND WALI<ER has contributed much to the Aggie
track and field success. He has won three track awards.
ABI'ER "A b" LARSEN made two letters in swimming.
~ellsation
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ROLAND

HARRIS

cAthletic

HAIGHT

~ana8ers

O NE of the least known and yet most important positions in the modern athletic system is that of manager. The manager travels with the team and has
charge of all financial and business details. When the team plays at home he has the
added duty of superintending the ticket s ale and seeing that the visiting team is
taken care of.
.
Vernal Harris took charge of the business destinies of the "Big Blue Team" this
fall. This was a large order in as much as unusually large at home crowds had to
be taken care of in the new stadium and the trip to Hawaii called for some real
business ability but Harris handled the work successfully.
To Lewis Roland fell the job of getting basketball started in the absen.ce of
Coach Romney. He handled the intra-mural tournament in good style and from
a business standpoint at least the basket ball season was a success.
Dave Haight has nothing to do but I ive up to his predecessor's record and manage the team to a fifth successive conference championship in track. We expect
to see him do it.

FOOTBALL

R. M. C. Final F®tball Standing
w.

L.

I

Pct

()

P

Pl t

C O LORADO AGG IES - --- -------------- -- ---- -- ---- -. _---------

7

0

176

26

.875

DENVER UN IVERS ITy ... .. .... .. ........... .. . .............

6

0

120

36

.857

UTAH UNIV ERSITY ---------- ---- -- -- ---- -- --------- -- --- --

3

MONTANA STAT E ------ -- ----------------- -- -------- ----- ----

3

0

80
50

COLORADO COLL EGE

5 2 0
3 3 I
4 4 0
2 4 0
2 5 0

--- - --- --- - ----------- - -- - -------.-.--

UTAH AGGI ES -- ------ - ----- -------- -- - --- --- --- ----------- --COLOR ADO UNIVERSITy .......... ........... .. ..... .. .. ..
i3R IGHAM YOUNG UNIVERS ITy .. ........ ... . ....... .
COLORADO M I NES

---------- - -----------.-------- - ----------

-- - -----. - - - --. ---------------- - -------- --

4 0
5 0

COLORADO TEACHERS ---- -- -- ------- ----------- -- ------- -

6 0

WYOMING UN IVERS ITY -------.---- -- --------- -------- --W ESTERN STATES

142

31 .750
59

109
129

55
32
149

106
126

11 7 .333
19 1 286

35
3I
27

73
210

:.

C

Opponen ts

U. A. C.

39

WESTERN STATES

U.

A. C.

MONTANA STATE

U.

A. C.

6
42

WYOMING

U.

A. C.

22

B.

U.

A. C.

U.
U.

A.

Op. Score

0
13

Y. UNIVERSITY

0
0

0

COLORADO AGG IES

6

A. C.

0

U. OF UTAH

0

c..

20

U . OF HAWA II

-
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21

.500
.500

.200

.167
158 . 143

Season 's R esults
u. A.

.750
.7 14

Football
THI S YEAR'S team was captained by Howard "Tuff" Linford and long will be remembered in the athletic history of the school. He
was all-conference selection for three years. It
was very rarely that anyone managed to get
through his side of the line and his ability to
drop a timely place kick through the bars for
an extra three points has given. the Aggies victory on several occasions. Perhaps his greatest
feat and the one which will live forever was the
manner in which he led the team against the Utes
last fall. Against the doctor's orders and with an
attack of appendicitis threatening he played
the greatest game of his career to hold the Utes
to a scoreless tie. This was even more remarkable in that he played a roving defensive game,
bolstering up the line on whichever side the Ute
CAPTA IN LI NFO RD
attack was directed.
Linford, besides playing football, pi ayed two years of varsity basketball and
has been very prominent in the other activities of the school. He was a very close
candidate for student body president last spring and has proved in many ways
that he is not only a very good football captain but a leader in other activities as
well.

.rP" .

TilE FOOTBALL SEASO
The football seaSOn this year was one of upsets with
the team getting the breaks getting the score, If ever the
Aggies had cause to raise the well-known "howl" this year
certainly gave them the opportunity, but fortunately or
otherwise there is a tradition against that at the school
on the hill so nothing can be said.
Undoubtedly the three big events of the season were
the opening of the stadium, the scoreless tie played with
the Utes on Thanksgiving day and the game in Hawaii.
These three changed a very mediocre season into one of
shining brilliance for the Aggies.
There were three big games that will stand out as
epics in gridiron history despite the fact that we lost two
of them and tied the other. These were with Montana
,Slale, Colorado Aggies and Utah.

-

HAWLEY

Western States Furnishes Us Some Good Practice

WORTHINGTO~

SMART
WARBURTO~
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Aggies 39, Western States O.
The season opened with the Aggies entertall1l11g tne
Western State Teachers In the new stadium. This game
ordinarily is on ly a practice tilt bur the opening of th e
stadium gave it added color. The boys, probably inspired
by the way Governor Dern raised the flag , played thei r
best and gave Charlie McNeil and other Aggie fans visions
of a conference championship.
Aggies 6, Montana State 13.
This was the game that started the process of breaking
the Aggies' back. Other than the score the two teams
were on an even basis. On several occasion the Aggies
hammered away within inches of the Bobcat goal line,
but their attack was always repulsed. The fullbacks were
the big stars of the contest. I lawley played a great gam"
until he was taken out with a smashed shoulder. I lurren ,
who replaced him, proved fully capable of carrying on
the burden.

Colorado Aggies Fail to Gain Through End

MART INDALE
G IBBONS

Warburton Fails Around End

CRANNEY
BERGES00J
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Aggies 42. Wyoming 0.
This defeat did not dishearten the boys however, and
they went after Wyoming with a will and again aroused
hopes for a conference pennant with their wonderful
showing in downing the Cowboys.
Aggies 22. B. Y. U. 0.
These hopes were further raised the next Saturday,
when the Cougars, considered stronger than they had been
for many years, were bowled over with little regard for
their feelings or the feelings of the very fine band that
accompanied them. A slight drizzle made this game very
unpleasant to watch.
Aggies, 0, Colorado Aggies, 6.
This was the dedication game. Huge plans had been
made and were carried out to perfection. The Utah boys
outplayed their opponents from every standpoint as the
figures will show, but the Colorado line turned out to be a
stone wall when the goal was near and the Aggies were
turned back every time. It was in this game that Noel
Bennion, quarterback, injured his shoulder. Bennion wa<
going great and gave promise of pushing Warburton out

SCHAUB
JENSE:--J
DAHLE
GARD:--JER

Martindale Stops an End Run
Hawley Goes Through the Line
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as regular signal barker, but in one of the attacks near
the Colorado goal line he received a bad back injury that
put him in the hospital for some time and prevented him
from making the trip to Ii onolulu.
Aggies 0, Denver U. 13.
This defeat is the hardest one of all to explain. Again
about all that can be said is that the breaks went against
us. A little longer reach gave D. U. the ball and they made
a ninety yard run down the field for a touchdown. Thus
is the tale unfolded. With this defeat all hopes for :1
conference championship vanished, but there was still a
state title to fight for and to get this Utah must be beaten .
Aggies 0, Utah Utes 0.
This brings us down once more to the big game.
Everything pointed to Utah. They had one of the· best
machines in the conference. one considered by many as
better than the team the year before. The game was to
be played in the big Utah stadium. The Aggies had just
suffered two defeats and on the eve of battle word was
given out that Captain Linford would not be able to play
because of an attack of appendicitis.

A D. U. Back Starts A round End

HURREN

We Gave the Boys at Denver Our Moral Support Anyway

BENNION
CALL
SPARKS

-1Q9-

Even these reports failed to dampen the ardor of the
Aggie fans and they turned out en masse to cheer the
boys on. But they hardly needed the backing. They were
able to hold the Utes at every turn. The great Jack
Ilowelis and his running mate, Pete Dow, were powerless
against the Aggie defense.
I either were the Aggies able to penetrate the Ute line
and end runs and passes were smeared every time they
were attempted. It was the old story of an immovabl::
body meeting an irrestible force.
It is useless to attempt to pick any individual stars.
Schaub was outstanding on the Aggie line as was Gibbons.
I n the secondary line of defense, Hawley was again the
big gun meeting the play on lOp of the line every time an-i
preventing any line gains. I-lawley and Linford displayed
some wonderful football headwork on the defense, d iagnosing the Utes plays correctly every time and shifting to
meet the attack.

JUDAII

Smart Eludes a Ute End

SABER

Aggie Backs Fail to Gain Through Ute Line

SORE SEN
WELCH
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Aggies 20, University of Ilawaii 21.
This was the final game of the Aggie schedule. It
marked the longest trip the boys have taken for a game.
Since the object was to win a ball game, strict attention
was paid to training rules. Workouts formed a part of
the regular routine on board ship on the way across. The
game it elf was a good one although the Aggies were
slowed up somewhat by the change of climate and weather.
Following the game, the boys had a week of royai
entertainment in the islands. The return was made on
a new liner, one of the best on the Pacific. After arriving
in California most of the boys stayed over long enough
to witness the New Year's day game. So enthu >iastic were
they over California that a game has been scheduled for
next year in the southern country.

Leaving Hotel for Game at Ilawaii

VANDERIIOFF

The Squad That Made the Trip

NEILSEN
GRIFF IN
WADE

Freshman Football

TO BE a freshman coach is to have one of the
most difficult positions to handle in college
athletics. I t is the duty of the freshman coach to
turn over to the varsity coach the next year two
men for each position on the football squad. Besides this he must develop a team to compete with
other freshman teams during the year. I t is necessary to break the new man of his high school style
of play and train him in the particular type of football used by the varsity coach.
I n spite of this difficulty Coach Anderson,
acting in his first year's capacity as a freshman
coach, turned out a team that held its own with
all comers. Two decisive victories were won from
ST E RLI NG AND ERSON
Freshman Coacb
Idaho Tech. , one game was played at Pocatello and
the other at Logan as the feature for the American Legion Armistice Day program.
One game was lost to the U. of U. freshm en . Som~ very good varsity prospects
were developed and Coach Romney will not be at a loss to fill the vacancies left by
this year's graduating men .

EXPLAN ATION
I t was the original intention of th e staff to print a group picture of the
freshman football team. During the year there was only one picture taken. That
was taken by the Capitol Film Co., Sal t Lake City. The negative was either
lost or destroyed by the company making it impossible for us to secure the picture.
The only alternative for us was to print as completely as possible the names of the
freshman footbal l men who should have appeared on the picture.
Ri chmond
Captai ll
McBeth
Gudmu ndson
Holl ey
Tate
M. Hu nsa ker

O. Ilunsa ker
Peterson
Ti ngey
I less
Chi pman
Layton
Cisco

Ca nn on
Stewa rt
Meve rs
Gibbs
Shields
Bahen
Stratton
Reese

Abbott
Gille pie
Barber
Ashcraft
Spence r
Remun d
Greenaul gh
Robbins

-
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Dav is
Cleveland
Cl ark
Willi ams
Cranda ll
Larsen
Gunnell

Frost
J ensen
Swendse n
Beckstead
Brandt
Ri chards
Ri chins

BASKETBALL

F INAL STA DING

R. M. C. Final Basketball Standing

w.
MONTA A STATE COLLEGE ........................ II
UTAH AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ................

5

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH ............... .................

~

)

BR IGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSiTy ..................

3

L.

Pet .

I

.917
.4 17
.4 17
.250

7
7
9

Results of Utah Aggie Games
Aggies
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.
U. A. C.

Opponents

36
24
39
47
43
47
34
39
42
35
52
48
35
42

B. Y. U.

37
37
57
44
31
34
49
31

M. S. C.

))

U. OF U.
U. OF U.
M. S. C.
M. S. C.
M T. ST. CHARLES
M T. ST. CHARLES

B. Y. U.

M. S. C.

B. Y. U.
B. Y. U.
U. OF U.
U. OF U.

-
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39
41
42
39
23

CBasketball
The 1928 Aggie ba ketball team
was captained by " Zeus" Worthington,
all conference center of the year before.
Worthington had a big job in directing
a team that played it first conference
game with less than a week of organized practice. Finishing the football
eason with an injured leg, he di played the old Aggie "fight" to lead the boys
through to a tie for second place in the
conference and the only win any team
was able to register over the championhip Montana State Bobcats. Worthington i not only one of the out\VORTIII:'\GTO:\ , C\PTAI~
standing basketball men of the Rocky
Mountain Conference but he i also one of the best track men the conference
has produced in many years. Playing hi first football after he entered college
he showed his natural athletic ability by making a main berth in the Aggie backfield la t year and performed in a very creditable manner. I Ie is counted on next
year as being one of the ggie mainstays in all three of the major athletic activitie .
It seems well to comment here that much of Captain Worthington's success is
due to his perfect physical condition due to his clean living. lIe is a man that
the . A. C. or any other school could well be proud of.

-

17 5 -

TilE YEAR IN BASKETBALL
Old man hardluck was on the Aggies' trail in basketball
this year to such an extent that the best we could do was
a tie for second place in the conference race. A big blow
was deal t our chances with the announcement of Warren
Ilawley that he would not be out. Next came the discovery that Captain Worthington had so injured his leg
in football that he would be under a handicap to even
start a game. With these two misfortunes hanging over
the boys, they played thei r fi rst con ference game wi th
less than a week of organized practice. Several of them
accompanied the football squad to Ii onoluiu and consequently had only a week of any kind of practice. One
of the bright spots on the calendar was the playing of
"flash" Nie lsen. This diminutive star was the only Aggie
that managed to playa consistent game of ball all season
and his style of playing was so good that he was unanimous choice for one forward position on the All-Western
Ilalr Conference team.

Coach Romney at I-li s Desk

MARTINDALE
SMART

Montana Bobcats

NE ILSOI
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For the fi rst series of the season , the Aggies met the
Utah Utes in Salt Lake. In the first game the Aggies led
to the final five minutes of play but the Utes had a
sudden attack of basketitis that gave them a one point
margin of victory. On the second night with the confidence given them by their first victory, Utah outdid themselves to win in a walkaway.
The second series was against the champion hip Bobcats at Bozeman. [n the first game the Bobcats did the
expected, and played cat and mouse with the Aggie s, with
the Logan boys on the mouse end of the deal. On the
second night the Aggies proved that worms aren·t the only
things that can turn and pulled out with a three point
victory.
While in Montana the Aggies indulged in two practice
games with Mount St. Cha1·les College in Helena, both
of which turned out as Aggie victories.

Utah Basketball Team

DAVIS
TATE

B. Y. U. Basketball Team

WADE

-t77-

To end the first half the Aggies went to> Provo where
they indulged in a little two game argument with the B.
Y. U. Cougars. The first game, Provo knew aJltogether
too much basketball and won by a good margin. On the
second night the Aggies displayed a little basketball of
their own and turned the tables.
At the end of the first half things looked black for
the Farmer. They had played six games and WOn two
of them. By the time the second hal f started, however,
the Aggies had had time to get into shape and faced th"!
prospect of playing all the games at home. Consequently
everybody gained hope and looked for the Aggies to redeem
them elves.
The first and most important series was with the
Bobcats and let it suffice to sav that we lost both contests. At last we understand why these Bobcats have
such a good reputation.

VANDERHOFF
CALL

HARRIS
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With no hope left for the conference title the .\ ggie\
settled down to the business of winning the state title
and got away to a good start by downing the B. Y. C .
boys twice. The games were fa t and well played both
nights and put the i\ ggies in good shape for the final serie~
with the Ute. We faced the prospect of winning them
both for a state title and second place in the conference
Utah very neatly tucked away the state title when they
downed the Aggies in the first game by a four point
margin. The second game was just the reverse.
Wi th
everything to gain and nothing to lose. the Aggie cut loose
and played the kind of basketball We had been hoping
to see them play all year. The boys swamped the
tes
by a 22-23 core to finish the eason in second place in
the state and tie for second place in the conference.
Coach Romney L1sed plenty of his reserve material in
.d l of the games and thing look bright for a good team
next year.

IIENRIE
DAV IS
GUNNELL
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FRESHMAN BASKETBALL TEAM
BACK ROW-Anderson, Coach; Bowman, Ashcraft, Remund.
FRONT ROW-Gibbs, Holly, Gillespie. Wyres,- Richmond.

THE STEPPERS-FRESHMA

I

CHAMPS

BACK ROW-Jen son, Christensen. Day.
FRONT ROW-Remund, Griffin, Childs, Brown.
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TRACK

CRocky cMountain Conference

<

T rack and Field Records-l 927

100 Yard Dash

Cline

C. U.

Mile Run

Burke

U. A. C.

Haynes

:9.8

1913

4 :25 .2

1927

D. U.

:48

1927

AIIott

C. U.

:23 . I

1927

120 High Hurdles Allott

C. U.

: 14.9

1927

:20.8

1927

~O
I.

Yard Dash

220 Low Hurdles

220 Yard Dash

Haynes

D. U.

880 Yard Dash

Burton

U. of U.

I : 57.3

1926

B. Y. U.

3 :21.3

1927

Mile Relay
Shot Put

Beattie

C. A. C.

46 ft . 3 YE in.

Pole Vault

Brewer

C. A. A.

13 ft.

~

Broad Jump

Thompson

Wyoming

23 ft.

3~

Discus

Cox

Utah

139 ft. 6 in.

1925

Javelin

Pillings

Utah

196 ft . 7 in.

1927

High Jump

Brown

Mines

Hammer Throw

Bingham

Denver

1-+6 ft . 2 in .

1914

Two Mile Run

Norton

U. A. C.

9:50.2

1926

in.
in .

6 ft . 20 in.

1927
1927
1927

1925

Track
Melvin Burke, captain of the 1928 Aggie
track squad, will leave behind him one of the
most outstanding track records in the history
of the Rocky Mountain Conference. (( Mel "
came to the College from Box Elder high
school wtih a record of having won the mile
and 88G-yard run in the state high school meet
and the mile run in the national high school
meet . Since coming to the A. C. he has broken
the mile record seven times . I n the National
Inter-Collegiate meet held in Chicago last year
he finished fourth in a blanket finish with the
time of 4: 19.

He has been a member of three
CA PTAI N BURKE

conference championship teams and we hope
he will captain a championship squad thi s year.

Many of his friends are urging

him to enter the Olympic tryouts this summer.
Mel's success can be largely attribu ted to his habits of clean and proper living which keep him in the finest physica I condition the year round. He might
well be a model for any aspiring athlete .

U. A. C. TRAC K GROU P
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There is only one collegiate meet to be held in Logan
this year, that with the B. Y. U.

Three other meets will

be held during the year, a dual meet with Utah, the state
meet and the conference meet.

An added feature of the

Logan track calendar is the high school track meet which
is held annually under the auspices of the U. A. C. with

13 northern Utah high schools engaged.
The Aggies now have a much improved track for
thei r meets.

The new stadium

track has a 220-yard

straight-away as well as seven lane

for the dash events

which allows an unusually large entry list.

Although the

track was rather soft at the first of the year it settled
rapidly and was in good shape in time for the track meets.

PHILLIPS

Worthington Doing the Hurdles

HAWLEY
Call-In the Air

WORTHINGTON
CALL

- ·18~-

The Utah Aggies, for four successive years, Rocky
Mountain Track and Field champions, are this year in
search of their fifth successive championship.

Faced with

the loss of eight lettermen, prospects for this year are
none too rosy.

However on the day that Coach Romney

issued his first call for track and field candidates over
eighty-five answered so we have by no means given up
all hopes for the championship.

In this group there are

twelve lettermen as a nucleus for the squad and a number of freshman stars to help bolster up the BI ue and
White machine.

As the Buzzer goes to press Coach Rom-

ney has trimmed the squad down to forty three prospective speed merchants and further cuts will be in order
during the season.

Childs in Action

SMITH
HARRIS

Smart Goes Over

SMART
BE NION
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Among the greenlings that are burning up the track
this spring are r-leyers, sprint, 440 and relay; Gillespie,
sprints and relay ; Stewart, sprints and relay; Bax Beal,
mile ; Fro t, t\\'o mile ; Dunn , 4~0; Clark,

prints; Layton,

440 ; Robinson, t\\'o l11ile; Rippon , two mile; Ilaslam, 880;
Richins, weights ; Tate, polevault and javelin;

Larsen,

hammer and discus; Gudmunsen, jumps; Remund , discu s;
Clifl, discus ; r-lcBeth , sprints;

tanger, hurdles; Williams,

880; Peterson, weights; Beckstead, prints; Bowen, jumps;
Geddes, jump; Gardner, weights; Ilansen , two mile.

FRO T
STA:--JGER

Start of the Cross Country Run

GEDDES
G

D.\lU~SE:-\
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MINOR SPORTS

Tennis
The tennis outlook at the College is brighter thi,
year than it has been for several years. There are a
number of lettermen from last year back but so much
new material has been uncovered that it is going to make
the veterans step to keep their places. Captain Lund Johnon is about the only letterman that is safe from the
onsiaughts of the new comers. Lund has been supreme
in Logan and A. C. tennis for some time and it is unlikely
that a!nyone will displace him this spring.
If anyone should turn the trick however it would be
a good bet that the magician would be Joe Cowley. Joe
has lived and ealten tennis every day since he returned
to the A. C. last su mmer. I-Ie plays J ohnson a mighty
even game. at the present time.
Another returned missionary that is sure to play is
Hyrum "Dutch" Cannon. He wields a mean raquet and
is a th reat in any tennis meet.

Brenchley in Action

CHRISTENSEN
JOHNSON
COWLEY

The Squad

MERRILL
Coach
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Others that are practically sure of a place on the squad
are Jack Christen en of

outh Cache , finalist for state

high school honors la t year, Alton Saxer, a letterman of
last year and Myron Brenchley, who just missed a place
on last year's quad.

The seventh place on the team will

undoubtedly go to Cecil Cooley who has a good margin
over all rivals as the Buzzer goes to press. I t is too early
to make many predictions but with the Aggies having a
host of

tars in their lineup and all the championship

ma'terial graduated from the other school , things look
bright indeed.

Lund Doing His Stuff

COOLEY
CAN ON

Saxer Returning a Hot One

BRENCIILEY
AXER

Swimming
With such stars as "Bud" Shields of the B. Y. U. who
later won the 220 and 440 yard swims in the National
Intercollegiate meet at Philadelphia, to compete against,
Aggie water paddlers had rather hard going this year.
With Captain Lee Ol sen at their head and Coach Lee
Christensen directing them , they worked hard all winter
in all effort to make a good showing in the conference
mee t.

They did not participate in any other meets during

the yea r.

Swimming Group

OLSEN

Captain
Start of the 220

CHRISTENSEN

Coacb
LARSEN
PHILLIPS
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Six teams entered the conference meet which was held
in Provo. B. Y. U. finished first with 38 points. U. of U.
was next with a total of 16 while the Aggies placed thirc:
with 15 counters. Colorado U. was two points behind
with I3 points while Colorado Aggies and Wyoming tiec
for last place with I marker each.
While we finished last in the state, all three Utah
schools displayed marked superiority over the eastern
schools and besides that, we would be well satisfied if we
could finish third in every sport.

FROST
HAWKES
HACKING

Tanner
Flamm

JESSOP
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Wrestling,
From a standpoint of championships. wrestling was
more successful than any other branch of athletics this
year. The Aggie "bonecrushers" under the skillful tutelage of Coach George Nelson took the championship of the
western division of the Rocky Mountain Conference and
two weeks later journeyed to Ogden and came back with
the title of Intermountain A. A. U. champions won at
the A. A. U. meet there.
That wrestling is coming into increasing prominenct!
in the colleges of the conference is shown by the fact that
for the first time all four teams were entered and two
clays were devoted to the matches.

SPARKS

Abbott ha'fdening for the B. Y. U. Meet

NELSON

Coach

Hunsaker giving Chipman a little misery

WALTHERS

Captain
DAHLE
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The meet this year was held in Logan and the gymnasium was packed on both occasions.

The final score

for the two days gave the Aggies the lead with 28 points,
B. Y. U. and the U. of U. tied for second with 24 counters
apiece to their credit.

Montana was last with 8 points to

their credit.
Despite the fact that they won the western division
championship, the Aggies did not enter the all conference
meet in Denver.

Instead they entered the A. A. U. meet

at Ogden and took another championship by taking three
firsts,

McAllister, j\ 1acbeth and

Bankhead coming out

ahead.

Walthers demonstrating the aeroplane

MACBETH
ABBOTT

Walthers taking his daily workout.

BANKHEAD
McALLISTER
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Handball
ANDBALL is continually assuming
g rea t e r prominence
among the sport lovers
of the school. Three
tournaments were held
this year, two singles
and one doubles. Cannon took both singles
tau
rneys defeating JenCANNON
JE NSEN
sen for the championship in each case. Martindale and Cow ley were the other two semi-finalists in
both meets. The doubles tournament is not completed as the Buzzer goes to press.
Although no pictures of the horse shoe pitchers or the college golf players are
available for this year's Buzzer these two sports deserve some recognition. For
several years past horse shoe pitching has engaged the attention of a large number
of students at the school as well as many of the townspeople. Two awards are
given each year in this sport. A medal to the winner of the singles and medals to
winners of the doubles
Golf is comparatively
new at the U. A. C.
But in spite of this fact
those who participated
in this sport are none
the less enthusiastic. A
free for all tournament
was held this spring
and though it is not
finished as the book
gee to press present
indications are that it
will be very successful.
These two activities
pive promise of assumin g rreater proportions
in the sport life of the
school.

H

MARTINDALE
COWLEY
-194-

WOMEN ATHLETIC

M a rj o ri e Gowans

Cleone P assey, W ill a Hende rso n, M a rjori e Gowa ns

Virgi ni a W a rd leight

Jun e J\l o nson, La ve ra Leigh, Pe rn ecy Lin kerd o rfe r.
Virginia W a rd leigh .

Women's Athletic Association
President

VIRGINIA WARDLEIGH
RUTH

Vice-President

ZOLLINGER

MARJORIE GOWANS '

Director

.

T

HIS year's program of competitive sports has been handled very efficiently
by the aid of class managers. Enthusiasm has run high throughout the
year's contests, and a greater number of athletic tournaments have been held
than before.
As yet no contests have been arranged for golf players but as new players are
seen every day on the course, it will not be long before this is thoroughly organized.
Every spring Dr. Titus offers a medal for the champion tennis player among
the co-eds. Keen interest is felt in th e oncoming meet as the college has many
youthful net artist s.
The aim of the association has been, " Athletics for Every Girl. "

-
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C all , Pede rsen, Turl ey.
Ha nsen , Smith , An de rso n, Smith Sime nso n.

After playing six games to decide the basketball title returns showed the
Freshman girls the undisputed champions.
The guards are to be complimented on their splendid teamwork. Vesta
Anderson, captain of the team , scored high with 38 points.

M cClell a n, Sweeten , J o nes, P assey.
C roo k, Gard ene r, Ec ke rsell, Ball a nty ne, Smith

The Juniors were beaten by a small score for the title. Their strength came
from their fast forwards and speedy centers. Ondylyn Eckersell scored the highest for the year with 43 points. Cleone Passey was captain of the team.
-
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Swi11l11ling bas bad its share of attel1tion tbis year witb the atbletic co-ed. Tbe girls were
divided into tbree teams, Reds, Blacks, and Blues. Two meets were beld and tbe Blacks
came ou.t victorious botb til1teS. T be captains were: Cleon Passey-Blacks; Willa H enderson-Blu.es; Mary Ballantyne-Reds. - The lucky girls wbo survived tbe Red, Cross life
saving examil1ation and are now full fledged Life Savers.-Any flavor you want.
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Tbe baseball artists were especially active tbis spring, being able to start practice much
earlier tban usual. Tournaments were beld between tbe different classes. Real players were
discovered among Fresbman and Sopbomore girls. The cbampionship game was played off
on Co-ed day.

-199-
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Tbis is as yet ill its infancy, but is progressing more rapidly tball any otber' atbletic activity
on tbe campus. Tbe buge greell quadrallgle is alive every afterllooll witb girls Ollt lor
sprillg sports,

--.200-
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PUBLICATIONS

Student Life
Student Life was rated by the
Roc k y Mountain Intercollegiate
Press Convention as one of the three
best papers in this conference.
This year several new features
ha ve been added to the paper. The
entire back sheet has been devoted to
athletics and handled in a professional way.
Theoustanding aim of this year's
PAUL B. LARSON
SCOTT G. NE LSON
paper
has been to suppress Fraternity
Business 111anager
Editor
and Sorority news as such, and to
print it individ ,lally under the heading of " Aggie Students." This has given a
more democratic tone to the paper.
Editor Nelson needs to be commend ed on the way he has held to this stand.
even in the face of adverse criticism.
A school should always try to improve its methods. I t is felt by some that
there are several changes could be made in the student publication which would
better the situation considerably, name Iy, method of choosing editors and remuneration for their work.

The Staff

Ne lso n, Larson, W alke r, Davis. Peterson, Broad head, Greaves.
Ha rt, Ri cha rds, I-lesse r, Walther
D avis Cowley, N ielso n, M onso n, Fl amm, J ohn s.
-206-

crhe CJ3uzzerThe yea r nineteen hundred and
twenty-eight marks the fortieth anniversary of the founding of the Utah
Agricultural College. Impressed by
it s phenomenal progress and notable
cont ri bution to technical and cultural
ed ucation of the peop le of thi s state
the Buzzer staff ha s endeavored to
record, in addition to the story of our
yea r's activities, a few hi storical
events most indicati ve of the course
of our growth together with a brief
R ICI-IARD STRATFORD
ALDEN LILLYWHITE
summary of our most recent attainEditor
Business Manager
ments. I n doing thi s we have been
forced by lack of space to choose those things that have appeared to us to be most
representati ve.
The make-up of our book has called for a great many pictures and too much
credit cannot be given Lavell Cooley for the splendid manner in which he has
given his professional services in securing them.
Alden Lillywhite .
Vernald W. J ohns
Laura Bankhead .
Polly Rich
.
Virginia Wardleigh
Cla re Hayward
Blaine Freestone
William Ballard .
Otis Petersen
Richard Stratford.

ED ITOR IAL STAFF
.
.
Editor
Louise Shepard
. Associate Editor
Ronald Flamm
Assistant Editor
Scott Nelsen
.
Scbool Life Editor
Franklin Richards
. Historical
Ellis Doty .
Lavell Cooley
Activities
Shelly Winn
Charles Harding
A tbletics
Phyllis Smith
BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager
Carl Sheffield

Progress
Hum or
.
.
Classes
. Administration
.
. Pictures
Snapsbot Manager
Studio Manager
. Typist
Assistant BusinessM anager

Ballard, Harding, Wardleigh, Johns, Freestone, Doty.
Fla:mm , Ban khead, Peterson, Shepard, Hayward.
Smith, Nelson, Rich, Richards.
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%e Scribble
first time in its short history
F ORthetheScribblers'
Club has published

VERNALD JOII 0)S
Edito r

three numbers of its magazine, thus
making the book in reality a quarterly
publication.
Every effort has been
made to keep the sheet to a high level
of literary quality and at the same time
enlarge the circle of its contributors as
much as possible. There also have been
distinct steps toward al tering the ,general make up of the Scribble in accordance with recognized magazine practice.
[t is fel t that the attaining of these objectives has more firmly established
" The Scribble Quarterly" as a permanent campus publication.

RONA LD SM ITH
B usil1ess Man ager

List of c01embers for
Mae Cowley
Scott Nelson
Allan Cannon
Gwendolyn Smith
Helen Hogensen

Fall and Winter Quarter

Ronald Flamm
Dallas Johnson
Gladys Hes ser
Ruth Hart
Ella Bennion
Willard Geddes

Cowley, Nelso n, Ca nn on, J ohn so n, Smi t h.
H a rt, I lesse r, Benni o n, Flamm.
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Ronald Smith
Vern aid Wm. Johns
Earl Wixom
Marion Anderson
Mary Henderson

FORENSICS

LlLLYWH ITE

DA INES

SM ITH

VICKERS

KYLE

CDebate Committee

College CDebating Squad
Alder, Johns, Bankhead, Lillywhite, Stirland, Anderson, Pond.
Hess, Morrell, Crook, Benson , Merrill , Greene.
Skanchy, Benson.
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GEDDES

jOllNS

LI LL YWI liTE

SKA :-J CIIY

CDebating
C activities at the chool this year have been conducted on a larger
FORplaneNSIthan
ever before and it is doubtful whether the school has ever come
through a ea on with such an excellent record.
DEBATING CLASS

I

AUGURATED

To start the debate season , Dr. Wallace j. Vickers inaugurated a debate class
at the school and made it a prerequisite for all men who debated on college teams.
The class started in the fall quarter with twenty-two members, six of whom were
girls. This group met twice each week, studying a text on argumentation and debating and in general taking up tho e principles which tend toward a higher grade
of debating technique. After the fall quarter work was completed, the cla5'\i separated into four groups to study the two sides of the state questions . Dr. Vickers
and Miss Kyle assisted the girls while the men's negative met with Dr. Joseph A.
Geddes and the affirmative with Professor Daines.
THE QUESTIONS

The que tions which were debated in the state debates with the B. Y. . and
the U. of U. were stated as follows: For the men's debates, "Resolved that the
United States should cease to protect, by armed force, capital invested in foreign
lands, except after formal declaration of war. " The girls' question , " Resolved
that modern installment buying should be condemned."
Last minute ineligibility rulings somewhat crippled one of the men 's teams .
Then , due to orne lack of interest, only two girls who had debated previously in
college were out this year with the result that our girls' teams went into the state
debates with four inexperienced girl and two had previously debated. The girls
made a creditable showing despite the fact that they were beginners in debating.
The men succeeded in winning the debate at Provo, but lost to the U. of U.

STIRL AN D

ALDER

BA N KHEAD

GRE E

BEN sa
CLARK
( picture not ava il able)

Women's CDebating Team
FRESHMAN SQUAD GIVEN

PRACTICE

After the rather hard luck in the state contests, work started in real earnest to
secure some good junior college debates for the six freshman members of the squad.
Debates were secured with Weber and Westminster colleges. I n these debates the
U. A. C. men were successful in making a clean sweep of the entire series, the junior
coIIege men displaying talent which bids fair for debating in future years.
THE NORTHWEST TRIP

Perhaps the biggest event of the forensic season was the northwest trip taken
by Lee Skanchy and Alden Lillywhite. These two veteran debaters appeared ten
times in eleven days and either won or split decisions in nine cases. This trip was
weII planned out and debates included meetings with some of the largest schools in
the northwest, including the Oregon University and Oregon State College. On this
trip the men were well received wherever they went and proved by their.excellent
showing that they were well informed on the fundamentals of the question. A complete tabulation of this trip may be found on a following page.
THE HOME DEBATES

After arriving home from their trip, Skanchy and LiIIywhite along with the
junior college men, began preparations for four home debates. On March 17th, in
the U. A. C. chapel, the two northwest debaters met a team from Oregon State college on a phase of the Foreign I nvestmen ts question. Although no decision was
given, it was clearl y conceded that the A. C. men gave the forensic artists from
Oregon state a close run for their money. The Oregon State college men were
just fini shing a six weeks tran scontinental tour when they came t o Logan .
On March 19th, two junior college men, William Morrell and Merrill Anderson ,
met an experienced team from Colorado University on the same question. Al-2 12 -

ANDERSON

MERRILL

MORR ELL

CROOK

Junior College Debating Team
though the men from Colorado clearly held an advantage over the younger men
from the A, our debaters were successful in making an excellent showing.
In the latter part of March, Skanchy and Lillywhite debated again, this time
with the Linfield College of McMinnville, Oregon, using the Oregon cross-question method. This debate proved to be one of the most entertaining presentations
of an argument that the college heard during the entire year, with both teams
clashing well on points and a good deal of humor being displayed in the friendly
discussion. This was won by the U. A. C. men when the audience voted 99-56 in
their favor.
As the Buzzer goes to press, two junior college men, Marriner Merrill and
William Morrell are preparing for a clash with a team from Montana University.
Indications are that this debate is going to be hotly contested.
NEED FELT FOR DEBATE COACH

Taking the debate situation this year at the college, a general statement would
be that the college has enjoyed a most successful season, and has carried out a
schedule that was almost too comprehensive to undertake without a regular coach.
The schedule this year has pointed out the value of a debate coach and also the
necessity for one.
The debate council has accomplished wonders in spite of the fact that every
member on it teaches a full course. Dr. Vickers has acted as chairman and has
been assisted by Dr. Geddes, Professor Daines, and Miss Kyle . This council has
been exceedingly loyal in its support of forensic activity.
Though all of the senior college debaters are graduating this year their is no
reason for discouragement. The junior college men have displayed rare ability and
have been given numerous opportunities for practice. The next three years shoula
see this activity achieve even greater heights than heretofore.
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JUDKI S
Winn er

Al DERSON

0/ Hendric k s M edal.

W inner

0/ S. A . R . M edal.

O ratory
O

RATOR Y as compared with debatin :s is a minor forensic activity at the U. A.
C. there being only two contests of importance throughout the year, and those
two are before the attention of the student body only for the short time between
the tryouts and the final contest. There should be more emphasis placed upon an
extended series of preseason contests if these two are to fulfill the measure of their
creation.
The Hendricks medal is annually a warded to the winner of the Hendricks
Extemporaneous Speaking Contest, its purpose being to encourage this type of activity. Some exceptionally fine talks were given this year in the finals. Leonard
Judkins speaking on "The Contribution of America to the World," was acclaimed
the winner. Mr. Judkins was much commended for his pleasing voice, his sense
of organization and his vigor of presentation .
The Sons of American Revolution Patriotic speech contest was won by Merrill Anderson, a freshman speaking on the subject, "Washington of Today," over
a field of five contestants including some of the most prominent speakers of the
college.

CDRAMA

%e Varsity CPlay
U

NDER the direction of Chester]. Myers, A. A.
Milnes' comedy-drama, "T he Dover Road" was
presented to a record audience in the Capitol theatre on
December fifth. The cast, after two months of diligent
rehearsal were able to offer an excellent interpretation of
the play. Skanchy, Allred and Theurer, were outstanding
performers.

c. ].

M.YERS

Coach

TH E CAST OF CHARACTERS
Dominic
Servant Staff
Latimer

Ted Allred
Lisle Adams
Gwen Rigby

Leonard

Lee Bailey

Ann

Vivien Bailey

Eustasia

Ruth. B. Smith

icholas

Lloyd Theurer

Leland Skanchy
STAFF

Business Manager

Leland Olsen

Stage Manager

Property Man

Lisle Adams

Student Director

Wardrobe

Mrs. C.
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f.

Meyers

Ted Allred
Mary O. Willis

THE CAST
Che ter ]. Myers (di rector) , Mary Willis, Ted Allred, Lilse Adams, Gwen Rigby,
Lee Olse n ( manager), BottJom. Row-Vivien Bailey, Lee Skanchy, Ruth B. Smith,
Lee Bailey.

"The CDover CRoad"
This year the varsity play, "The Dover Road," a one act comedy by Milne,
was one of the outstanding achievements of the school year. A very well balanced and competent cast interpreted their parts in a creditable manner. Some
members of the cast playing their fourth year in college dramatics did exceptionally well. The cast spent ten days playing in various places throughout the state.

SCENES FROM THE FRESHMAN PLAY
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Besides the regular Varsity play, the Freshman play, and the several little theatre productions, the two dramatic organizations in the
school each put on a play. The Periwig, honorary dramatic organization , presented the three act comedy drama, " Right You Are."
Under the direction of Dr. N. A. Pederson the cast interpreted their
parts in a very creditable manner and the play was considered one of
the outstanding performances of the year.
Under the direction of Prof. C. J. Meyers, Theta Alpha Phi, the
recently established honorary dramatic Fraternity, presented the play,
" Icebound." This is the first time this organization has given a production entirely under its own supervision and the officers need to
be commended for their good work. This year probably marks one
of the most outstanding years in dramatic history of the college.
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"Right You Are"
(Cast)
Signor Ponza
Signor Laudisi
Signora Frola
Signor Aggasis
Signora Aggasis
Signorina Dina Aggasis
Signor Sirelli
Signora Sirelli .
Signora Cini
The Prefect

Lloyd Theurer
Leland Skanchy
/rene Chipman. Randall
Marion Everton Merrill
Bessie Austin Merrill
Emma Green
Ted Carlisle
Leona Daley
Lenor a A mus sen Falck
Reed Johnson
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"I ceboun d"

~l

(Cast )
Ben
Henry
Jim
The Judge
The Doctor
Orin
Jane
Ella
Nettie
Emma
Sadie
Hannah

. Otis Marler
Serge Benson
Clark Gardner
Lis Ie A dams
Harold Smith
. Master Richard Bell
Virginia Wardleigh
Gwen Rigby
. Thelma Fogelberg
Marie Anderson
. Ruth Smith
Vivien Bailey

Kolle3iat~ 'Kampus

Kaprice
12 ' Acts

12

Twel ve of the newest
and snappiest ways of
explaining Big Time
Vaudeville to the naive
college lad, that have
ever graced the Athens
of the West.

Cute Campus
Co-eds
And not only that,
but lots of high grade
comedy and s u c h
stunts. We s imp I y
didn't know we had
such talent with us.

Song and Dance
We knew we

had

them all the time but
we didn't know about
the" I t."

This picture

should go in the catalogue.
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cMUSIC

GATES

WELT I

HA WK I\lS

cMusic
The three high spot s in the mu sic yea r were : t he ba nd concert at the American Theatre, in Salt La ke ; the Gl ee Club's trip through Idaho; a nd the Ladi es'
Giee Club's trip through n o rth ~ rn Ut a h a nd southern Id a ho. Seve ral exce ll ent
in strumental groups ha ve grown out of the orchest ra a nd t he band.

Cfhe Ladies' Glee

Lunt, Il obbs, Anderson, Rigby, J ones, Hanson, Il untington, Il a rri s, Call, Welti, La rson,
Ch ristenson, Dav is, Smith, Wurston, Ault.
-222\IF'"

.....

The Glee Club Orchestra
T he Gl ee Club Orchestra accompanied t he G lee Cl u b on t heir
te n d ay t rip t hrough I d a ho. Th ey also accom panied t he si nge rs
in a d ifferent way in local offeri ngs .

The Male Glee Club
Sta rr, Bin gham, Thorpe, Call : Wi xo m, Hunter, Ha ncey, Ramp ton, Ga rd ner, Burke,
McCallister, Thompson, Ba rke r
Woods, Wy nn, M cC un e, Holley, Gu y man . Bin gham, Ri cha rds, Smith, J eppso n, Thornl ey
W ard, Doty, Ban khead, Sta rr.

-2 23-

CJ3and Soloists
Burgoyne, Bigler, Baird, England, Hender on

%e CJ3and
The Band stepped out of school routine to give two concerts;
one at the Capitol Theatre, and the other at the American Theatre,
in Salt Lake City. Both concerts won wide spread commendation
and many requests for more music of the same type.
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T il E SAXOP II Oi-JE QUARTET

TilE WOODWl l 0 QUARTET
Shriner, England , Halverson,
goyne, Balla rd .

Larson, Wixom, Baird, Gardner.

Bur-

%e Orchestra
Although the Orchestra as a who-Ie has stayed within the Chapel doors, representatives, in the shape of trios, quartets, and quintets, have entel tained both in
and out of school throughout the entire yea r.
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The Male Double Quartet
Wynn , Call , Bingham, Gu y man , Sta rr, Th o mpso n, I la ncey, G a rdner, Barker

%e ChoirThe choir has rendered more real service and received a lesser
reward for it than any . other ,organization in school. They have
furnished the bright spot in many dull chapel hours.

SOCIETY

EDWARDS
HUFFAKER

JOHNSON
SHEPARD
WARDLEfCI-I

PETT

%e A, W. S. CJ3all
The A. W . S. Ball given by the Associated Women Students of the college was
the first formal party of the school year. The girls were given a chance to hand in
preferences for partners for the dance and then the committee endeavored to adhere to those preferences as nearly as possible when the pairing off took place. In
spite of the fact that this was the first party of the year it was one of the most successful from every standpoint.
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MAUGHA:--J

BROADHEAD

BURKE

%e "Frat" c.Melee
A representative crowd from each of the seven Fraternities on
the campus mingled in one of the most enjoyable dances of the
yea r. The hall was decorated with the in signia of each Fraternity.

IIOLM ES

ADAMSON

crhe

STARK

cMili tary

GRIFFIN

c:Ball

In spite of the Machine Guns mounted in the west end of the
hall and trained on the front doors the crowd attending the Military
Ball rivaled in numbers that of the regular Saturday night dance.
The Military Ball seems to be the one School Dance whi ch attracts
a large number of town people.
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PEDERSON

BULLE~

CARLISLE

BENNION
U~DERWOOD

crhe Junior Promenade
After a week of novel and clever advertising the students ex··
pected a great deal of the Prom. Their expectations were exceeded
in decorations and music, in crowd, and entertainment.
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JOH SON

WARDLEIGH

FROYD

BANKHEAD

SESSIONS

%e Women's CPan .. Hellenic CJ3all
This proves that five Sororities can make as good a showing
as seven Fraternities. Where did the girls get all their dates? None
of the Fraternities seemed to rate it.
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oMILIT AR Y

LI EUT.

J

L. HANLEY

MAJOR M. J O'BR IEN

SER]. E. ].

CALLAHA~

Preparation for the national defense is one of the important duties of citizenship. The qualities of patriotism, loyalty, discipline, leadership and respect for
constituted authority inculcat.ed by prop er military training are valuable in the
formation of character. Recognizing this, it has been the consistent policy of the
College to co-operate with the Federal Government in making the Department of
Military Science as effective as practicab le.

THE WAY THEY DO IT
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BATTERY A

.BATTERY B

BATTERY C
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J. MARl< 1I0LMES

BO\! E ADAM SO\!
Battalion Spo'l1Sor

Cadet Major

ROLAND ALLRED
Capt. (II djutant)

During the middle ages when the joust and the tournament were
at their height it was customary for each knight to bring his lady to
the field to watch the contests. The custom of choosing sponsors
seems to be an outgrowth of this old idea. In the fall each battery

CLARENCE ROLLI ! S
Capt. Battery A

ETHEL HOLMGREN
Sponsor Battery A

.-236-

C. M. GRIFFIN
Jst Lieut. Battery A

MELVINA HUFFAKER
V. SEAMO S
I st Lieut. Battery A

Sponsor Platoon 1
Battery A

A.

LAYTO~

211d Lieu.t. Battery A

selects one girl to act as battery sponsor. Platoon and band sponsors
are also chosen. These sponsors wear the special uniforms on drill
days and function in an honorary capacity.

W. SCHOLES
2nd Lieut. Battery A

L C IL E CARDON
Sp{)/lIor Platoon 2
Battery A
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E. WADE
2nd Lieut. Battery A

ELWOOD BARKER
Capt. Battery B

w.

II ELEN STEVENS

Spollsor Battery B

G.

LARSO~

Jst Lieu.t. Battery B

W. IIAMM OND
I st Lieut. Battery B

DeESTA II OLMGREN
Sponsor Platoon I

Jst Lieut. Battery B

]. R. Sl\ \ ITII
2nd Lieut. Battery B

MAURI:-\E Gr\l\ \ ETTE
Spo11sor Platoo11 2

N. J E~ E.
21ld Lieut. Battery B

W. PIIILLIPS

E. DAV IS
?lId Lieut. Battery C

VERLA W ILSON
Sponsor Platoon 2 Battery C

N. OLSON
2nd Lieut. Battery C

TfIE RIFLE TEAMS

CRifle T earns
The girls' and boys' rifle teams at the college are probably less known than
any other school groups. However, marksmanship is coming into greater prominence each yea r and it is hoped that very soon it will be rated as a minor sport . .
This activity includes about fifty or sixty students on each of the two teams.
There are about twenty who actually m ake the team but a great many more get
adva ntage of participation during the yea r. The teams in the past have rated
with the bes t in the conference and on the Pacific Coast.

ONE OF THE BIG GUNS
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cAWARDS

cA. thletic Awards
FOOTBALL
HOWARD L10JFORD
ELLIS WADE
GLE0J WORTHI0JGTO I
CANTR IL N IELSO
JvI O~ROE CRA NEY
DOUGLAS BERGES00J
WESLEY SCHAUB
ALMA GARDNER
WESLEY SORENS00J
EDMUND J ENSEN
'-JOEL BENNI00J
ROBERT DAHLE
EUGENE WARBURTO~
ROBERT GIBBONS
ADD I'-JGTO'-J

TIIER00J SMART
GOLDF:'-J WELClI
DAVID II URRE0J
ALFRED SPARKS
WARRE~ HAWLEY
GEORGE JUDAII
J\IARTI I DALE

BASKETBALL
GLE'-J WORTHINGTON
CANTR IL N IELSON
CARL DAVIS
ADD I GTO~ MARTINDALE
DuWAYNE HENRIE
ELLIS WADE
SHARON TATE
THERO~ SMART

SWIMMING
LEE OLSEN
WENDELL PHILLIPS
PAUL LARSEN
EARL HAWKES
IVAN FROST

FERRO~ HACKING
HOWARD JESSOP
HOWARD TANNER

WRESTLING
WILLIAM WAL Tl-lER
EM ERSON ABBOTT
GEORGE BANKHEAD
NE D McBETH
ROBERT DAHLE
DEAN McALISTER
/\Lr-RED SPARKS

TRACK
WILLIAM GEDDES
DO ALD J EPPSON
RAY BEAL
NEWELL SA~DERS
WILLARD GEDDES
ELLIS WADE

VERNAL HARRIS
CA RL DAVIS
ALBERT WOOD
GLEN WORTHINGTON
WENDELL PHILLIPS
~OEL
PRATT ALLRED
WARREN HAWLEY

i'vl ELV I BURKE
PERSYL RICHARDSON
TIIERO'-J SMART
VOSCO CALL
LEGRA~DE WALKER
RE\:NEL SMITII
BE~NI00J
RALPH FARRAR

TENNIS
LUND JOH NSON
I\IERRILL DARLEY
PRESTO~ BRENCHLEY
CLlNTO~ VERNON

PERCE BURROWS
ALTON SAXER
FLOYD THOMAS

HANDBALL
HYRUM CANNON
NORMAN JEI SE

AD DI NGT00J J\IARTINDALE
JOE COWLEY

HORSE SHOES
ALV IN CARLSEN

GEORGE D. NIELSON
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Student Body Awards
i\\ ERRILL JOHNSON

HORTE:-.JSE SWENDSEN
BO INE ADAMSON
l ORA BLOOD
DAKEN BROADIlf.AD
EZR ;\ OWE~
GLE;\J WORTHINGTON
RUBY STR ING II AM
ALVIN j\'\ORGA N

ED ITORS
SCOTT N ELSO:-.J

ALDEN L1LLYWIIITE

MANAGERS
RICI--IARD STRATFORD
VERNAL HARRIS
JOE COWLEY
PAL'L LARSEN
LEWIS ROLAND
LFLAND OLSEN
ALDEN L1LLYWIIITE
DAVID HAIGHT

DEBATE
WILLlAi\\ MORRELL
MERRILL ANDERSOi'J
LAURA BANKIIEAD
VIRA GREEN

LELAND SKANCHY
VERNALD JOHNS
ALDEN L1LLYWHITE

GWEN ROUCHE CLARK
DONNA BENSON
VERDA STIRLAND

DRAMATICS
LELAND SKANCHY
EDGAR M. ALLRED
LISLE ADAMS
LLOYD THEURER
GWEN RIGBY
LEE BAILEY
RUTH B. SM ITH
VIVIAN BAILEY
ROBERT DAHLE

American Legion Scholarship
American Legion Military
Hendricks Medal
Citizenship Medal
R. O. T. C
Sons of American Revolution

LEONARD J UDK INS
V. MERRILL JOH SON
.
ALMA GARDNER
MERRILL ANDERSON

SCHOLASTIC "A"
FRANKE BEAL
GWEN ROUCI-lE CLARK

VERNON ISRAELSEN
DOROTHY WAKELEY

U _OYD HENRY CRAPO
BEN F. HULME

H onorable Melltiol1

DUDLEY GREAVES
RUTH ZOLLINGER
SELMA HAWKES
ARM INTA HOGAN
SIGRID SKANCIIY

jOIIA NSEN SCI IOLARSI-II P
PEARL RICHARDS

RUTII IIART

LLOYD DAVIS

STUDENT Ll FE
WILLIAM WALTHERS
R( 'LON WALKER
lAM ES SCOTT
RONALD FLAMM
j\\ARY HENDERSON
IO'\JA DAVIS
RUTH HART
I F~SF NELSON
IIARRISON DAVIS
CYRUS GREAVES
DAKE:-.J BROADHEAD
MFLVIN JAMES
VERNALD jOllNS
J UNE MO:-.JSON

BUZZER
VFR'\JOLD JOHNS
LAURA BANKHEAD

POLLY RICI-I
VIRG IN IA WARDLEIGH

WILLIAM BALLARD
LOUISE SHEPHERD

SENIOR GIFT SCHOLARSHIP
JAMES T. UNDERWOOD

VERDA DOWDLE

VALEDICTORIAN
PHYLLIS JOHNSON
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cAUTOGRAPHS
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SCORE
.VISITORS t-v" 15

0 11
DOWN

--10

~ 1-

0 \
5

PENALTY

YARDS TO 6010 BAll

Ju st before {be battle Motber.-"After tbe ball was over."- Tb e first tillle 1/Iost of
Illad e all "A ".- Tb e Beta Booste rs.-Dedicatioll Day .
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U·~C

ItS

eve r

/

"/vie and my Sbadow"-One and only reason we got 0 sprillg quarter.-Tbe new Ford.Tbat ougbt to swell tbe montbly allowallce.-Dedicatioll 0/ StadiuII!.-Sorosis girls were a
bit backward about taking tbe pri~e.
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Sbowing "U" ol1e.-Tbe bome town casts it's spell.-"Tbe Big Parade" 0/ be-111en.-/ m't
tbat "Bully!'''
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Tbis is allytbing you want it to be, it was meant, to be a "Ute."-"Fleiscblllann Yeast gave me
tlJ1S raise."-Col1tilluation of tbe Big Parade featurillg the "Cow-eds."-t\! ore card tricks
five aces.
'
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Govenor Dem using bis pull.-Tbis is "A" band.-We all know tbis is "Casb" valley by
tz,e time we get tbrougb registering.-Look wbat Callabal~ got for X·mas for not swearillg.
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PUHle; 'Wbere are their Adam's appler-Tbe apple of onr eye.-Ow dress parade
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George Nelsoll get/illg a little SlIpporl frolll his "Wallet."-"Tbe girl I left bebind."-}lIdab.
"811t I'll be back in tbe sprillg."-Look at wbat our boys filially bad to "resort" to.-Practieing bow to lean over tbe rail properly. Looks like Smart needed it 100.-Col1vict troup
No. RTG about to kick of/,
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Four of a killd.-Givillg tbe lIatives a sbow.-Wbere ollr boys stayed wbile ill /fonoltlILt.
'We know becau.se tbey said so.-"By tbeir fruits ye sball know IImll." (Bal1alla Oil).-Tbis
picture proves our team was tru.e to tbeir girls.

",1" Students.-Tbe answer to a maiden's prayer.-"See NYlllfbs"-Brick.---Sbip A'boy-T be
"CaU" of tbe sunny Jsles .

How the Frosb appeared tbe lirst day 01 school.

The wildest dance 01 the ·year. T be boys "barely" stood it. Note Pres . / ol)11son a11d
T heuer ill right band corller, a11d girls tbose are'n( "dickes" eitber.

The Junior Prom at tbe Agricultural scbool. Pres. Griffin on tbe back row is beginning
to wonder wbere all tbe money for decorations went.
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Skinning tbe student body.

T be A/rican 110ltives are tbe ones banging on the wall.

The "Friars" club spend most of tbeir time fasting and praying for the time wben
women will bang on one man's coattail. Tbis was 011e of tbe fast meetings.
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(be s1llile tbat comes fr01ll US111g Listerille TootlJ Paste.-Tbe Varsity Drag.-Tbe Lord pity
sailors 011 a lligbt like tbis.-Tbe Sponsors are rigbt back of tbe army alld are always ready
for tbe "call to arms.".-No tbey're /lot Se/liors, tbey're 11ltercollegiate Knigbts.
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From tbe act. "MEA N D MY SH A DGW."-A rtistic lines of masculine ballet.-I< a11lpus
I<aprice AdvertlSers.-Try to keep tbe people away after tbey see tbis.

Tbe Alpba igma Nus cOllie down to earth long el/ougbo to bave tbeir pictures taken.--Scoti
always 'sits' ON tbe desk.-EXTRA! EXTRA! Stu.dent Life Comes Out on Time.-Ab! At
last! A real smoker at tbe college. But jl,~st see bow Dean Ray 'West is disguised. He's on
°tbe front row.-Editor Alden Lillywbite ill person at tbe desk.-l'll bet you baven't noticed
tbe dog yet.
-261-

'J

! "chews" I/ot to rU11 Ihis spring-Joe Hovertz-Grand Opera Four just linisbed tbe SOl/g, "Let's
hiss alld Make Up."-It basn't been rail/il/g, but be's all wet.-'Wbat tbe "smart" yonng mal!
'iLill wear Ibis spril/g.- Beauty is its 01 n excuse lor being dumb.-Just as Gov. Dern got tbe
Ilag to tbe top.-Male chorus frow "H it tbe Deck."
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Tbeta's new pledges.-Wby did tbey pose like tbis!,-Wbere to!'-Wbat tbl:! "smart girl" will
wear.-M ore Cirls.-Beta Cirls.-Sorosis Cirls after one of tbe Dean's Parties.-A 11d more girls.
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COLLEGE

LIFE ' -

IF WE WeRe \0
~E.L I E. 1/ E.

.\\-\ E

I'IIOYIE.S

" Gimme a kiss, girlie, wontcha?"
"No, I've got scruples."
" That's all right; I've had 'em twice."

Companionate Marriage

Science note: The moon does not affect
the tide nearly so much as it does the un-tied .

Judge: "And do you premise to love,
honor, and support this woman?"
Father (bitterly): "I do."

-2Q6-

I had her in my arms, snuggling; contented; softly I breathed in her ear, and as
I spoke I could feel her heart beat faster :
" Darling, sweetheart, wou ldn 't you like to
sai l away on that sil ver moonbeam , just we
two,-you and I together-toward those
inviting, twinkling stars where all is peace,

love, infinite joy ? Up there, where we
could dwell in happy, eternal bliss, far away
from-"
And then"Oh, I cou ldn't really; not tomorrow.
have a date with the hair dresser at four-"

- 2 67 -

"Well" Bill, I sure told that girl what
thought of her."
"Yeh? What did she say?"
"She said she loved me, too."

After all, life is just a bargain counter:
every man has his price; every co-ed has her
figure.

-268-
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MEMORI ES OF YOU
0, do you bring to mem'ry dear,
Those days of joy-my queen,
Evenings of mad pleasure, dear,
And sparkling walks through rain ?

And can you but recall, my dear,
That love of mine you mocked,
And do you ever think about
The engagement ring you hocked?

-26Q-
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Signs of Spring:

K EE P OFF T H E GRASS

Definiti on of "sec ret ma rri age" : One of
o ur third -sto ry sign painters, wedded to
his a rt.

OF

Hea rd at t he H ank Dav is' " Cas h and
Ca reless" sto re:
" Youn g man are yo u sure those eggs a re
f res h ?"
" Why lady, they a re pos itive ly insul tin g!"

- 270-
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PRIZES! ! !

PRIZES! ! !

PRIZES! ! !
~ I ,OOO,OOO

COLOSSAL WHOOZE-WI-IO

GUESS ING GAME! ! !

Win $I,OOO'(X}!! Send in answers to these question s promptly and let us open your bank account. Wh o
are the distinguished looking gentlemen? Where are they? For what are they famou s? What had the boy
scout (upper left) to do with the battle of Brandy-wine-or was it Water-Lou? Is there (top center) a Santa
Claus? Who (lower left) is the best looking and why a m I ? Is not (upper right) " Darwin's Theory" so und?
What if any is, he thinking about (left center)? Who (center) looks to be best paid, most fed , and least happy ?
Who is interested in knowing (whole page) what we all know anyway?
-27 1-
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Subs tan tial Growth of the School
ONSI TEl T, substa ntial growth and contin uously increasingly efficiency have characterized
the Utah gricultural College from the day it first opened its doors, forty years ago.
I n four decade a sage covered bench has evolved into one of America's most beautiful col lege
campuses, overlooking a picturesque and progressive agricultura l valley. On the campus there
have arisen spacious building admirably suited to the requirements of one of the foremost LandGrant co ll eges in the western states. Keeping pace with physica l growth, thi chaol has made
remarkabl e progress in raising schola tic sta ndards, in maintaining a wholesome moral environment, and in modifying and expanding its variou schools of in struction to meet the cha nging
needs of a forward-moving commonwealth.

C

OTABLE GROWTI I I

ATTE DANCE

Beginning with a mere handful of student, the tah Agricultura l College has teadily advanced its enrollment until today, in total attendance, this in titution out-rank comparab le school
in adjoining states. Nor has growth in attendance been confined to number alone; wherea most
or th e stu c:ents of the ea rlier years in the hi tor y of this in t itu tion were of sub-co llegiate rank,
today all st udents are of full co ll egiate rank, anJ the number of graduate students is increa ing.
III G II STANDARDS OF SCII OLARSH IP
I n recognition of the high standards oi scholarship now obtaining at the tah Agricultural
Col lege, this In titution in 1926 was p laced on the accred ited li st of the Association of A merican
Univer itie , which give it the highe t attainab le scholastic rank and mean that graduates of
thi co ll ege are freely admitted to advanced standing in t he lead in g educatio nal institutions of
the United States.

Tbe Campus /r011l Above
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AN E LARG D C URRI CU L U M
Recognizin g the ever broade nin g
fi eld of u efulnes in whi ch t he college is call ed upon to se rve, a nd
appreciatin g th e need o f expa nd in g
the co llege curri culum to meet co nstantly in creasin g dem a nds upo n
the in stitutio n, the la t Legis!at ive
Assembly of the
tate o f
ta h
created in the Ag ri cultura l Co ll ege
a Schoo l o f Educa tion a nd prov ided
fo r the expa n ion o f the fo rmer
courses in ag ri cultura l enginee rin a
to affo rd a full y o rga ni zed Schoo l
Tbe rapid growtb 0/ tbe scbool in recent years can be attributed
of Enginee ring. Beside th e e adlargely to tbe able direction 0/ President E . C. Petersoll.
dition to the Coll ege curriculum ,
th e School of Ag riculture was rece nt ly ex tended to inclu de deg ree course in Forestry a nd Ra nge
M a nagement.
With thi s enl a rged progra m the Co ll ege Prope r now include (a) The choo l o f Ag ri culture
a nd Forestry, ( b ) The Schoo l o f A rt s a nd Scien ce, (c) Th e School o f Commerce, ( d ) The Schoo l
of Edu ca tio n, (e) T he Sc hool of Enginee rin g, a nd (1") T he School 0 1 Il ome Econom :cs.
In additio n to the e schoo ls o f th e Co ll ege prope r, the Uta h g ricultural Co ll ege, in ha rmo ny
with th e ge nera l pl a n o f o rga ni zatio n in a ll Land-Gra nt in sti tu tio n , inclu des a lso the Ut a h Ag ricultura l Experiment St a ti on a nd the Agriculturl l Exte nsio n Se rvice.
T il E

C II OOL Or: AG RI CG LTU R E

By v irtue o f th e clim at ic and geogra phi c conditi o ns definin g
ta h a nd othe r Inter- 10un tain tates, thi s regio n will continue to dem a nd m en t ra in ed for scienti fic ag ri cultura l pursuits.
The g rea ter a nd mo re fund ament a l probl ems unde rl y ing the furth er success ful developm ent of

Part

0/ tbe Faculty- I928

-27i-

this vast region have
been revealed by the
experience of a century and by the results of scientific research, and the Utah
Agricultural College,
through its School of
Agriculture and Forestry, is rapidl y extending a broad understanding of these
problems while teachT be Chapel as recently remodelled
ing methods of farm
and ranch practice.
I-laving long occupied a pcsition of leadership as regards education in Animal Husbandry,
Agronomy and Horticulture, the Utah Agricultural College is now prepared to offer courses in
Forestry and Range Management, both of which afford ~raining in subjects of paramount importance to western states. I ncreased knowledge
of agriculture under irrigation , and of dry farming, has served, among other things, to emphasize
the basic importance of better managing the forests and the open ranges which constitute by far
the greater land areas of this region; and, measured in terms of timber, sheep, wool, and geff
cattle, contribute the greater part of the total
agricultural income of Utah and adjoining states.
THE SCI-IOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
Since its foundation the Utah Agricultural
College ha s offered strong courses in the Sciences
Readil1g Room, Departme l1t of Commerce
and, to a less extent, courses in the Arts, to carry
out the technical work of the Schools of Agriculture, Home Economics, Commerce, and Engineering, and to assure to these students a liberal
education and training for efficient citizenship. Graduates from the School of Arts and Science
now occupy positions of leadership in all parts of America, and through them the Utah Agricul-

A Gll11lpse of the A rt Department

One
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0/ our Modern Machine Sbops

tural College has becom e
an

!I1ecballic Arts Bllildillg

glish, I Ii tory, l\lathematic , and Language , make the
at any other time in the history of the College.

reco ~ nized

outstanding

as
111-

stitution in this field .
But at no time in the
past has the chool of
A rts and Science been
so well organized for
service as it is at present. R e c e n t improvement in organization, together with
important
addition
to equipment in the
(~epa rtment
0 f E nand
cience
stronger
than
chool of Art

TIl E SCi IOOL OF COf\l M ERCE
Believed to be the first School of Commerce
ever to have been organized in institution of higher
learning in America, the Schoo l of Commerce in
the
tah Agricultural College is now organized
and equipped in the light of the experience gained
through thirty-five years of consistent development. Per on who complete the commercial
courses offered in this chool are prepared to a sume leader hip and re ponsibility in busine
and in variou industries and profe sions. The
School has kept pace with recent tendencies in
business education. Improvements in organiza1/ome of tbe /lew Scbool of Ellgineering
tion, made during the last year, have added to
the already established certainty of students in Commerce receivin g the kind of training essential to success.

1/ollle ECOIlOIIIlCS Practice Cotlage, One of tbe
1IIost recellt additions to tbe Campus

Tbe top floor of tbe Plant Industry Building
is tbe Girl's Dormitory

-279-

A View 01 tbe

THE

tadium

CIIOOL OF ED C TIOJ

Authorized by an enactment of the State Legislature in 1927, the School of Education of the
Utah Agricultural College has for its specific function the training of teachers for the various
certificates and diplomas recognized by the State Board
of Education.
The entire public chool system of the city of Logan
from the lowest grade up through the Senior High
chool has been placed at the disposal of the College for
teacher training purposes; and, for more intensive
training, the College has a sured complete administrative re pon ibility for the Whittier chool, one of the
city's best grade schools, conveniently located near the
College campus.
Training in the School of Education leads, according to the arrangement of courses, to the two-year
normal certificate, the degree Bachelor of Science in
Education and the Certificate in chool Administration , the Certificate in Supervision or the II igh School
The s/{ccessor 10 tbe Street Car wbicb left
Teachers' Certificate.
/{ s al 1be bolfolll 01 tbe bill.

TH E CIIOOL OF
E GINE RI G
The School of Engineering, as authorized by the State Legislature in 1927, i now
on a much broader
and firmer ba is than
at any time in the history of the institution.
Th is school now conJists of three divi ions :
C i v i I Engineering,
A.')"ricuiturai Eng i l1 : erin~. and i\\echani c
Breaking ground lor 1be StadiulII.
-180-

Covellor Derll at tbe tbrottle

Under C011struction

Arts. Civil Engineering students may choose their major in Irri gation and Drainage, Highways,
Structural Design, or Sanitation. Agricultural E ngineeri ng students may specialize in Irri gation
and Drainage, Farm Machinery and
Farm Power, or Farm Structures. The
division of Mechanic Arts offer a fouryear course leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Mechanic Arts.
THE SCHOOL OF HOME
ECONOMICS
To fit young women for the important vocation of home making, has long
been the objective of the School of
Home Economics which offers courses
in three major phases of home science:
Foods and Dietetics, Textiles and
Clothi ng, and Household Management.
These courses are so arranged as to
give students a wide background in the
natural and social sciences.
Aggie Tropbies

No recent addition
to the School of Home
Economics has meant
so much by way of
affording facilities for
practical home training as the Home Economics Cottage. Here
the girls receive, under
expert guidance, experience in applying
to actual problems the
knowledge gained in
class room and laboratory.
Tbese Colors Were Carried by Lieut. Ru ssell L. Maugban (U. A. C. ' 17) in tbe First
Aeropla11e Flight Across tbe C011tinent in a Single Day. june 23, 1924.
-181-

THE SUMMER
SESSION
I-laving for twentyfive years conducted
a summer session as
an Important part of
its curriculum , the
Uta h
Agricultural
College, because of
the high character of
instruction offered, has
bee 0 m e nationally
recognized as a leading school for summer stu dy . Many of
Vete rillary Clinic Building. ju st co mpleted
the leading educators
of America come to Logan each summer, as mem bers of the visiting faculty of the College or as
special lecturers, and students from practically e very state of the Union, during the last few years
particularly, have studied under these educators on this campus.
THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERI MENT STATION
Besic' es the College proper, the Utah
Agricultural College includes two other
major divisions-the Agricultural Experiment Station and the Agricultural
Ex:ension Service.
The Experiment Station is supported
by funds appropriated by both the
Federal and the State government. It
was established in 1889 for the purpose
of conducting original researches or of
verifying experiments in the various
phases of agriculture. The present
staff of the Experiment Station is comprised of forty highly trained specialTb e Greenhouses
ists, most of whom are also members
of the College faculty. Upwards of
fifty research projects are being conducted, each of which has a direct bearing on the original purpose of the Experiment Station.
EXTENSION
SERVICE
The purpose of the
Extension Service is
to further the interests of Utah farms
and rural homes by
carrying the work of
the College and the
Experiment
Station
into all communities
of the state, where it
demonstrates adaptability of improved
farm and home practices to local conditions.
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Choose Your Friends
If You Wish Success.

i

I

i
i

i
i

" Ilow far you go depends upon whom you travel with " is an old
I ndian saying. The]. C. Penney Company has traveled in a quarter
of a century from a tiny country store to a nation-wide institution of
954 stores, serving million of people, and their success has been due
in great measure to the principles with which they chose to make thf
journey.
Performance-I nstead-of-Promise was one of their early traveling companions, and Truth-I n-Advertising and A-Square-Deal-ToAll-Alike have proved equally satisfactory friends.
These 954 stores are more than just place to sell yards of goods.
They are monuments to the principle that the public appreciate.
honest dealing.

J. C. PENNEY CO.
!
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Lovinger Disinf ectan t
Company:'

i

International Formaldehyde
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i

Liquid and Jelly Soaps

i

Basketball and
Track

i

Equipment

i

i

Bristle Floor Brushes

i

Sanitary Supplies

Wholesale and Retail

Disinfectants
F umigators

Logan Hardware Co.

319 South West T empl e Street
S ALT LAK E CITY, UTAH

I
i
i

45 North Main

Phone Wasa tch 23 14
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The Joy of Giving
a nd the happiness which the gift brings.
a re increased many-fold when due consideration is given to gift se lection .
For the grad uate or the bride let us suggest
something electrical. There is nothing more
appropri ate-nothing more pleas ing.
Come in and let us
help you choose from
our stock of electrical
gifts.

Utah Power & Light Co.
Efficient Public Service
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The Students' Place To Eat
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Cafe
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THE NEW
MAJESTIC
RANGE

i 1
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The Inspector Eats Here

Edwards Furniture
Company

i
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Alt. Ma ugha n : " She ain't my best
girl. Just necks best. "
Pi: " Why is a n av iator like a wom a n ?"
Kap : " One slip is enou gh."

,

Beta : " Where a re th e nuts stored in
winter ?"
Delta: " Wh y a t the Delta Nut house
of cour e."

!
!
i

I

Sta nge r : " Il ow do you kn ow he is a
lady?"
Reed: " Beca u e when I necked her,
she made me ta ke off my hat."

!
!

!
!
!
!
I

I

I laro ld: " I ju t swatted fi ve fli e, two
m ales a nd t hree fe males."
W a nda: " I low coul d you tell ?"
Il a rold : "T wo were on the ca rd-t ab le
a nd three we re on the mirror. "

I

Cardon Jewelry
Company
Gift Counsellers
fo r More T han 50
Yea rs

I

I

1

-
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Will readily see the many advantages gained by insuring in

i

The CJ3i8 Home Company

i
i
i
i

j

Does Your Li/e Insuranc e Premiums Stay At' Home.~
Every Dollar Paid I nto the Beneficial is Invested to'

BUILD UP THE WEST

CBeneficial Life Ins. Co.
IIOM E OFF ICE
SALT LAKE

I IEBER j. GRA T , President
LORE ZO N. STOIIL, Manager
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Always
the Best in Music
K ABE
FISCHER
BREWSTER
CHICKER I G
MASOl & HAMLI
MARSHALL & WE DELL
GULBRANSE PIA OS
BRUN WICK PA ATROPES
ORTHOPHO IC VICTROLAS
CO 1 BA D INSTR MENTS

Glenn Bros. Roberts
Piano Company
OGDE~,
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We belong to one of the large t Grocen'
Chains in America and are proud of it.
We share in the buying power of 0 E
II UNDRED I ETY MILLIO DOLLARS AN UALLY. Which means tremendolls saving to YOU.
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Piggly Wiggly Stores in ii
Cache Valley Are Owned and i
i
Opera ted By Local People
i
i

Every Dollar 0/ Pro/it Stays
in Cache Valley

!

31 West Center Street

i

LOGAN, UTAH
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Cream's

Rival
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Your Appearance Depends
Upon the Clothes You
Wear

WE HAV E

Hart Schaffner & Marx

I
!

i

First Class, Yet Reasonabl e in Price

i

i

Specia l Rates For Ath let ic Teams

j

Headq uarters for Logan People
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Hotel Roberts
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119 North Main Street
SALT L AKE CITY

f

Olle block north from famous Mormon
T empl e a nd Tabernacle

i

Rooms With or Without Bath

i

i

i
i

WM. D. ROB ERTS, Prop.

I
$30.00 to $5 0.00

"+

THATCHER'S

One Person

-

$ 1.00 to $2.00

Two Perso ns - - $ 1.50 to $3.00

"Get the Habit"
Our Prices do not R ead "And Up"
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We CBelieve

l
i:

WE SERVE
the best food in
the city for the
money.

Joe Vincent's Cafe
48 East Second South
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

Why Grandma, what bi g eyes you have.
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Hand Tailored Suits MeanQuality Fabric
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Leith's Trade Bindery
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R ULING

Latest Styles

BINDI NG

GOLD STAMPING

Correct Fit
Complete Satisfaction

M akers

SCHEBY TAILORING CO.
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0/ Blank Books

H. B. LEITH

Super Service

4 1 Post Office Pl ace

Dry Clea ning and Repa irin g

SALT LAKE CITY, UTA H
LOGAN, UTAH
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Just seems to do wonders wit h
what you've got,

It SMOOTHES

it out and mellows it, and adds
years to its age, and does tricks to
its taste you will hardly believe,

If you're drinking without it you're missing a lot.
I

i

It's the silver lining to the

i
dark cloud of prohibition
i
i
"
I
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CAPITOL
LOGAN , UTAH

Utah's Fine t Theatre

To Attend
The Capitol

...

is a big part of any student's

oj '

education

t
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he: Ah, A losiu , here we a re twe nty m ile fro m th e
nea rest pe rson. Aren't yo u thr illed?
"Yeh ! Say-woul d n't thi s be a ni ce pl ace to throw
one' used razo r bl ades?"

-200-

r
A Growth that is Constant
Yea r come and go-old friends pas on, new f ri ends a rri ve-an d
with it a ll a steady, inexo rable growth. Z. C. 1\1 . I. and alt Lake
City have grown together. T he problems of yeste rd ay are solved
a nd past-tomo rrow looks upon a wider fi eld . It is in these
moment of retrospecti on- toppin g fo r a moment in the mi dst of
our dail y routine, t hat we rea li ze the obli gati ons that a re our to
se rve yo u faithfully.
Those obliga tion shall be met as they always have been met in the
past ixty yea r by u , whole hea rtedly.

Z. C. M. I.
13-33 South !l ain Street
S A LT L A K E CITY, UTA H
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Let's Get cAcquainted! i ii
i
i
Form ality is all right in its place, but we i
have no room for it here. We want your i
deposits, a nd we want you to come to us i
whenever we can be of help to you . Our I

customer are our fri ends rather than our
clients.

.
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!
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W. F. Jensen Candy
Company:'

I
i

i
i

Manufacturers of

!

SUPERI OR CAN DI ES

I
i
i
i

and

ICE CREA MS

Do you not think the F irst National
your kind of a bank ?

!

First in Quality->
and Service

Let's Get Acquainted
I

%e First National Bank

i
i
i
i

Wholesale and R etail

r
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L OGA
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%e c::Broadest Curriculum ever
offered at

%e cA8ricultural Colle8e
SUMMECR SESSION
The six week summer ses ion of the Utah Agricu ltural College affords
a de li ghtful vacation and an opportunity to pursue credit courses under a
vi iting facu lty of nationally known scho lars.
rogether with the full resident facuity, these men and women will pre ent
pecial lectures and conduct course in athletics and coaching, agriculture,
botany, education , music, zoology, geology, and many other branche of the
arts and sciences, for both graduate and undergraduate students.
The visiting staff inclu des: Dr. Il enry C. ow les , Botany, University of
Chicago , Dr. - . B. Bran ~on , Geology , Lniversity of ,\ t\issouri; Dr. E. \ ' .
.\\cCellum , ~utrition , John Il opkins University; Dr. Frank \\ '. I !:tn, Education , UllIversity of California; Profe sor Iiollis Dann, Music, New York
' ni\'ersily; Professor Lee Randolph , Art, California chool of Fine Arts;
Professor Mary Wood
inman , Dancing, Recreation ,
inman School of
Dancing; Profes or William A . Tarr, Geo logy , University of l\\issouri; Profes or Je sie i\ \ ay Agne\\', Music , Methods Teacher of Chicago; Profe sor
John C. Swenson , ociology, B. Y. L. ; Profe sor Lofter B jarnson, Education,
tah State Department of Education ; 1iss Edith Bowen, Primary Education,
Logan City chool.
Specia l Lecturers : Edward Il oward Griggs, Walter Prichard Eaton,
Pre ident F. D. Farrell, Lee Emerson Bassett, C. J. Ca lpin , Dr. Levi Edgar
Young.
COAC III IG SC II OOL
Feature Glen S. (Pop) Warner
The famou coaching school will be headed by Glen ,(Pop) \\ 'arner,
footba ll , head coach at Stanford University. Other members will be:
Dr. Forrest C. A ll en, Basketball; Treatment of Athletic I njuries, Director
of thletic and Basketball Coach at I<an a University, President of the
lationa l Association of Basketba ll Coac he .
Professor C. S. Leaf, Swimming, Director of swimming at Provo Public
Schoo ls and B. Y. U.
Dr. Creed I [aymond, Salt Lake City, Track a nd Field.
ummer Se sion:

June 1 to Jul y 27.

Fee: $20.00.
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J. CPo Smith {5 Son
Printer

Engravers

Designers
VITATIO
DA
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U PROGRAMS

i
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SOUVENIRS
STATIO
You can ' t always tell what they're d riving at.

i

i

CE PROGRAMS

ME

i
i
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ERY

We ma ke des igns to ca rry o ut yo ur ideas
L OGA

U T AH
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Just as you are!
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ECCLES HOTEL
LOGA

A

D BLACKFOOT
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We Hope Through
Quality and Service
To Merit Your
Business

CJ3ROWN'S

ICE CREAM
for-

HEALTH

CHRISTENSEN
FURNITURE
CO.
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CPhotographs Live ForeverLet Us M ake a New One For You- Something Dzfferent

Torgeson Studio
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A Modern Pool Hall for
College Men

I

Billiards
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TOBACCO I
i

CANDY
SOFT DRINKS

i

=

" I went to church yesterday."
"Any lu ck?"

LOGAN, UTAH
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Rese rve Your Christmas Card
Order For Him

" T be Greeting Card H ouse"
333 South Main Street
SALT LAK E CITY, U TAH
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YOUR SUCCESS
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Several thousand citizens of the
intermountain country find that their
bu si ness rece ives a friend ly, personal
interest here.

. +
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CJ30YLE'S
i I
I
I
i Cache Valley Banking Company
f
Everytbing for tbe Home
i
1
Commercial - Trust - Savings
I
I
Resources $ 1,900,000.00
OGDEN, UTA H
Ii
I
i LOGAN
UTAH
I
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E ING ready when yo ur chance
comes is the big secret of success.
The best way to prepare fo r financia l success is to lea rn how to saveto build up a fi nancial rese rve and a
helpful connection wit h a strong,
prog ressive bank.
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STATIONERY PRESS
CORPORATION
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We Have a Representative
At Your College
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City Drug Company

.I

UT AH AND IDAHO

SUGAR

Prescription Druggists

Is the Equal of Any Sugar
in the World

t Everything in Drugs
i
Toilet Articles
i
1
Sundries
t
I
~
1
!
!

i
1

IT IS - -

100 910 Fine
100% Pure
100% For

!

The Students DruB Store
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UTAH AND IDAHO
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PH ONE
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M A IN
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Magazines
Books
!

Wall Paper

!
!t

School and

i

Office Supplies

I
i
I

1
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ii
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Your patronage respectf ully solicited

W e Know We Can Save You M oney

i

Jerve

I

"NOURISHING as

f

I

BEER-

Mell ow and enticing in flavor
-wholeso me a nd rich in no urishing qualit ies. Becco is th e .
app reciated treat. It has the
Gives
real o ld t ime t a ng.
added zest to any party.

Get it wberever good drillks
are sold

Wilkinson & Son

+._ .. _

J

A t the Party
for a Real Treat

ICED

Fine Stationery

I
I
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Main Street-Opposite Post Office

M ade and bottl ed by

i
i

LOGAN, UTAH

BECKER PRODUCTS CO.
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You used good judgment in buying your car,
now protect your investment by using VICO
PARAFFINE BASE OIL and PEP GASOLINE.

CBlue Light Gas [5 Oil Co.

S

TATIONS OF
TILL BETTER
ERV IC E
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Miss Kyle: " Mr. Cooley, I found a
coll ar-button in my soup."
Cooley: "Good, see if you can find
my pen-knife."

I
j

j

j

I

Ken Shields: " How are things coming with your diet?"
Truth T. : "Oh, things are beginning
to shape up."
Lund: "Are you going to the AggieB. Y. U. game?"
Orpha : " I don ' t know, who are they
playing?"

I
j
I
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CI-IARLI E HANSEN SAYS :"W hen you're in Ogden drop in and

Ruby: "Since you have broken your
engagement to Brick because your feelings toward him aren 't the same, why do
you keep his ring ?"
Mary B. : " Because my feelings toward the ring are still the same."
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see me. We sure sell snappy clothes
at snappy prices.

Wright's Men's Store
OGDEN

UTAH
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CJ3INGHAM STAGE LINES COMPANY
Cars for rent at anytime for large or small parties,
iahtsee ing or bu in
.
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A party tou rin g the country became lost SOl ewhere
in the mountainou section of Kentucky. Driving along
on what they thought to be the main road they cam
across an old negro plodding along the way.
They
pulled up along side of him and the driver, after the
usual greetin~ sa id . " Il ow far is it to the next village
a head of us." " I dunno," rej}lied the darky. " Il ow far
is it to the next town behind u." The drive.r asked
agai n. " I dun no," replied the darky. "Where can I
find someone that does know the directions around,"
the driver a ked again. " I dunno," was all the darky
would reply. "Well, what the duece is the matter with
you? Don't you know anything at all," the driver
asked impatiently. "J\\ aybe not , 1aybe not," answe red
the Darky, "but I' m not 10 t!"
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UNDERWOOD

!!

Leads the world in typewriter servi ce.
Over 3,000,000 in use
Ask abo ut our terms on the Underwoocl
Standard- Keyboard Portable
For sa les or serv ice
wri te or call
L. ]. P ETER ON, Mgr.
nderwood Typewriter Company
Ogden, Utah

i
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i

i

Phone \Va . 1069
107 E. 2nd o.
Salt Lake City

!
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CDANCING
The pleasure of dancing comes from
Good Mu sic, a n Arti tic Hall , a nd
a n Excell ent F loor

cP ALAIS CJ)'OR
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~e cover for

.1. ihis. annual

was created by

The DAVID J.
MOLLOY CO.

2857 N. Western Avenue
Chi~ago. Illinois
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At Your Service - -
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CBluebird

School SupplY'
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Company:'
E very thing jor Ojjice
and School

Ca terers to - -

C hurch pews, th eat re and semin a ry seatin g, school desks and offi ce f urni ture,
complete line of school and offi ce suppli es. Ever-W ea r play ground appa rat us. Kin dergarten f urni tu re and supp li es.
Sole agents for M imeograph s and Mi meograp h supp lies
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OUT II STATE STREET
Salt La ke City
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Discriminating
People
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to NORT II 1A I

ST R EET

Logan, Utah
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